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covered—The Thief Went to Gorham

165 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.
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SON,

Middle Street.

the fatal fire in the

Surgical

Institution, which occurced some weeks
ago, exonerates tlie management and
employes from all responsibility. The
report further says that the patients died
from fright, and that none were burned
to death. They met their fate by suffo-
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No. 13 Preble Street.

Foster’s Forest City Dye House.
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Life Insurance,
Marine Insurance

Miss

Insurance,
—ANDSnrety Bonds Issued for Persons in Banks
or other Positions of Trust who are
Required to Give Security,
Plate Glass

Dyspepsia

—agents eok—

•■'ool & London £ Globe.
-ance Company of North America,
irtliern Assurance of England.
Niagara Eire of New York.
Queen Insurance Co. of England.

psliire Fire.

nix of London.
Insurance Co. of

State of Pennsylvania.
Norwich Union of England.

Reliance of Philadelphia.

Fidelity £ Casualty Co. of N.

Y.

National Life of Vermont.
Boston Marine.
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The following from Miss Bassett
SUCH
IS ONLY ONE OF THOUSANDS OF
AFTER
CASES WHERE DANA’S HAS WON
ALL OTHERS FAILED.
Me., Oct. lo, lbai.

East Vassalboro,
Dana’s Sarsaparilla Co.:
I wish to testify to the value of your
For
nearly
SARSAPARILLA.
been
raps ■ ■ p* eight years, I have
with
Dyspepsia
j n& troubled
have
Stomach,
the
in
and Canker
at
been a great sufferer, for months
do
an^would be unable to
a time i
food
took
I
when
and
—

would

If | EU I'll

kill

MWUalmost

I had got so bad that life was
of
nothing to me. X had tried a number
Physicians and lots of Patent Medicines
that were so highly recommended for
such trouble; it TIU AT
B for a
only give relief I O
short time. I had given up thinking I
would ever be anv better when I read of
the wonderful cures of your SARSAPARILLA. I thought I would try one

Mr. Morrison, the owner of the house, to
Fernald inquired: “Is she
the scene.
dead?” “Not yet, but she soon will be,”
“So shall I,” said Ferwas the reply.
nald, who went directly home, lay down
on a lounge, placed the revolver to his
head, fired and died with his finger on
the trigger. Mrs. Fernald will recover.

me.

MAINE’S BANKING INSTITUTIONS.

tics. Commenced taking it last March,
and nowfiam well ftiBOP’O
rKE.®
My
and strong.
weight when I commenced taking the
SARSAPARILLA was 120 pounds.

'Lf'lijS

The Annual Report of the State
Examiner Bisbee.

Now I weigh 150 pounds, »"d.1
cheerfully recommend DANA’S SAKfeAbeen.

PAItlLLA to all afflicted
Yours

as

respectfully,

D.

_

Goods

Fancy

Are You

GREAT VARIETY.

Under Falmouth Hotel .Portland, Me.
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sale: !

f'or

-THE-

Hotel,
Acadian
CASTINE,
ME.

Nearly new, and well furnished throughout ; has 53 guest rooms ; is finely located,
and specially adapted to Summer Guests.
Owing to decease of a large owner it will he
J. E. MOORE,
sold cheap. Address
Thomastou, Me.
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With
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INDIGESTION

1

S) Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble? (1
C' 1C Cfl TRY DR- BRONSON'S ;
i
Ir OU PEPSIN TROCHES,
i'
I'

They will relieve and cure you. 25 cents
mail.
per box, at druggists or by
(,
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence,

R.JWi

mitted to the Governor and Council the
35th annual report of the department,
relating to the eondition of savings
banks, trust and banking companies,
loan and
building associations, and
foreign corporations. Mr. Bisbee says:
The aggregate amount of deposits on
October 31st was §50,278,452.44, held by
the savings banks in each county as
follows:
Deposits.
Counties.Banks.
$
Androscoggin.4
299,898.24
Aroostook.1

Franklin•''.2

Hancock.2
Kennebec.6

Knox.3

Lincoln.2

Oxford.3
Penobscot.5

I’iscataquis.1
Sagadahoc.3

declSeodBwtc

Bank

Augusta, February 22.—Hon. George
Bisbee, state bank examiner, has sub-

I have

ABBIE A. BASSETT.
Witness, E. H. JANKINS, J. P.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

IN ALL GRADES.

IN

Ellsworth, Me., February 22.—Additional particulars of the Fernald shooting
show that Fernald and his wife had
lived happily together for some time. A
day or two before the shooting, she went
with her child to a neighbor’s to work. <
Saturday evening Fernald1 called with
candy for the child and invited Mrs. Fernald home. She, however, declined to
and
go. Sunday morning he called again
found Mrs. Fernald alone. Loud words
passed and presently Fernald fired his
revolver, holding the muzzle close to his
The ball struck the
wife’s head.
cheek bone, glanced and came out on the
The report called
the
face.
other side of

DANA’S M KING I

it

COMPANY,

SARSAPAR1j-a.«.

Somerset.2
Waldo.2
Washington.4
York..7

625,785.29
299,0u4.78
9,501,248.60
1,222,859.81
388,410.74
1,003,005.61
6,217,11/.65
384,762.4b

3,851,840.09
l,13o,89o.Ob

the volunteers paraded, and were reviewed at the White House by President
Veterans from Baltimore
Harrison.

participated

in the

_
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as
Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead packages.
Ths same as served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
We send free, on receipt of a 2c. stamp, saniple of either Formosa
Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.
'JHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
TT7.

m11

J-rr

gratifying.
The total number of depositors was
of 6,147, and the
increase
an
146,608,
the
average rate of dividend paid by
year, this is very

banks

was

$4.09.

I have no recommendations for legislaof
tion, but would state for the benefit of
those interested in the management
lias
savings banks, that my attention
some
been called to the advisability of
books
provisions of law whereby deposit
shall be presented at the hanks during
stated periods for verification by some
or clerks
person other than the treasurer
A
who receive the original deposits.
similar statute was enacted in Massachuunderis
setts some three years ago, and
stood to be proving very satisfactory, not
but to
only to the officials of the hanks,

Convention

was
come, and an appropriate response
made by Mrs. C. K. Breckinridge, of ArThe Sons ot the Revolution
kansas.
held a meeting at St. John’s Church in
the afternoon. President and Mrs. Har-

prominent persons
participated.
The Washington National Monument
the customSociety celebrated the day in
its meeting at
ary manner by holding

rison and many other

*

The
the residence of Dr. J- M. Toner.
General Shersociety met at noon, with
The old board of offiman in the chair.
cers was re-elected:
President (ex-officio)—President Harrison.
First Vice President-Senator Sherman.
R. 0. W’inthrop.
Second Vice I\President-Hon.
D
rilnrl/A
rr.....

to personally and, that
the election depends onuim.”

pealed

vietoiy

in

and

Then

Oration

and

the

Chicago

Cheerfully Agree

to

on

Delights

Them

With

box like that of 1890 to be convinced
that the wicked work of the Billion Dollar Congress must be repealed and the
people's will obeyed.
In conclusion, he said: “New York
will lead if othor Democrats will follow.
New York will follow where Democracy
leads.”
The speech was cheered loudly and
at its close the convention adjourned
sine die.

an

Plutocracy and Robbery.

Albany, N. Y., Feb. 22.—The Demo
cratic State convention met at noon today in accoi’dance with the progrartime,
Judge George M. Beebe was chosen
temporary chairman and at the conclusion of his remarks a recess was taken
When the convention
until 4 o’clock.
reassembled Gen. Daniel E. Sickles was
unanimously chosen permanent chairman.
Upon being escorted to the chair

THE MEN HILL DOESN’T OWN
Democrats Who Will
of

David B. Hill

Gay with Bunting.

New York, February 22.—This city

Boston, February 22.—Local forecast
for New England: A condition favorable
for rain is forming in the Rocky Moun'
tains and will move slowly east.
Weather Report.

Portland, Me, February 22,1892.

llarometer.

Dewpoint..

Humidity.*.§2
Wind.. ... 1£

WtatheV.’.'■
Mean

'■ ’■ ’.‘

daily the.r..

Maximum ther.
Minimum ther

M.

30.551j30.62i
35.0

Thermometer. 37.

31.
86

Calm

.Cl’dies Cl’dies
wind.
.36.0jMax.vel.
.42.0-total

...

12 N

preeip.02

30.0|

Weather Observations.

following are the Observations o:
the Agricultural Department Weathe:
Bureau for yesterday, February 22, tak
en at 8 p. m., 75tli meridian time, the ob
servations for each station being given ii 1
this order:
Temperature, direction o :
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 34°, N, cloudless: NewYork
The

42°,NE, cloudless; Philadelphia, 38°, NE
cloudless; Washington, 42°, NE, cloud
the depositors.
NW, cloudy; Buffalo
Twelve trust and banking companies less; Albany, 40°,
and 36°, NE, cloudless; Detroit, 34°, NE
have completed their organizations
2s E, cloudless; St
a capcloudy; Chicago, 36
are now transacting business with
St. Vincent, 34l
cloudless;
SE,
Paul,'34°,
in
of
$1,008,900.
stock
ital
paid
SE
Certificates of authorization have been S‘ cloudv; Huron, .So. Dak., 38°,calm
Bismarck, 34,
issued to four loan and building assooia- partly cloudy;
cloudless
tfnna rluriutr the vear. and one ilftViHS
vlvudy; Jastewvlle* w
*

Convention

22.—During the

recess

Candidate

as a

icuucu

victory for seven consecutive years,
and who has never known defeat. The
said delegates are further instructed to
act as a unit in all matters intrusted to
their charge, action to be determined by
the vote of a majority of the delegates.
When the passage instructing for D. B.
Hill was read, the air was shaken by an
outburst of cheers, and when the resolu-

to

tions

were

unanimously

adopted

the

Great

Democracy

f"

-j

Mrs. Deacon’s Story of the Killing
of Emile Abeille.
THE

MANY LIVES LOST ON

OLD

WORLD’S ROCKY COASTS.

Mrs. Deacon

caped

Says Abeille Could Have EsHusband; He Got De-

From Her

hind the Sofa to Avoid His Revolver—
Mrs.
Her

Montague, Accused of Causing
Child’s Death, Has a New Defend-

er—The Tidings of the Recent Storm.

London, Feb.
made
dent.

Deacon has

22.—Mrs.

statement to a Paris

a

correspon-

was
declares that there
notliing'to justify her husband in shooting
M. Abeille. She states that her husband
came to the door when she was quietly
conversing with Abeille, who was in evening dress except that he wore a smoking jacket. Abeille could easily have escaped if there had been anything to be
ashamed of. He was not hiding from
iUl

She

A/caWUt

IUCIC1J

OVUj,UU

H11VJWV*

sofa to avoid Mr. Deacon’s reShe did not open the door quickly when summoned to do so because
obliged to go first to the bedroom to light
Mrs. Deacon asserts that she
a candle.
was accustomed to bad treatment from
her husband and intended to consult a
lawyer regarding a divorce.
behind
volver.

a

TALES OF THE STORMY SEA.
of

Coasts

the Old

World

Strewn

With

Wrecked Vessels.
22.— Information
shows that the steamer
lost off that port was the Yiolante Rotterday, for Liverpool. The Norwegian
barkVario and the British brig Esther
Their crews
are ashore near Wexford.
Steamer St. Pancrewere landed safely.
as, from New York, arrived at Liverpool
yesterday. She had on board the crew
of the schooner Petrel, found abandoned
off Mine Head and towed to Queenstown
It had been supposed the Petrel’s crew
A despatch from Gibralwere drowned.
tar states that a vessel has been wrecked
Seven of the crew
at Cape Spartel.
The veswere drowned and four saved.
sel was the Italian bark Nina,
in
St.
Terrible weather prevailed
George’s channel last night. The French
steamer Erignac foundered off the Scilly
Islands and three of her crew drowned.

London, February

from

Penzance

rru« vomoininfr 17

liftvft

a.rvivp.d

at

Fal-

TheFlushing mail boat was
stranded at Queensborough during tho
Her signals of
heavy fog last night.
mouth.

distress were heard at Sheerness and
the British war ship Scout went out in
When she arrived
search of the vessel.
at the place whence the signals were heard
the vessel had vanished.

BECAUSE SHE IS A CATHOLIC.

tells the truth.”
Mr. Clarke of Oswego demanded the
name of Cleveland should be
placed

Father

at the front of the movement.
Hon. William A. Poucher, although lie
favored Cleveland, expressed the wish
that this convention should not seek to
forebend the action of the state convention called by the address.

London, Feb. 22—Father Macdonald,
the parish priest of Coleran, has taken
of Mrs. Monup the cudgels in behalf
tague,who is charged with having caused
her child’s death, and declares that she
is being persecuted for having become a

Richard A. Gurney Burned Out.

on

Macdonald Says That Is the ReasMontague's Prosecution.

for Mrs.

During the course of
yesterday Father Macdonald
declared that the coroner’s jury which
investigated the case and returned a verdierthat Mrs. 'Montague had wilfully
slain her child, were all Protestants.
The newspapers he said in their reports
Homan Catholic.

Belfast, February 22.—The house and
store of Richard A. Gurney, near the
head of the tide at Belfast, burned this
morning; loss $2,000, insurance $1400;
cause unknown.

his sermon

of the matter and

Safe Robbery in Augusta.

in

their comments,

were trying to place the lady in a bad
Augusta, February 22.—Harry Mclight and to damage her before tho peo-a
Keown is wanted for robbing the safe in
ple. Father Macdonald added that
Wardleigli’s bakery in this city. He was conspiracy existed against Mrs. Montague because she is a Catholic andde-a
an employe and knew the combination.
regular attendant. He concluded byMrs.
Between $100 and $150 are missing.
claring that in punishing the child
Two Cases of Lead Poisoning.
Montague had no idea that injuries
would result.
Arthur
22.—Dr.
February
Calais,

Lincoln and his hired

man

Howard Sil-

Dennysville, are seriously ill from
drinking water which ran through a lead
pipe.
Mary Farland’s Death.
[Special to the Press.]

February 22.—Marj
Waterville,
She
Farland died here Saturday night.
a young woman and the cause of hei
death is peculiar. It is said that she
had been told that “Rough on Rats” made
She used some
a good wash for the hair.

was

..

U1

voi

_LI ■_li-

..

l.oL.

nne

tuo

scalp. She was taken violently ill, and
although Dr. Pickett was called, died as

Respect for them obliges me
submit myself to their praise as to 1

grave and
Emphatic Judgment Upon Me,
which it would be rude to question, un
thankful not to be proud of, impossible

BEGAN BY PEDDLING NOTIONS.

in

ver

represent.
to

uxoaauiuuo icsjumo

squarely

the

cheers broke forth again.

orfMmnin

Lry

in the local elections in this state. The
address concluded by calling a state convention to be held in Syracuse, May 81.
Frank M. Thorne of Erie county spoke.
He vigorously arraigned Hill and said:
“As inevitably as the needle points to
the pole, the great heart of the Democracy turns to its great leader, Cleveland,
who fears nothing, deals honestly and

for President of the United States, a Democrat who has led his party from victory

A committee
was appointed to invite Senator Hill to
Secretary of
the oldtime enthusiasm which character- address the convention.
the report of the
ized the celebration in times gone by. State Rice handed up
which prepared the list of nar
From Harlem to the battery bunting committee
Those at large are Rosflaunted in the air, and all the public tional delegates.
well P. Flower, Edward Murphy, Jr.,
and
the
with
Stars
were
gay
buildings
General Daniel E. Sickles, and General
Stripes.
The alternates are
Henry W- Stoum.
Mr. Cleveland at Ann Arbor.
Man ton Marble, John Bigelow, Sydney
Ann Arbor, Mich., Eebruary 22.—Ex- Webster and Alfred C. Chapin.
Among
President Cleveland spoke' to the univer- the others are John R. Fellows, Amos J.
in
sity students today, on “Sentiment
Cummings, Richard Croker, W. B. CockHe was enthusias- ran, Hugh J. Grant, Perry Belmont, S.
Our National Life.”
of
students
2000
Fully
J. Tilden, Jr., and William F. Sheehan.
tically received.
the university gathered at the depot and The list of presidential electors was also
greeted him with the blare of tin horns presented.
and the university yell._
Mr. Hill Then Appeared
Died Two Days After His Wife.
before the convention and received an
Biddeford, February 22.—Benjamin ovation. When the tremendous applause
Emerscin, a prominent citizen of South had subsided, General Sickles said: “1
Biddeford, died of pneumonia Sunday, present to you, gentlemen of the convenaged 87 years. His wife died of the same tion, the Young Hickory of the Democdisease Friday.
They leave two daugh- racy, our next presidential candidate,
ters and five sons, among the latter being David B. Hill.”
two sea captains.
Then, after more cheers and added din.
He said:
Senator Ilill read his address.
THE WEATHER.
“Fellow Democrats—Your committee
has apprised me of the unanimous vote
Clear Today and Tomorrow—Hain from the which will make known your approval ol
Rockies.
me to the authorized representatives o:
the Democracy of the United States and
iii the annals of our nations
Washington, February 22.—[8 p. m.]— be recorded
convention. From that great Cardinal
The following is the forecast of the weawhose hymn ‘Lead, Kindly Light,’ lias
ther for New England: Generally clear touched the hearts of all Christendom
Tuesday: variable winds, brisk along the let my gratitude humbly borrow thii
nnoot
"Pair* Y17W1 llfiSflIW.
worthier response than I myself could ev

was in holiday attire today, and Washington’s birthday was celebrated with all

8 A. M. 8 P.

a

of the convention today, about 150
at
oironr montinn
f TTlll’s Tin,TUP.
J(ITH6S anti-winter convention men gathered
Hon. S. C. Fairchild called
Hall.
Union
handed
W. Ridgway of Kings county
up
and submitted a
the meeting to order
the report of the committee on resoluthat the state comrepoi't
announcing
DeSe
read
cretary
by
tions, which was
mittee had declined to dissolve tlje state
freest. The platform says: “The Democratic party of the State of New York, convention. D. Locke of Buffalo was
in convention assembled, pledges its
chosen chairman. Mr. Locke arraigned
fidelity to the great cause of tariff re- the machine, methods by which it
and
faith
Democratic
form and the whole
was sought to frustrate the will of the
tradition as affirmed in our national majority of the party for the sake of an
Hon. Chas. J.
platform, from 1876 to 1888, as well as in ambitious politician.
our State platforms, concurrent with the
Canda and Wallace Macfarlane were
opening of Gov. Tilden’s brief and Gov. chosen secretaries. The roll showed 36
E. L. Anderson
counties represented.
Hill’s long,
said the Democratic masses of Hew York
Thrice Approved and Alike Illustrious
did not believe Hill was the proper repservice in the chief magistracy of the resentative of tariff reform and honest
money and were opposed to his nominaEmpire State.”
An address to the Democratic elecAfter reciting the provisions of the tion.
tors of the state was then adopted amid
resothe
1S91
platforms of 1874 and
cheers. The address asserts that the
lutions declare: “The Democratic party controlling membership of the present
of New York, with proud hope, yet with Democratic state committee was secured
the adperfect deference to their brethren of at the state convention of 1891 by
other states and cordial estimation of mission of numerous irregular contesting
their renowned leaders as worthy stan- delegates; says the issues involved in the
dard bearers of the people’s cause, point pending campaign are tariff reform
declares
and
honest
money,
to the nomination of David B. Hill to the and
used
committee
the
state
office of President as a fit expression of that
the whole Democratic faith and tradition its powers for the avowed purpose
and our settled purpose to rescue this of serving a favored candidate’s personal
all Demoperverted government from the clutch of ambition instead of affording
autocrats and plutocrats; from spend- cratic electors equal and fair opportunithrift administration, odious taxes and ty to express their preferences as to the
It has become
debased money. In obedience to the issues and candidates.
mandate of the Democratic voters, the the instrument of a faction instead of
New York delegates, selected by this representative of the whole party. The
---if
nrncnnf
call for the State convention was a flathe National Democratic Convention the grant violation of party usage beyond
The
the authority of the committee.
name of
perversion of power has already been at-

Providence, February 22.—mien tne
letter of regret from ex-President Cleveland was read at the banquet of the
Young Men’s Democratic Club, much applause followed. Men rose to their feet,
and waved handkerchiefs and gave three
cheers for Cleveland and three more for
the baby. Enthusiasm was unabated for
The letter from Hill was resome time.
ceived with but a faint show of applause.

Local

Have

Their Own.

Albany, February

address, his speech being
interspersed with prolonged cheers at

he delivered an

fori Cleveland, Silence for Hill.

Gotham

MiOU KLIWilU IHfi AliAo.

Public Plunder and Public Trusts

by hundreds, high and low, every participant, abettor and defender of that colosThe Republican party now
sal fraud.
requires another upheaval at the ballot

the Unite Rule-In Return Their ReadPraise
er Says He is Pleased at Their

parade.

continental congress of the
National Society of the Daughters of the
Revolution convened at the Church of
Mrs. Harrison, PresidentOur Father.
General, delivered the address of wel-

To

They Recommend Hill

first

The

1,307,066.57
1,258,053.88
5,656,760.12

$50,958,452.44
16 counties.
The gain in deposits the past year is
and
considering the
$2,497,285.54,
monetary conditions in the latter part of
1890 and the early part of the present

the electoral
and
college, the
Republican leaders invent a veritable
machine to get away the Presidency
from the people and reward with

1HREE

vote

All
Capital as a general holiday.
THE BOYS VOTED AND CHEEKED
the departments of the government were
was
the
case
with
ACCORDING TO ORDERS.
closed, and the same
business establishall
private
nea-ly
ments. Veteran firemen of the days of

53

X

His Snap Convention Went For Him
With a Wild Rush.

tional

Cheers

Could and Did.

thing,

STEVENS&J0NES

Particulars of the Tragedy Which Ended
ill Her Husband’s Suicide.

DANA’S

Sons and Daughters of Revolutionary Heroes at the Capital.

taken.

*

the Republican party as Chase, Greeley,
Trumbull and Charles Francis Adams
and his sons did. The Republican party
neither trusts the people nor obeys them.
When six million people in New York
find the way at last to the rule of the
majority, the Republicans ascri be jt to
When the great majority
the machine.
of fifty millions of people make manifest their predominance in the popular

DAY.

Secretary—Horatio King.
Harvey.
Assistant Secretary—I.
Mr.
CresWhen
securities, were
After the meeting, a luncheon was givrifled he en, at which, among others, were present
sey found that his safe had been
Rusk, Senators Sherman,
alarmed his household, but did not allow Secretary
Vance and Faulkner, Representathe matter to become known in the Dawes,
tives Reed, McCreary,Washington, Outlineighborhood for several days. When it waite and Cogswell, Justice Field, Promuch
excitewas
did come out there
Commodore Ramsey,
fessor
ment; but no definite clues were ob- GeneralLangley,
Rosecrans, Senor Pedro Montt,
tained. There was suspicion at the time
the Chilian minister, and General Greely.
that some one familiar with Mr. Cresof
methods
and
his
doing
sey’s premises
FROM MR. BLAINE.
business had committed the deed, and
Can Win if
the concensus of this suspicion pointed to Ho Believes tlie Republicans
They Will.
one particular person.
Last December Mr. G. D. Weeks of
Detroit, February 22.—The annual
Gorham was engaged to work upon the
of the Michigan Club tonight
and
sons
banquet
four
matter for Mr. Cressey’s
widow. Although Mr. Weeks’ business was attended by leading Republicans
is that of a marble worker, to which he from this and other states. Speeches
also adds the work of a surveyor, he has
were made by Senator Perkins, Governor
proved himself quite adept as a detecT. S. Greenhalge of
tive. He discovered by some means that McKinley, Hon.
and others. Secretary
at the time of the robbery a stranger Massachusetts
came to Gorham on the Portland & RochBlaine sent a letter of regret in which he
ester, and took a team from thence to said: “But I cannot refrain from sending
he
clew
this
Buxton. Working upon
on the prospects
with a word of good cheer
managed to trace the robber
On all leading
of the Republican party.
a portion of
to
find
definiteness
enough
measures relating to industrial and finanthe bonds, about $4500, in New York, a
cial interests, our people are strong and
portion of them in the hands of Jew growing in strength. On the contrary,
brokers. He has, besides this, proved
our opponents are weak and growing
that the one upon whom suspicion rested
weaker. They are divided and we are
was guiltless.
united. If we do not win it is our own
fault. We will be justly censurable if,
RECOVER.
MRS. FERNALD WILL
with such great measures involved, every
Republican does not feel that he is ap-

cioJLlt
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When individuals learn to trust tne people and hate plutocratic rule, they leave

BILL OWNED IT.

year._
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Exchange

the Press.]

fashioned safe in his house. Sometime
before August 7th, in 1889, Mr. Cressey’s
house was entered, the safe opened, and

NOTICES.

Garments Cleansed

35

to

Biddeford, February 22.—In August,
1S89, Buxton Centre, in this county, was
excited over a most mysterious and sensational robbery. Daniel Cressey was
then one of the most prominent citizens
of the place—a director in the West Buxton Savings Bank and prominent in town
and county affairs. Besides being a man
of wealth, he was accustomed to keep a
great deal of property with him in an old

Indianapolis, Ind., February 22—1The
verdict of the coroner’s jury in the inves-

SPECIAL

the Train and Drove to Duxton in

Team.

[Special

They Died of Fright.

of De-

tective With Success—Forty-flve Hundred Dollars Worth of Securities Re-

CO., Mfrs.,

my9

a total of
and a net gain of

Washington, February 22. Washington’s birthday was observed at the Na-

Old Litchfield.

Sons of the Revolution.
Short lobsters.
Deaths and marriages.

operation,

in

three the past

HAND MADE.

Washington correspondence.

tigation of

thirty

now

WASHINGTON’S

3.

Page

ceased to do business, makes

{classmailPRICE

1892.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THIS MORNING’S NEWS.

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

above stated.

Arthur Coppen, Who Started By Borrowing SS, Reaves *800,000.

New York, Feb. 22—Arthur M. Copmerchant in
pen, export and commission
this city, died tonight of heart disease in
his 59th year. He was born near IIolbark. His father was a farmer, and at
-4

1

onto

onfl

VhW

Hampshire with a peddling wagon selA lew years later
ling Yankee notions.
he arrived in New York with a few dollars. He borrowed $8 and started peddling. He leaves a fortune of about
ssoo.ooo.

BRIEFLY TOLD.

Another typhus fever patient has diec
forget.”
New York.
in
re
said:
The
in
substance,
Mr. Hill,
The elections in the Argentine Eepub
awakening of the new Democracy al [ lie have
passed off peacefully, and al
c
over the land is a most auspicious sign o
danger of revolution is over.
the farmer! 1

ever

to

the times. When you see
arousing and allied, when you

see

all th 3

federations of labor stirring, 'then yoi
J
see in every state the great Democrat!
that th 3
up and afoot, it means

Two children were found at 329 Eas'
31st street. New York, yesterday, suffer
I
ing from small pox. They were remove(
to the pest house.
Alexander Gilbert, of Woonsocket, R
was nominated for governor by tin !

party
am
reign of the plutocrats is nearly over
I.,
The conven
the bright day of Democracy is ap
Prohibitionists yesterday.
3
tiou rejected a woman suffrage plank.
proaching its dawn. The Demoerati
and
wis
3
party makes choice of safe landmark
a public meeting at Hartford, Conn.
statesmen to make statutory
vesterdav, raised $50,000 by subscrlptioi I
I
and
release
thei
of the people’s progress
in a few minutes to secure a represents
energies to even larger liberty. Democ ; tion of the state at the Chicago fair. 1
our
All
trouble
is
progressive.
racy
is expected that when the legislate 5
ami all our dangers, after so many year
muddle is over the subscribers will be «
the
are
direct
const
rule,
of Republican
imbursed.
and flow from ur
that
of
rule,
quenee
Senator Palmer of Illinois for Presi
constitutional legislation by the ver f
dent, and Governor Russell of Massacht
men who
setts’ for Vice President, is the lates
Sit in Shivering Eita
over

what the Democracy will do wit

1

its power.

The Democratic party which trusts th e
is precisely the party whose crec 1

people

has ever been a

strict

interpretation

the constitution and the confinement
.cmrr.onl-

1/l'lintP.fJ

o

f
..

<1
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POWDER

Geners
Democratic ticket mentioned.
;
Absolutely Pure.
Patrick A. Collins is the engineer of th
new combination.
Ex-Congressman George W. Atkinso
A cream of artar baking powder. Highest of
and National Committeeman N. B. Scot t
leading West Virginia Republicans, sa;
all in leavening 3trengt'i.--ittissi V. S. Govern
that Secretary of War Elkins is to b 3
uominaWd ivv governor and will acceu I mad a;

GREAT MARK DOWN SALE.
To Close Them Out
and

—

—

MAKE ROOM FOR NEW GOODS,
sell
will
regardless of
and ChilLadies’ Oents’
and
Summer
Winter
dren’s
Hose and
Hamburg Edgings.
We have added a lot of new
We
cost

at

Edgings

Hamburg

cost

to

make the Sale attractive.
will
Sale
begin Thursday,
February 11th.

J. M. DYER & CO,
ooptf

febll

STATEMENT OF THE

Fire Insurance Co.,
Quincy Mutual
.JANUARY 1, 1893.
^

J

ASSETS, Dec. 31, 1891.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered.$ 17,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
5o,120.00
liens.
Stocks and bonds owned by the

company, market value... 347,806.00
13b,5o .09
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank..
3?’??£'Zn
b,45b.bu
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of coliee10,183.18
tion.
Aggregate of all the admitted assets
••■••••

value. ..$610,026.60
LIABILITIES, Dec. 31,1891,
Net amount of unpaid losses and

claims.6,660.00

Amount required to safely re-insure
233,104.77
all outstanding risks......
All other demands against the comviz:
commissions,
pany,
etc---9,250.00
Aggregate amount of liabilities ..$247,904.77
CHAS. A. HOWLAND, President.
—

J. H. WEBSTER,
FIRST
feb9

NATIONAL

BANK

Agent,

BUILDING.
dlaw3wTu

MARKS,

WM. M.

Card

Book,

-AND-

PRINTER,

JOB

PRINTERS’ EXCHANGE,
97 1-3 Exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orders by mail
tended to.
Ail

or

telephone promptly atnovlleodtf

A. R. & E. A.

$50,000
In large

DOTEN,

and Loans.

Real Estate

to

/H'CAGO’S

THE PORTLAND CLUB DINE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can he accommodated.

or

\ erolsm

Symouds, Kobie, Dow,
Libby, Drummond, Morrill, Reynolds

Speeches hy

Messrs.

and Mayor

1

j

The Portland Club last evening cole- J
brated Washington’s Birthday by one of
the pleasantest and most successful meet
ings they have ever had since the clu
About 70 of tile
came into existence.
members were in attendance and a num I
her of invited guests were also present
Half an hour was spent in social conves
satiou and then supper was served, under
the direction of Steward Palmer. Tintables were set in the parlors and presented a very tasteful appearance. Every j
inch of space was occupied but all wore
at
the <
Seated
well accommodated.
tables were the following:
Hon. Henry B. Clesves, Mayor True,
Hon. .T. H. Drummond, Hon. .1. W. Symouds.
J
Hon. Fred’k Kobie,
Hon. F. N. Dow,
Hon. C. F. Libby,
Hon. F. E. Richards
Carroll W.
Merrill, E. C. Reynolds, president Y. M. K. Club;
Lincoln
president
Hou. E.Harding,Gorham
Club;
W. H. Scott,
S. A. True,
Col. Henry S. Osgood, W. C. Emerson,
XJl

XWiilllB,

Berry,
Hr. C. 0. Files,

A. H.

JA.

*uac,

A1.

Horatio Clark.
Zenas Thompson,
II. N. Pinkham,
N. W. Morse.

Shaw,

Geo. C.

I. S. Bean,
Chas. Lewis,
.1. H. Hobbs.
F. H. Woodman,
W. E. Ulmer,
.1. II. Hall.
Maurice West,
Hr. E. E. Holt,
E. H. Sargent.
C. W. T. Godiug,
B. J. Willard,
Harry Johnson,
A. S. Hinds.
C. Way,
L. L. Shaw, Yarmouth, Frederick V. Chase,
Hon. J. B. Mayo, Fox- W. M. Marks,
A. L. Turner,
croft;
J. Osgood Cook.
Chas. Cook.
Hoii. J. H. Fogg,
Capt. W. E. Bennisou,
H. N. Tobey, Maehias- Capt. J, S. Winslow,
Hon. J. A. Locke,
port;
Win. Senter,
Col. F. E. Boothby,
('has. Kandall,
Havid T. Bines,
John W. Byer.
Geo. Thompson,
After cigars had been lighted, PresiE. F.
Geo.

Haskell,

M. Young,
Chas. H. Boss,
Arthur W. Merrill,
.T. F. Hawkes,
IJ. L. Uavis,
John Burnham,
L. A Goudy,

dent

Henry B. Cleaves

ord^r and

called the club to

explained

in brief terms

the

absence of Hon. C. J. Noyes, who had
signified his intention of being present
but was kept at home by illness. Mr.
Clea ves, saying that the people of Portland are always glad to listen to their
own citizens, then introduced Hon. J. W.
Symonds, who delivered a most admirable address.
Judge Symonds

expressed some surprise

at

finding

to

play

his

part

cV./v,llrl OOA
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MAINE
Items of

Interest

pondents

Gathered

by Corres-

pressed popular verdict, against
the founders of the republic provided a
wise system of checks. The will of the
people is the final authority. He read
extracts from an address on the

property by Lord Coleridge,
long ago visited Portland. That
(m+fmvitw rlofirmfl tlm

trim

Trcicia

law of
who not
eminent
nf

+.lif>

bred in Maine illustrates the effect
of changing sentiment. Under a new
system of laws, with a clearer conception, what was property before ceases to
be property. So that the rights of prop-

erty,

which we

regard

as one

of the most

fixed things, may be changed in the last
resort, and the broad conclusion is
on
his
has
sold
J. R. Hopkins
grocery
reached that every man holds what is
Main street to Mr. P. C. Eastman, of dear to him, subject to the popular will.
Cumberland, who will take charge about He spoke of the antagonism of labor and
capital. While he has a great dread of
the first of April.
those crimes committed in the name of
The Yarmouth Rifles hold a meeting
labor, yet it is true that there are combiMonday evening, Feb. 29, to nominate nations of wealth that tend to the detricandidates for officers, preparatory to an ment of the public good. He believes a
freedom of opinion is to be allowed
election. There are 43 names on the wide
to every member of a party within party
rolls, and every member is requested to lines. Every man is entitled to exercise
his private will without being probo present at tills meeting if possible.
so
a
bolter or seceder,
Rev. Mr. Marsh, of Saco, preached at nounced
as lie perceives that the general tenRev. long
the Central Church last Sabbath.
dency of his party is for the good of the
Mr. Steward, of Waterville, will preach country, even if it does not express his
Still, if it comes nearer
next Sunday.
precise views.
A new magazine reading club has been to them than the other, it is his duty to
The Republican party
formed at the lower village with head- act with it.
quarters at the drug store of M. C. Mer- claims no immunity from mistake; on
the contrary, it has been accustomed to
rill. This is the fourth club in town.
Every step in adAt a meeting of the Poultry Associa- remedy its errors.
tion Saturday, Feb. 19, it was decided to vance and every height gained gives a
hold the next exhibition December 27, broader vision and clearer view. The
28, 29 and 30. Mr. W. B. Atherton and party is ready to meet the emergency of
Mr. X. A. Knapp will judge the exhibits. the present hour and act well in the
Mr. A. S. Seabury was elected superin- great crises of the future as in the past.
All birds exhibited
tendent of the hall.
Governor Kobie
will be required to wear leg bands as a
as a practical farmer.
was
introduced
rules
and
regdistinguishing mark. The
ulations will be the same as at the last He called attention to the fact that this
was

the 160th anniversary of the birth of

Friday evening two nous collided at
the toot of the factory hill, and several
young lads were more or less injured.
Two managed to get home badly bruised
but not seriously injured.
Will Loring',

He said Lincoln’s views
Washington.
coincided closely with those of Washington, who, if not the father of the Republican party was certainly the grandfaWhen Washington was in Camof district No. 9, was the unfortunate ther.
one, having his ankle turned, and the bridge, he reviewed the Continental armuscles and ligaments of his leg severely my, and, with uncevered head, exclaimed
“Cod bless the
strained. No bones were broken, but his as” they passed by:
In that vicinjury is considered much worse than a troops of Massachusetts.”
torious army were men from Yoi’k and
simple break would be.
Cumberland. We are here today as deGorliam.
scendants of that greatand grand people.
was
in
Ex-Gov. Robie
town Saturday.
Col. Fred N. How was humorously inThe sociable given Saturday evening troduced as man “not in politics.”
He
C.
E.
was
P.
the
Y.
attendin reply, that he
S,
by
largely
affirmed, however,
ed. Instrumental and vocal music, read- should always be in politics as long as
ings and recitations was the order of the he could help the Republican party with
Cake and
chocolate were his vote.
evening.

served.

Washington’s Birthday was observed
by the boys as usual with blowing horns,

School held one session.
etc. The
As we had a large fire recently the ardor
the
small
of
boy was crushed by the town
authorities not allowing the usual bon

High

fires.

Repub lican caucus will be held next
Saturday afternoon, Feb. 27, at 2 o’clock,
at Harding’s Hall to nominate candidates
for town officers for the ensuing year,. to
A

choose

committees for two years,
and to choose delegates to attend the
Republican State convention to be held
at Bangor April 27 next.
Richmond.
town

Rev. R. E. Gilkey, pastor of the Free
Baptist church at Richmond, read from
the pulpit Sunday, his resignation, to
take effect May 1st, unless sooner relieved. The congregation heard it with sur-

prise and regret.
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In order fo reduce
our

GLOVES.

Are you

stock of Kid Gloves and make room foi
we shall sell, For Three Days Only, out

our

Spring assortment

popular

a

satisfied smoker!

If you smoke

edly

an

“ONION” you

undoubt-

are.

If you have never tried one do so at
We’ll take our ehanees as to your
once.
favorite brand in future.

“BIARRITZ” GLOVES
At

To Heaven itself and earth’s remotest ends.”

79 Ots. ^©r* :E»£*,ir.
c. h* GtPPY &

UCAB CDQ
UCALCnO

Regular price $1.00 per pair. The best wearing Glove in the
market. Colors, Brown, Tan, Slate and Black, all sizes.
Also 10 dozen Suede Kid Gloves at 61 cents per pair, formei
price $1.00.

AND

e°^tf

iani9

sviillett,Levans

co.,

Congress Street.

5!7

feb22
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FEMALE TROUBLES.

——

Became so Run Down that Life
was a Burden.
Allen’s Sarsaparilla Makes Life
Worth Living.

Accordingly a delegation of prominent men, with Stephen
A. Douglas as spokesman, invited Caphumane conduct.

tain Prindiville to the Tremont House.
There Senator Douglas picked up a purse
containing $700 in gold and handed it to
the brave sailor, remarking as he did so,
“Captain Prindiville, please accept this
honor and
purse as a small token of the
esteem in which you are held by your
fellow citizens of Chicago, who, believe
me, fully appreciate the gallant deeds
in the interyou have performed today
ests of humanity.”
Captain Prindville was embarrassed
though he knew what he wished to aa>

CO.,

four sixty-three
CONGRESS STREET.

j

ROCKPORT, ME., Aug. 3, ’91.
1 have been brought back to health
from the very verge of the
grave by Allen’s Sarsaparilla. and 1 rejoice at the privilege
of telling others of its wonderful
merits. For two or three years 1
have suffered from a complication of diseases peculiar to my
sex, and became so run down that
life was a burden. 1 had a
terrible cough all of the time, and my
friends thought 1 was going to
die. 1 had tried many kinds of
medicines without benefit, and was
about discouraged when I began

*

“In the

Spring

Lightly

turns to

young man’s

a

thoughts

fancy

of love”

taking Alienas Sarsaparilla.

Before i had taken it a week 1
began to feel better. Now I have
taken three bottles and can say that
1 am cured—entirely cured.
It

■>

not faith that cured me, beIt was AlI had no faith.

was

cause

.....

len’s Sarsaparilla.

MRS. JAMES NUTT.

Sold

and the mind of the young

.mother to what she shall

by all dealers—123 Doses, 60 c.
The Allen Sarsaparilla Co.,
Woodfords, Me.

.buy for

a

for Baby.

Carriage

.If she will

come

to

our

store

which

Yarmouth.

exhibition.

ZtJii burnt/

HARK

-I-----

“Tho’ short my stature, yet my smell extends

FOR THREE DAYS ONLY!

and manifest his own interest in the publio events of the day. He
must exert his influence according as his
conscience guides him. Everything valuable in life, he affirmed, depends on the
will of the people; not the hastily ex-

man

of the Press.

There lives in Chicago a grizzled veteran who has during the half century
had
that lie has sailed from that port
the good fortune to save a great many
treacherous
| ivcs from drowning in the This
man is
raters of Lake Michigan.
went
'Captain John Prindiville, who first
was
to the inland sea as cook when he
Before he was
fourteen years old.
all the
twenty he had risen through
grades and become a full fledged skipper
Liberty.
j|nd the master of the schooner
From 1855 to 1865 Captain Prindiville
the
and his brother owned and operated
on the Chicago river.
of
line
tugs
only
awful
In .November of 1857 there was an
more
storm on the lake and a dozen or
vessels were wrecked and many lives
One of these was
lost just off Chicago.
;he Harriet Boss, and her crew with
frozen hands and feet were unable to
ivert the certain doom which seemed
-waiting for them. Captain Prindiville
with the tug McQueen went to their
Then he
rescue and saved every one.
rescued the sailors of the Di Vernon,
and later he took from the stranded
steamer Cape Horn her crew and pasThose who witnessed these
sengers.
life saving feats thought that no human effort could avail.
These heroic acts aroused the citizens
of Chicago to express to their fellow citi-

public affairs

if

TOWNS.

Unselfishness of Captain
Prindiville.

in the discussion of

rights of property, the conclusion being
COMMERCIAL PAPER. substantially that the rights of private
property depend on the public percepRooms 3 and 4, Jose Building,
tion of what is for the common advantage.
STREET
NO. 98 EXCHANGE
It is
easy to recall how property
eodly
jul
rights have been affected in this country.
Lotteries were formerly established by
Fairford Southern Pine Flooring.
law; now that is changed, and they have
It will not sliver been put in the class of criminal offences.
This is a rift sawn flooring.
or splinter and will out-last three ordinary
The same is true in the law relating to
floors.
the sale of intoxicating liquors. In the
Rvery one who is building and thinks of using
English Parliament it has been lately
maintained that a man ought not to be
Write for particulars, or call ou
S. H. & A. R. DOTEN.
deprived of his license to sell liquor
494 to 604 Fore and 279 Commercial Sts.
The
without
compensation.
proper
Portland, Me.
Sepl9eod6ms*
rights of property in this particular to a
C<„_A.1.

_-—

him-

self called upon to make a political speech
at this early season of the political year.
But it is the duty of every citizen, he

said,

and

LI»-&

John

True.__

Lyman M. Cousens,
.Sylvanus Porter,
Hr. B. B. Foster,

CHAMPION

Hon. Clias. F. Libby
introduced as another man “not in
politics.” He believed it to be a good
thing occasionally to look the ground
over end draw lessons from the career of
Washington and those who laid the founThe colonies
dations of the Republic.
which broke away from England, could
never have succeeded if they had not
sunk their differences and stood shoulder
to shoulder. It is well to bear in mind
was

that without organization and preparaIt is the duty
tion no battles are won.
of the party to sink all minor differences.
All differences ought to be settled inside
of party lines, and then all should unite
to carry the banner forward to victory.
Hon. ,J. H. Drummond, Carroll W.
Morrill, Esq., president of the Lincoln
Club, E. C. Reynolds, Esq., president of
the Young Men’s Republican Club, and

Mayor True made brief remarks.

.she

CAPTAIN JOHN PRINDIVILLE.
At any rate he refused the purse offered,
thanking the senator for the kind words
and sentiments he had used. “I cannot
be paid," said the captain, “for sdvipg

That I aecount a special privilege, and one for which I am always
glad to avail myself whenever the opportunity presents itself. There lies in
a jeweler’s show window around the
comer,” he continued, “a gold watch

can

easily

decide.

,

lives.

and chain that was offered to me on an
occasion similar to this a year ago. I
have asked the good people to sell it and
turn over the proceeds to the widows
and orphans of those who lost their lives
in that storm. If my kind friends here
will permit, I should like to see this
purse of gold distributed among the
families of the frozen crew of the Flying
Cloud, all of whom perished in the storm
of last night and today.”
Captain Prindiville was bom in Ireland sixty-four years ago, but was
brought to America when he was eight
years old. The family settled on Chicago in 1836 and lived in what was
known as the “Prindiville Patch,” at
Chicago avenue and State street. The
captain, with possibly one exception,
has been a member of the Chicago board
of trade longer than any one else. He
became a member in 1856, one year
after the organization received its charter.
_

BRITISH

MINISTER

TO

ECUADOR.

Diplomatic Career of Doveton Haggard,
Brother of the Famous Novelist.
When

a man

achieves distinction in

any walk of life the members of his
family soon come to be known by their

relationship to him and not by their own
individuality. But the author, H. Rider
Haggard, has an elder brother whose
claims to distinction are based upon
something more substantial.
He has been for many years in the
diplomatic service of England, and ia
4-Vv«o4-

4-,

The Atkinson
House Fur-

cures

PEARL
AND
MIDDLE
STREETS.

Atkinson,

guarantee

and Wind Colic.

Diarrhoea

CORNER

Gen.

Mgr.

Castoria relieves

constipation and flatulency.
teething troubles,
the
assimilates
food, regulates the stomach
Castoria
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.
cures

Castoria.

Castoria.

"Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. T.

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Da. J. F. Kincheloe,
Conway, Ark.

Our physicians in the children's departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospitau and Dispensary,
Boston, Mass,
Am,en C. Smith, Pres.,
ment have

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York City.

4-T,«

His full name is
W. H. Doveton
Haggard. He was
attached to the
British embassyin Madrid at the
time of the uprising against the
unpopular Marshall Serrano,
whose life Mr.
Haggard is said
to
have
saved
at the imminent
risk of his own.
He was transferred to Washington Infrom Ma- doveton haggard.
dnd.
the gay society of the national
capital he soon became popular, and
when he was ordered to Teheran, Persia,
there were many expressions of regret.
Haggard remained in Teheran for
nearly three years. Then he was sent
in turn to Vienna and Bio Janeiro. At
the latter place he wooed and won the
present Mrs. Haggard: His appointment as minister to Ecuador is in the
nature of a promotion, and is in accord
with the plan adopted in the British
diplomatic service. Like his brother
Rider, Mr. Doveton Haggard has traveled considerably in the wilds of Africa.

Bpps7S Cocoa

The most powerful electric lighthouse
in Europe is the one at Hanstholm, on
the Scow. It has a strength of 2,000,000
candles.

The Non ForfeitoMe and Incontestable features 'of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

Indianapolis railroad machinists kick
against overtime.

Isaac C.

is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Its

....

nishing Company

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant.

...

MISS E. W.

the

CREA(Vi.^AL6VI-Ci«a,»sc«»
Passages, Allays lain and Inflammation,

a

>

Soros, Itestores Taste and Smell,

H <-»*8
»nd ^

-~~

Avplyintc
t. \l>rugg;st? or

^CflTAOWA

rwJuf ^0]

Nostrils.-It rs ruickbj Absorbed.
hy xnaii. ELV SltOS,. Sfi u arren a. N- T.

grateful-comforting.

BREAKFAST.

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a
delicately flavored beverage which may save us
many heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong
enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around
us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
fatal shaft by
point. We may escape many a with
pure blood
keeping ourselves well fortified
and a properly nourished frame.”—1r‘Ciuil Service Gazette.”
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tius, by Grocers, labelled
thus: JAMES EPFS & CO., Homcoopathie
Chemists, London,

ality.

Eng.

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

FITTINGS, VALVES,
HANCERS,
SHAFTING,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

X t,

57 & 59

oGm

jaii 19

OTW.
Elin

Street,

\

HOPKINS,

of Corporations

Organization

au26

a

specialty.

d6m

Biddeford,

Maine.

Parties in want of Brass. Composition or
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspond
before order ing elsewhere, first class work at
dccSleodSm
reasonable prices.

JAPANESE

PILE

Cf A.„

SAWYER,
Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting
BROWN

BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Send for circular.

my29eodtf

CURE

Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
or HerediBleeding, Itching. Chronic, Recent never
been
tary. This remedy has positively
known to fail. $1.00 a box, e boxes for $5.00;
of
price. A
sent by mail prepaid on receipt
written Guarantee positively given to each
when
purchased at one
purchaser of 6 boxes,
mid if not cured.
lime, to refund the $6.00
W.
WHUPPEE &
W.
Guarantee issued by
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
oct28eodtf
Me.
ment Square, Portland,
A

STEPHEN BERRY,
JOB

POTTER,

No. 37 Pf,UM STREET.

BOYD,

BRASS FOUNDRY,
85

ST.,

MISS A. L.

CHASE&SON & CO. BOOR USB
Portland, Me.
KENNEBEC STREET.

feb7S&T&wly

“CEORCE C.

Thurston’s Piano House, 3 Free
Street Block, Portland.
ang27d6m

SOc)
eod&wly

mar!8

Order Slate at Chandler's Music Store 431
feb5eodtf
Congress Street.

or

pira“|M
the

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.

PUPIL OF EICHBERG,
Counsellor at Law,
receive pupils September 1st,
88 1-3 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT

_dlawTu&wly
i—ELY'S

THURSTON,

Teacher of the Violin
will

decll

BUSINESS CARDS.

EDUCATIONAL.

The Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments,

■
*

\J
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An orchestra in itself, producing:
the most charming: music.

played
anybody.

be

Can

FOR.

SALE

by
BY

CRESSEY & JONES,
394
apr21eodlyr

Congress St.,
opposite CITY hale.

MISCELLANEOUS.

whs bora to

THOSE MUM BEES.
They

Hum About the

Presidency

fice in the Gift
of

ple—Lots

of

the

in

Highest Of-

the American Peo-

Coincidences

and

Paral-

lels Cited.

(.Special Correspondence.!
Washington, Fob. 13.—Yvhat has superstition to do with the election of a
president of the United States? Nothing, perhaps, and yet there are superstitious people who will point out to you
why one man may and another cannot
be elected to the chief magistracy, basing their opinion on the coincidences of

Mr. HENRY HOXIE,
Truckman and Jobber,
WaterviUe, Me., testifies to the

The well-known
of

merits of

history.
In no other country under the sun are
the people so earnest in their participation in politics, so well informed, so
quick to adapt themselves to new conditions.
While on the floor of the senate
the other day, just after the letter of Mr.
Blaine withdrawing from the presidential race had been made public, Senator
Teller said to me: “We have a dozen
candidates here in the senate. You may
hear the bees buzzing all round.”
The declination of Mr. Blaine to be

GROBER’S

For a long time I was troubled with a
distressed feeling in my stomach, pain and
dizzy feeling ia my bead, and at times
would have a severe headache; was not free
from Constipation; in fact, I had Indigestion in a bad form. I commenced to use
Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup, and
the distress in my stomach
my
head became clear, I had no dizzy feeling,
and now I enjoy good health.
I cheerfully recommend it to any one

disappeared,

considered

troubled with dyspepsia as a sure cure.
Henry Hoxie,

U

I

OTJR FAITH IN
THE MEDICINE,

On and after October 1,1801, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after

eating, Palpitation

of the

Heart, Colic,

Ner-

vousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,

purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior

preparations.
Dyspepsia
genuine unless bearing our

to Castor Oil and all other

Call for Groder’s Botanic

Syrup. None

trade-mark,

the

Beaver.

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
WAIEBVUiB, MAINE.
TST&w

Don’t Delay

^

trying Cottoiene, the new,
popular, successful vegetable
Don’t wait for your
neighbor to tell you about it.
Lard.

hbat wbiob

It is the first duty of the housekeeper to provide wholesome

unpleasant

nothing
housekeeper

ness” is
the

but grease ;
knows that

COTTQIENE
is unbounded.
TFwill enter every kitchen and
increase many fold the varieties of food~which may be
success

enjoyed.

housekeeper

The

need no longer hesitate in the
use of shortening in catering
for those who are delicate. The

problem is solved. UseCottojene. Soldby all grocers.
Made in Chicago by

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.,
5 Central Wharf, Boston.
scp8

TT&S&wnrmTlyc

A

tersely; Halfdan Olsen, of
Gallatin, care of Custom
House, Boston, wrote Dec. 16,1891,

Puts it

8wed is h
Sailor

mown as

theU. S. S.

it A AJ.

In

rvno

was

I~nnnl-o nut Tfhmrrn rtfithe.

fni.iiihASt.

of anything I ever tried.’1-Another pointed remark is Fred. Boiler’s, 720 Union St., Chicago, June
22,1891 : ’’The second bottle put me on my feet again.
Ath-lo-pho-ros is my first and, laU medicine for
Rheumatism.”-These are “samples” of tostimonials coming in voluntarily every day. Evidence as
to the great specific for Rheumatism is authentic
and definitely located.-$1 per bottle. All Druggists. The Athlophoros Co., New Haven, Conn.
Treatise on Rheumatism free. Write for it.
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nay work to defeat them all.
The strange
fatality which
Dver senatorial aspirants to the

sen-

UiV

hangs
presi-

lency is emphasized by consideration of
the large number of senators who have
ought, but sought in vain, the greatest
office in the gift of the American people.

A Famous
French Chef
once

a

presidency, that the bee may always be
leard buzzing on the senate floor, and
:hat rivalry and jealousy between men
tvho rub against each other every day

Tu.Th.S.cwCpmnn

janl6

while

presideixt, and
with inexorable pertinacity history
shows that the only way there is for a
senator to reach the summit of political ambition in this republic is to resign or suffer another to be elected
in his place.
Possibly careful exanxinadon of conditions might disclose the
iact that the senate is always full of

tho expression of Henry
Turner, 14 Kemper Place, Chicago, June 3,1391:
-Similarly brief

politicians.

Yet not one senator
xtor has been elected

to the work of Ath-lo-pho-ros on
his Rheumatism: “Four •medicine has cured me
wonderfully.” That’s all; but it means a volume.
as

v

n. pns.

Andrew Johnson was a senator from
1857 to March, 1863. In 1864 he was
elected vice president, and succeeded to
the presidency on the death of Lincoln
in 1865. James A. Garfield came nearer
than any other president to stepping
from the senate to the White House. In
January, 18S0, he was elected to the
senate to succeed Allen G. Thurman in
the term beginning March 4, 1881, but
he was that year nominated for and
elected president, and never became a
senator at all. The latest instance of the
sort is the case of President Harrison.
He served as senator from 1881 to 1887.
A year and a half after leaving the senate he was elected president.
If the candidates for the presidency
who now occupy seats on the floor of the
senate were at all superstitious, they
would be appalled by these citations from
history. It certainly is a remarkable
fact that in more than one hundred
years of government not one senator has
been taken up and elected president of
the United States. This may be mere
coincidence, or it may be fate brought
on by conditions which have not been
The senate has throughout
studied.
our history been composed of the great;st, most influential men of the country.
rhey have been loaders of parties,
Holders of public opinion, and in posi;ion to reach not only the ears of the
masses, but the managing men of parties

Vts presence in food is unsafe
and unfit, but now science has
discovered

Its

have been

senate.

effects of the
so-called “richness” of food
prepared with lard. The “rich-

the

to

in the earlier days of the republic
and resigned his seat. He was elected
president eleven years after leaving the
com

Everybody recognizes

food.

nrmaflVR

wrote: “The very soul of

At

is the stock-pot, and
the finest stock-pot is

once

Ho is

tho mind goes hack to Aaron

cooking

Burr, the brilliant, restless and ambi;ious; to Webster and Calhoun, tho
;iants who were too great to be presilent; to Henry Clay, he of phenomenal
Liebig
public service and extraordinary disapExtract of Beef.” pointments; to Gallatin and Dallas; to
Genuine only ivitii sig- Nathaniel Macon; to Salmon P. Chase
nature. Invaluable in
md Lewis Cass; to Allen G. Thurman,
improved and econom5. P. Morton, William Allen, Simon
/ ic cookery. For Soups,
and Made ,
-Sauces
Jameron and George F. Edmunds; to
Dishes,
eodlm
Henry Wilson, Charles Sumner, ZachaJan2B
i iah Chandler, Thomas Benton, Roscoe
t Jonkling, John A. Dix, Wright, King,
Before placing your Life Insurance
Jlinton, Pinckney, Seward; to Dayton
in
Companies outside the State of
1 md
Frelinglmysen, Hamlin and FesMaine, send to the UNION MUTUAL

Company’s

history repeats itself, no one can
soon it may indulge in new delartures.
Hence Senators Hill, Gornan,
Palmer, McPherson, Carlisle,
Stanford, Cullom, Allison, Vilas and
be others need not despair. One of
hem may be happy yet.
Mr. Blame’s letter declaring that he
ell how

1

■v:11 hoc ue a canuiuate iui

mo

yiesiueu-

ial nomination has revived the old tralition concerning the ill luck that hangs
>ver the office of secretary of state.
Considered in the light of the history of
;he last half century, it is not a post
ivhich brings the presidency as a regard. Six secretaries of state—Jeffer1 lon,
Madison, Monroe, J. Q. Adams,
iTan Buren and Buchanan have become
^residents, but only one of these, Buchtnan, was elected within the last half
1
sentury. It is somewhat remarkable
hat in fifty years not one man who had
1 sver sat in a presidential ministry has
jeen promoted to the head of the table
n this country.
Some people make an exception of
1 General
Grant, who was for a short
1 ime acting secretary of war, but that
vas a mere incident of his military servce and is not worth considering.
Many
nembers of the cabinet—Seward, Chase,

Cameron, Bristow, Gresham, Lincoln,
Sherman, .Windom, Bayard and others
-have aspired to the presidency, but
vain.
There being some talk of the nomina1 ion of Robert Lincoln for president, it is
: istonisliing how many public men there
1 ire who believe Lincoln will some day
1 mcceed to the office in which his father
von imperishable renown.
It is, on the
contrary, recalled by the superstitious
1 hat not since the days of John (Quincy
Idams has a foreign minister of the
Jnited States been elected president,
vith the single exception of Buchanan.
Seven vice nresidents have reached
1 ho higher office—John Adams, Jefferon and Van Buren, who were elected to
;
and Tyler, Fillmore, Johnson and
1
Arthur, who succeeded the four presilents who died in office.
It is somewhat remarkable that among
ill the prominent candidates now being
1 allied of for tlio presidential nomina* ions of the two parties this year only
hreo
President
Harrison, Senator
Palmer and General Alger—have had
: nilitary experience. Of the twenty-three
iresidents of the republic twelve had
1 nilitary training and rank.
Washing1 on was commander of the armies, Mon1 oo a captain, Jackson and William
lenry Harrison major generals, Taylor
1 ;eneral of the army, Pierce a brigadier
Grant gen< ;eneral, Lincoln a captain,
iral of the army, Hayes a brigadier gen1 iral, Garfield a major general, Arthur
'' md Harrison brigadier generals.
In these days, when president making
s occupying so much of the attention of
1 he people, and the records and merits
• if various candidates are under consid1 iration, it is interesting to recall that of
1 lur twenty-three presidents sixteen were
1 nembers of the legislature, seventeen
vere in congress and ten had been govn

—

■

1

ernors

of states.

To those who are looking for coinciiences and parallels in the matter of age
] he following facts will be interesting:
^resident Harrison is 59; Mr. Cleveland,
;
Senator Hill, 48; Senator Gorman,
; 5;
3; Senator Palmer, 74; Senator Alli; on, G3; Senator Cullorn, G2; Senator
* larlisle, 58.
The youngest president
Yas Grant, who was 47 when inaugu1 ated.
Cleveland was 48; Garfield and
^ fierce, 49; Polk and Fillmore, 50; Arthur
‘ nd Tyler, 51; Lincoln, 52; Hayes, 54;
fan Buron and Benjamin Harrison, 55;
Vashington and Johnson. 57: Jefferson,
1 aadison and J. Q. Adams, 58; Monroe,
9; John Adams and Jackson, 62; Taylor,
( 5; Buchanan, GO, and William Henry
J TjvrrififYn fTlio jivPVSi.frA rt.tr a, rtf f-.lm
1 residents at inauguration was nearly 56
Mr. Cleveland will be 50 years
1 ears.
t Id March 18 next, and the superstitious
1 light ou this coincidence select him for
winner if he had not already been once
1 lausrura+ed at 48.
Henry Clay and James G. Blame were
j l their prime, dashing, magnetic men;
^ oth were sent to the legislature while
oung, and they became the speakers of
ieir respective houses.
They were
e lected to congress, and each becamo
Both served in
g weaker of the house.
t le senate, and also in the cabinet as
Both were unsucs jeretary of state.
® essful candidates for president, Clay
eing twice defeated. Blaine was de* jated once, but twice lost the nominaon when he could have been elected,
The fatalist
a nd has twice declined it.
E ly that neither Clay nor Blaine wa3
t orn to be president.
__Wat.tkh Wellman.

|

A Liverpool watchmaker has invented

a lever watch
c nee in

that

eight days.

only requires winding

1

COMPANY for
of its plans, and
claims paid under the Maine
Non-Forleiture Law.
oct24eodtf
LIFE

INSURANCE

explanatory
pamphlets
of
for list

enden, Morrill and Harlan.
In later days we have Thomas F. Bay
ird, the great senator from Delaware,
fears ago people were fond of saying he

DR. WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE
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OLD LITCHFIELD.

no w

bat

candidate has brought to

the front a host of aspirants, many of
whom are senators of the United States.
This reminds me that the accuracy of a
statement which I made in a letter two
or three weeks ago has been questioned
by members of congress. I said, in commenting on the large number of senators who now aspire to the presidency,
that “in the history of this country no
man had ever been elected president
while sitting in the senate.” This statement is entirely accurate.
It is true that eleven presidents of the
United States had been senators before
entering the White House, but not one
of them was elected president while a
Monroe had
member of the senate.
been a senator previous to the year 1800,
but he was not inaugurated president
until 1817. John Quincy Adams was a
senator from Massachusetts from 1803
to 1S09, but it was sixteen years later
Andrew
that he became president.
Jackson represented Tennessee in the
senate from 1333 to 1835, then resigned.
He was elected president in 1838. Martin Van Buren was a senator from 1821
He was
to 1828, when he resigned.
elected president in 1836.
William Henry Harrison was a senator from Ohio from 1825 to 1838. He,
too, resigned, and was elected president
twelve years after leaving the senate.
John Tyler was twice elected senator
from Virginia, serving from 1827 to
1836, when he resigned. He was elected
vice president in 1840, and became president on the death of Harrison in 1841.
Franklin Pierce was a senator from 1837
to 1843. Ho also resigned, and was
elected president ten years later. James
Buchanan was elected senator in 1834
ind served till 1845, when he followed

Waterville, Me.

Tfi DDfiVC

a

president.

residential office, and was in the end
■obbed of the object of his ambition by
:he interference of death. Stephen A.
Douglas was a great senator, but the
nan he defeated for that office wrested
David Davis
:he presidency from him.
while senator was a presidential aspirant,
md so were Thomas II. Hendricks and
foseph McDonald, both of Indiana.
If all these names which stand for
fisappointed ambitions to use the senate
's a stepping stone to the presidency are
lot enough to discourage the eminent
Republican and Democratic senators
who now aspire to travel the same difficult pathway, let them turn to the great
foiin Sherman who sits with them, who
las been more than a quarter of a cen,ury a senator, wTho is now the Nestor of
rahlic life in America, who has sought
he presidency year after year under
nany favorable conditions, and who
low says to his intimate friends: “It is
I
i delusive thing, a will-o’-the-wisp.
im done with the presidential ambition
’orever.”
Still, hope springs eternal in the hunan heart, and while every one knows

Ambitious Ears.
Superstitions Regarding

be

iving in retirement. John A. Logan
lonorably and persistently sought the

School in tlio United States.
Beecher’s Birthplace.

First Lav

[Special Correspondence.]

Feb. 18.—This old
Litchfield, Conn.,
been famous for its
county seat hss long
refined society. Last Qentury and the
fore part of this the village might aptly
have been styled the Athens of western
Connecticut. Many statesmen, jurists,
divines and men of letters have attended
school or made their home in Litchfield
h the past. The Wolcott family, long
prominent in the history of the state
and nation, was from the earliest days
with the life of the
closely identified
town. Several governorships were held
by the Wolcotts. Washington’s first
secretary of the treasury was a Wolcott,
and a senator of that name now represents Colorado at the national capital.
The two Wolcott houses, built by the
first and second governors, are still in
an admirable state of preservation. The
old home of Oliver, the second, is now
the residence of Colonel Sanford, of the
United States army. It is rich in colonial carving and decoration. The first
governor, Oliver Wolcott, planted thirteen sycamores along the street and
named them after the thirteen colonies.
Curiously enough, the only one remaining is that named “Connecticut,” and
Anit is in a flourishing condition.
other
mours.

Everything selling at almost yonr own price.
Only a short time left to secnre these bargains.
Stiff Hats, $1.00? a regular $3.50 hat.
Soft Mats, 50 and 60 cents? former prices $1.00
and $1.50.

prominent family were the SeyMajor Moses Seymour, of the

Continental army, present at the
--J_Diifffrtrnfl.

Wfia

sur-

rr~n*A

father of Governor Horatio Seymour, of
New York.
Litchfield is the birthplace of Ethan
Allen, of the poet John Pierpont, of
Mr3. Harriet Beecher Stowe and of
Henry Ward Beecher. The house where
the author of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” and
the eloquent Brooklyn divine were born
has been removed from its old location
and now forms part of a private insane
asylum, being used as the men’s ward.
It was a roomy home, plain looking, with
quaint windows in the gables, and stood
on North Main street. The school house
where Henry Ward taught is now a

Nl

RRY, THE HATTER,
Under Falmouth Hotel.

e°dH

feb20
\

dwelling.

No doubt the celebrated schools which
flourished in Litchfield were what
brought together such a cultivated body
of people. Miss Pierce's seminary for
young ladies was the first institution of
its kind in the country and draw pupils
from far and near. But the educational
glory of the town was its law school,
founded in 1784 by Judge Tapping
Reeve. This was the first law school in
the United States and long retained its
popularity. It is said of Judge Reeve
that he first made of the law a liberal
Ho was a brother-in-law of
science.
Aaron Burr, became chief justice of the
_x_x__j
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RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.
ALL TRAVELING EXPENSES INCLUDED.

Great

in sizes for Men, large or small Young
Men, large Boys, small Boys and Children.
This is the great season for Pants, everyWE ARE PREbody wants a pair.
PARED to furnish a few thousand pairs
at prices much lower than you have been
paying, unless you have bought here, and
lower than we have been selling previous to

on

Judge Gould.

i-k

nr»TTT

rtmirtVinnQft

Men

Some

_

Annual Spring Parties. Three Excursions
will leave Boston April 25, vft: No. 1. 75 Days
through Colorado, California, the Pacific Northwest, Alaska and the Yellowstone Park. No. 2.
68 Days, the same as No. 1, omitting Alaska.
No. 8. 62 Days, through New Mexico, Arizona,
California, Nevada, Utah and Colorado.
March 11£ April
Washington Excursions.
1. May 6; also to Old Point Comfort and Richmond May 0.
Send for descriptive book, mentioning- the
particular tour desired.

Pants at

Weve

nad

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB,
296 Washington St. (opposite School St)
BOSTON.
I'eb20d3t

i_“i
Vitaljty!
Strength!

tnem

We buy
them up

WMWWSELF.

...

—

garments

P A MTS

ovWl

eod&wly

decs

CAN AUGHT

Rt.mncr

Be

beautiful, more pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good

and durable; we consider Quality first,
Price afterwards; especially for Boys,
sizes 4 to 14 years, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25
and $1.50. You can buy Knee Pants most
anywhere, but can you get as good as
You are the judge.
these for the price?
It
time of year above
is
the
ours.
Examine
can
others
when
all
pick up a good big
you
Suit
or
for Man or
Overcoat
in
a
bargain
and
especially
Boy

more

more

PIANO P
MIGHT CAN,
THURSTON’S
a

w'mn /rx

M.

m

sl;

Supplies

these in

perfection.

ALSO ORGANS

BARGAINS XINT

Come and

STANDARD'CLOTHING CO.,
LEADING MAKERS AND DEALERS OF CLOTHING IN AMERICA.
Middle Street,

--

flit:

and get a little Better Pants at a little Less
Price. You can save from 25 to^ 40 per
cent.
Canada Gray Pants only $1.45.
Buyers of good Trousers will find in our large
variety at $4, $5, $6, $6.50, $7, $8 and $9
suitable for any occasion. Black
A large lot of Fine
•oeskin Trousers.
Black Whipcord Trousers, regular price $7
and $8 per pair, only $4.50.
■ROVS’ TTMTilTn

—

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS of
PHYSICAL 'DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREDISEASES
and
all
DECLINE,
MATURE
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300pagea, cloth,
Only 81.00
125 invftlnable prescriptions..
y mail, double eeaied. Descriptive ProspecttiB with endorsements fPn|P|r| SEND
of the PreBS and voluntary S’«»-£•. | rijnw
testimonials of the cored. B llkk, WOW.
Consultation in person or by mail. Lirpert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERTAIN CITRE. Address 1'r. w. IT. Parker, cl
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Euliineh St.,
Boston, Maas.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imitators, but no equal. JTcrald.
The Science of Life, or Self-Prc3ervation, is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
loam to
everv WEAK and NERVOUS man, and
feoSTRONQ.—Medical Jteview. (Copyrighted.)

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS

and quarters.

kept.

s

before at $4.50, same goods.
Woolens cheap for cash, make
first class and sell them LOW.

Thursday, March 10, via Chicago. Kansas
Fe and Albuquerque.
The Tour will be made in a Special Train of
Pullman Palace
Vestibuled
Magnificent
The tickSleeping Cars, with Dining Cars.
both ways,
of
travel
ets cover every expense
and give the passenger entire freedom while on
the Pacific Coast.
The return coupons may be used on any
Regular Train until July, or with any one of
Seven Returning Parties under Special Escort, with a Choice of three different

Citv, Las Vegas, Santa

Routes.

this sale.
We bought a
Here’s one bargain:
90
of
a
lot
while ago
pieces of woolens,
them into Men’s
made
2800
about
yards,
Here
1243
Pants
they are TWO DOLpairs.
have had these same
PAIR.
We
LARSPER
for $3.50 per
them
sold
but
before
goods
the lot from
of
balance
took
the
We
pair.
the mills agents and you will reap the
COME TODAY.
benefit.
We offer another lot of good All Wool

floa liAtiro

There is nothing of a
manufacturing nature in the place, nor
is anything of the sort desired. Who
could imagine the sound of factory bell
or whistle in sleepy old Litchfield, or
troops of workmen and girls pouring
from factory to homes? So far from
paying manufacturers a bonus to locate,
is is the case' in ambitious towns, the
people would probably expend money
freely to prevent such a desecration of
their calm.
Catering to summer boarders is the
only pursuit that the village takes to
kindly, and this industry is followed
with renowned success.
But on the
farms around are found the great dairies
for which the county is celebrated. The
greatest of these is the Echo farm, where
a largo number of high grade stock are

party

PANTS, PANTALOONS OR TROUSERS

for many years afterward by
Over a thousand lawyers received their legal education here.
If this number seems small as compared
with the great shoals of young limbs”
now annually turned loose on a suffering public, we must remember that
those were the days of small numbers.
Among the students at one time were
Aaron Burr and John C. Calhoun, and
to this institution fifjfefe United States
senators, fifty members of congress and
five cabinet ministers owed their legal
instruction. The old shrine of Blackstone is now the residence of a Yale college professor. Some additions have
been made, but the elaborate front double windows and the “handmade” Corinthian pillars brought from Europe are
enough to stamp the house of approved
lineage. The legend, “A. D. 1760,” appears on the front gable.
Several other houses hare their date of
erection inscribed on or over the door,
for antiquity is at a premium in these
parts. The wealth of heirlooms, bric-abrac and antiques preserved in the old
families is the envy and delight of colThe United States hotel, a
lectors.
large, square structure erected in 1787,
is a venerable landmark. The old brick
jail, painted a dull brown, has stood for
over a century on the comer of the village square. It was formerly a tavern
and jail combined, with a dancing hall
above. Prisoners were fed on the leavings of the guests by the thrifty landlord
jailor. Some time ago a patient discharged from the insane asylum, grateful for his restored reason, set apart a
fund to endow a Thanksgiving dinner at
the jail, and on that day every year an
elaborate feast is served.
The visitor to Litchfield for the first
time is struck with the broad, parklike
streets, fully twenty rods wide, bordered
on each side by noble shado trees.
East,
West, North and South Main streets are
of this generons breadth for nearly half
a mile from their intersection and then
narrow to normal country width.
One
winders at the Sabbathlike stillness that
broods over the village—a quiet broken
only by the industrious music of the bell
carried

Sale CALIFORNIA

Annual

the Winter Season will

for
The last
leave Boston tor

see

or

send for Cata-

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

S. THURSTON,
3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
dce24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

Portland, Me.

characteristic names among

the high stepping kind ara Duchess
Dima, Lady Dash and Lady Ninette.
All the products of these dairies are
“gilt edged,” and the prices are gilded
too.
The Litchfield hills are sightly,
and in the warm season the fresh air is
much sought by city dwellers.
The
winter is a period of dullness, with
plenty of snow and wind. The wealthy
resident shuts his house betimes and departs to the mild Bermudas or sunny
Florida, while the less fortunate have
recourse to old time pursuits and pleasAlbert J. Potter.
ures.
Only good things are imitated, therefore he
sure that you get the genuine Salvation Oil if
you want a cure for rheumatism.

FIRST

CLASS

PIAKTOS
foest for
Tlae very
domestic use.

FOR SALE OR
Will arrive Thursday,

load of horses,
lOOO to 1000

Car-

a

weighing from
Good
pounds.

RENT; ALSO

oi=tC3rj^.i^rs
Very Taney

Workers and Drivers.

or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
C om’! St.
■ ^ < e»b (
OiTXCES
( 70 Exchange St.
^ j.i ■.■

TEXjEPUOKTE 100-2.
feb3

dim

CUMMINGS
?::S
and
iebl?

333

BROS.,

Commercial

reel,
dlw

SI

W.

dec!7

P. HASTINGS’.
dt£

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Bates.
Daily (In advance) $0 per year; $3 for six
months; *1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere wi,thin the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, *2 per year; $ 1 for six months;
EO cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising

THE

rates.

Half square advertisements $1-00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisemen-.i not paid in advance, will be charged

regular rates.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptiocs and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

the

name on

j

scratched

or

ho fa.irlv ‘ha.Tvnv.

Tho

orators

got rather a poor show, the
small boy not being in a receptive mood.
On the next occasion of this kind the
orator may as well be eliminated altogether, unless one can be found whose
voice is superior to the din of a thousand
fish horns, and the shouts of two or three
thousand pairs of juvenile lungs.
occasion

The Boston Mugwumps, otherwise
known as the Massachusetts Reform
Club, met Saturday and declared jointly
and severally that they could not and
■would not vote for Hill. Of course
these gentlemen want to vote for Cleveland, but their chance of having that opportunity is very small unless they form
a party themselves and nominate him,
for though the performance in New York
may not mean that Hill ■null be nominalcd it almost certainly kills Cleveland’s
chances. Indeed Mr. Codman appears
to have foreseen that a new party was
the only refuge, for he declared that he
was

ready

to

join

convention, and probably
lack of organization on the part of his
adversaries helped him somewhat also,
But after discounting these advantages
cratic State

the fact remains thatHill could never have
procured such overwhelming possession
of a convention as he had yesterday if
the great mass of the Democratic party
of New York were not in sympathy with
him and his methods. All the power of the
machine could never have borne down an
that which his opponents are alleging to
exist. Trickery has no doubt helped

Hill but trickery alone could never have
availed to secure him a State convention
substantially unanimous in his support.

opponents may protest,
addresses to the public
the bad character of the man, and his
devious ways, but they cannot wink out
of sight the fact that in a contest carried
on openly all over the State he has succeeded in defeating Mr. Cleveland at
almost .every point and in obtaining for
himself the practically unanimous endorsement of a delegate convention for
the Presidency. Undoubtedly it is true
that a large majority of what is called
the respectable element of the Democracy is against him, but this fact in the
presence of the convention of yesterday,
only goes to show how feeble is the respectable element as compared with the
other element which follows Hill. Aside
from the advantage which may have accrued to Hill from his control of the
machine this respectable element has
had quite as good a chance to elect delegates as has the Hill crowd. Yet there
sue

ed,'or

* 3 turn

even

they may issetting forth

not enough of its supporters at
yesterday’s convention to disarrange in
the slightest degree the
programme

was

which the Hill faction had laid down.
Our Mugwump friends who have been
flattering themselves that the Democrat-

patient

his eyes to

when

to Us.

Home

for book, mailed free of charge, on new
method of successful speculation. New York
and Boston stocks. Chicago main and provisions. Large or small lots. Moderate margins.
TRADERS’ STOCK EXCHANGE,
febO
70 Devonshire st., Boston,
eodlm

ME.,

HOUTIiAWH,

a new

caucus

will make

a

record of the

Republican City Committee
at
Republican headquarters,
Brown Memorial Block, room 6 (537 Congress street), immediately after the adjournment of the caucus.
To convene those residing within the
er

and

Ward No. 2, the caucus for
Island Ward No. 1 will be held on Long

head of the

obliged
you; place

Island

no

doubt needed in his tune, but it is a pity

ng a

Eye

Sleeper's
Cigar.

my made, loc.eaeh.

—OF THE—

AMERICAN

SURETY

WEEK.

The Largest Company
in the world!!

on the
All new

81,000,000
Capital paid up,
Incorporated and commenced business

Sash

of goods.
fresh from the importers.

goods,
A regular 50c quality of Black Mo25c per yd.
hair,
Our regular 75c quality of Black Mo39c per yd.
hair,
Our 87o quality of Black Mohair
48c per yd
at

in 1884.

iVM. L. TRENHOLM. President.
H. D. LYMAN, Vice President.
S. S. COLVILLE, Treasurer.
ASSETS, DEC.

juana UU uimu tmu. uiui

48c per yd.
shall offer
silk finish,

<

40 inches wide, 48c per yd.
We have a full line of Black Serges
in all widths, ranging in prices from
50c to $1.50, on which we shall make
special prices this week.

Ladies will find great bargains on
our Cotton Underwear counters this
week. On our 39c counter is a large
assortment of Ladies’ Skirts, Drawers
Corset-covers, Chemise and NightRobes. On our 49c counter is a large
assortment of Ladies’ Skirts, Drawers

Corset-covers, Chemise and NightRobes, nicely trimmed, with tucks
and

hamburg.

On

our

69c counter is

etc.
3 'otal amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus...
( apital actually paid up in cash..

t urplus beyond capital.

r
t
t

31,694.64

1,475.33

1,189.23

336,080.55
1,000,000.00

169,656.90

Guarantee Bonds, for bank officers and emloyes, trust companies, treasurers of corporaxms and others in positions of trust requiring

onds may lie furnished by this most reliable
ompany on application to
W. 1> LITTLE, Agent,
1 to. 19 EXCHANGE ST., Telephone Building.

R/| ANSON G. LARRABEE. 246 Middle SI,

f

dtt

9,942.33

$1,505,637.51

c

Ieb23

tents.

66.377.13

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1891.
i let amount of unpaid claims....
$98,110.76
-1 Lmount required to safely re-insnre all outstanding risks.
236,780.56
t lII other demands against the
company, viz.: commissions,

large assortment of Ladies’ Skirts,
Drawers, Corset-covers, Night-Robes
and Infants’ Slips, made of extra
fine cambric and trimmed with tucks,
hamburg and torchon lace. These
are great bargains at these prices.
a

lash in the company’s principal
office and in bank.
nterest due and accrued.
Temiums in due course of collec-

Lggregate of all the admitted assets of the company at their actual value...$1,505,637.51

yd.

Genuine imported English Serges,

6,021.24

market value. 1,166,547.10
seemed by collaterals—
18,557.80

tion.
1

we

this week is an extra fine,
Black Henrietta, at 89c per

207,021.94

igago ^nao

company,
.cans

39c per yd.
tas,
1 lot of 40-inch Black All Wool HenThe greatest bargain

1891.

liens).
i Itocks and bonds owned by the

1 lot of

2oc per yd.
tas,
1 lot of 40-inch Black Wool Henriet-

31,

leal estate owned by the company, unincumbered.S

...

THESE ARE GREAT BARGAINS.

riettas

CO.,

OF NEW YORK,

Blacb. Henriettas.
double fold Black Henriet-

CASUAL

gives

glance
notion

no

of the vastness

ofourcurtain stock.
We’ve written it down
“first in everything” not
only in the size of the as-

be

but the latest

we mean

in all

satisfying

that

you can ask ot it.
Think of what
We

enough

C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Deposits

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
dtf

jlyiiS

that you

mean

see

standing,
$750,000
Income, as per last annual
statement,
$159,855
Population of the city, by
U. S. census,
107,455

draperies to
arouse your buying ambition if nothing else will.
Every conceivable fancy;
broad

a

variety

choosing.

We’d like to

impress

it

on your memory that a
specialty with our house

is the

making

and

hang-

ing of Window Shades.
Every day we’re asked the

question,
find

day

every

we

somebody who does’nt

know yet that this is a
curtain store and that we
make Window Shades to
order in the shortest possible time and in the best

This is the time
for buying new curtains.
manner.

Make

a

note

of the fact

I-h n 4viiww

saved

U

1 T

V.

O

im/uvj

by buying

here.

Today we are selling a
lot of Upholstery Fringes,
short lengths, remnants
and

part

pieces

which

have been marked 15, 25
and 50 cents a yard to
close.
stock of

Nearly our whole
Fringes is includ-

in this sacrifice and
the prices have been 75c.,
Si, $1.25, $1.50 and $2.

ed

BANKERS,
*

dtf

2 WAIL STREET, SEW YORK.
Supply selected investment bonds for cash

Furnish information resDectinc bonds.

d3m

J.B, BROWN & SONS,

Bankers,

Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available In all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.
218 Middle

SECURITIES.
Agents of the Cheque Bank, ‘Ld,’
dtf

LONDON.

BONDS.
We Offer,

Subject
Sale,

to

FTER this date I shall continue in the name
A. of S. E. Somers the business heretofore
Luried on by me individually under the Arm
amc of Somers Bros.
S. K. SOMERS,
lub20-2w
i’ertlaud, Me., Feb. 20.1892.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

DAVY

CROCKETT.
“A Idyl of the Backwoods."

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
of
Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

BANKERS,

Specialty.

a

Keep

Feet Comfortable.

vour

CHILDREN’S, MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress High Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOR EVERYBODY

$2.00, $3.00,

$4.00 Shoes

and

MEN

BROWN’S
$8.00 Shoes.

$3.00

Shoes vs. all other
You please examine and

Friday Evening, Feb, 26th,

MR.

branchTbrown,
Round the

461

Corner,

Congress St.

UNION STATION.
Sign of Gold Boot.
dec31eodtf

PADEREWSKI

Tickets Should Be

Once

EVANS & HOEY’S
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE.
REV. JAMES DE NORMANDIE, D. D.f

at First Parish House.
Wednesday, Feb. 24—“JERCSAFEM AND
ITS SURROUNDINGS.”
Friday, Feb. 26-“EGYPT AND ATHENS.”
Tickets, 75 cents for the course or 50 cents
for single tickets. For sale at Stevens & Jones.
febl6d8t
Lecture at 8 o’clock.

A PARLOR MATCH
Up

to

Date.

Tickets

sale.

now on

feb!9dlw

GrFtAISTX)

Promenade Concert and Coffee Party
Conterence, St. V. DePai

AT CITY HALL,
Wednesday, Evening,

I have

GRAND

received the

Bottles of Amandine you
were so kind to send me,
take

pleasure

in recom-

MARCH AT

DUE JULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.
Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin
at the National Bank, New York City.
Real value of Taxable Property.. .$15,000,000
Assessed value of TaxabieProperty 6,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this

8.30.

Tickets, Gents 50 cents; Ladies

25

cents

feb!9dtd

na npnniiiAifi

febl'Jillw

FIRST GRAND CONCERT and BALL
-OF THE-

PMERALD

LILLIAN NORDICA.

ASSOCIATES,
—

CITY IIATjIj,
For Sale by

Friday Evening, February 36th.

RIMES BROS.
Ieb20

MUSIC

eodtt

BY

CHANDLER.
CONCERT FROM 8

TO

9.

Tickets: Gents, 50 cents; Ladies, 25 cents.
To be obtained from members and at the door.
feb20dlw

ULUS.

NEW

ORGAN

RECITAL.

MR. W. II. CARTER
will give an Organ Recital at the

CHURCH OF

THE MESSIAH,

On Saturday Afternoon* Feb. 27, at 4 o'clock.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS,
feb20dlw
_

China

an

ele-

of All Wool

Figured

Silks,

lew

jraoncs,

new

AT

CONCERT

First

Baptist Church

WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEB. 24th,
BY

MISS FLORENCE G. KNIGHT, Soprano,
MISS EVA GOODWIN, Violinist,
MISS MINNIE A. PLUMMER, Pianist,
AND THE

MENDELSSOHN MALE QUARTETTE,
Dr. H. M. Nickerson, 1st Tenor; Mr. Albert B.
Hall, 2nd Tenor; Dr. Wm. Lawrence Dana, 1st
Bass; Mr. Harry F. Merrill. 2nd Bass.
Tickets, 25 cents, at Palmer’s shoe store, or
fed22d3t
it the

door._

Third Entertainment
in the Young People’s Christian Union Course,
at the

CHURCH OF THE

Dress Goods.

MESSIAH,

—BY THE—

Quartette,

Lilhatansu

Millet!, Evans & Co.
5J7Congress Street.^

145,000

The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
the City of Duluth January 1, 1804, by Legislative Act of 1891.
Tiie law under winch these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of
the State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.

24.

Great Sale of Tickets to Both Performance!

mending it as a most refreshing preparation for
the face, neck and hands.
Yery truly yours,

Lotion

General Fund Bonds.

February

rAUtntWdM.

and after using the same,

Challiesand

ULI1I.

Purchased at

Great Farce Comedy Co.. City Hall, March
feb!9Oth and 10th.dlw

From LILLIAN NORDICA.

lie of M Duluth, Mil.,
I Lll

REXDALE,

In his Illustrated Lecture,

St. Patrick's

gant line

UlA

ROBERT

report.

How open,
dft

PCMT

on.n

_

febXOdlw___

Farmers andMechanies.

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

DCD

_

Prices 35 and 50 cents.feb22dtf

SWAN &BARRETT, Millet), Evans & Co.

CIV

CC A CAu

Prices 25, 50, 75 cents.

“Columbus and the World’s Fair,”

City
City

issue).

ontu

Preceded by a CONCERT ON THE FAMOUS
EDISON PHONOGRAPH.

For yonr Long, Narrow, Slim Feet.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,

Men’s

Mayo,

In His Original Creation,

—AT

dec29

and

34th

IN AID OF

in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.

jaii6

MINNIE.

Frank

2wteod3m

dec29

or

Assisted by MRS. J. M. DUNHAM, Reader,
Friday Evening, Feb. 27th.
22-dtd
Tickets 60 cents, at the door.

Y. P S. C. E.
Entertainment

at

Churchy

Plymouth

THURSDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 25.
CHAS. H. TOBY of Dover, N.

H.,

as

Piano

will render selections from Weber,
WATER COLORS, OIL PAINTINGS, \ loloist,
,iszt, Wallace, Chopin and Ascher, ably assistd by local talent.
feb23d3t
CHINA.
; Tickets 10 and 20 cts.

AT

THE COLLECTION OF

GILBERT’S.

3LASS FOR BEGINNERS

Evening.
WOODBURY I MOULTON, Miss Alice M. Gould,' ASSEMBLY
Next MONDAY

will be offered at auction

CHANGE OF FIRM NAME.
A

EVERETT SMITH,
98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Examine BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes.

/X

vw

PEAR

Wednesday and Thursday, Feb,

Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
and matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.

YOUNG

FAHNESTOCK & CO.

now

Concluding with the Greatest of all Burlesques, “A Satire on Erminie,”

Stylish Overshoes

Total amount of bonds out-

nov24

Frank Clayton.
The Great King Sisters.
Hamlin and Hamlin,
Patterson Bros.

$500, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

INDIANAPOLIS WATER CO. Ruler Goods

There’s

to

new

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

Paid up Capital $600,000.
Offers its C per cent. Bonds, interest semiannually, in denominations of §100, §200, $250,

MEWS

O’s.

Specialties.

Grand Oleo of Ideal

Miss Ituby Hart,
The Newcomb Trio,
The Vidocqus,

ENGAGEMENT OF

$50,000

INVESTMENT

you

Our Pleasure Party.

35th,

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

febl3

Burlesque and Specialty Go.

our

among the

eodlw

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,

in

INCREASE YOUR INCOME.

BAl

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

to be

A

TRADE MARK REGISTERED.
Factory, Boston.

3. S. SLEEPER & CO.,
feb23

PORTLAND NATIONAL

Tuesday, February 23^1892.

for

before made

quality

likely
fair.
is

and such

suggestion:

dtf

febl4

For Sale at Par and Interest by
Hie weather today

OF COLORADO.
Stock will sell at $1.00 per share in a short
time.
Present price for a few days 25 cents.
40 Shares
S5 buys.. 20 Shares, SlObuys..
80 Shares
20 buys..
15 buys.. 60 Shares,
35 buys.. 100 Shares, 350 buys.. 1000 Shares
Make cheeks and money orders payable to
GEORGE A. PRATT,
Room 19, No. 31 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
with
Correspondence
agents solicited.

teb2eodist

R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
Stephen
Cashier.
President.

ADVERTISEMENTS,

colors old and new, designs perfect in their way

rheylgive the most
Vagrant and deightful smoke of

bLA'JK Uiitoo UUUUb.

same

ree.

shall find it here.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

never

hltxiness

nrrr

53F“Dr. Greene, the successful specialist, in
luring all forms of nervous and chronic dislases, 34 Temple pi., Boston, Mass., can be
lonsulted/ree, personally or by letter. Call or
vrite him about your case, or send for symptom
dank to fill out, and a letter fully explaining
lie disease, giving advice. &c., will be returned

want.

bathe was born too
loon to enjoy smok-

1 p. m., quinine; 2 p.m., beef tea.
If the patient is sleeping quietly when
p le hour for medicine, or nourishment
a •rives, except in very extreme cases, it
not to waken him, asfewremedj* sqetter
are so valuable As sleep.
This, howier, is a point for your physician to dec de.
Follow implicitly the physician’s
d irections.—Good Housekeeping.

At prices

......

everywhere

and for the information of the doctor,

THIS

—*

......

that it shall

CEO. WASHINGTON

physician to write downhisdinot depend upon your memry. You will find it a great assistance
*■' > keep a daily record, both for your own

SALE

tho.

and

,vas

Ask your

GIGANTIC

ttFrnm.

natters, I suffered from the loss of sleep, and became so nervous that I was entirely unfitted for
msiness. In fact, I feared insanity. I used
Dr. Greene’s Nervura.
The effect was almost magical. I could again sleep; mental
lomposure, appetite and strength returned.
Six bottles of this remedy cured me, and I have
■emained well to this date. I have recommendid Dr. Greene’s Nervura to many of my friends
utd neighbors and have yet to learn of a failure
o obtain good results.
S. W. NOTJESE, Hudson, Mass.”

day above appointed, under the supervision of the city committee for Ward 1.
Per order of the Republican City Committee.
J. H. FOGG,

NEW

time

fists, $1.

and best from

Secretary.

on

deposits.

is sure.

cure

sortment

Chairman.

Enterest allowed

This wonderful dis:overy will calm, quiet and strengthen the
rorves
immediately, invigorates the brain, en•iches the blood, and vitalizes the whole sys,em. Purely vegetable and harmless.
Drugpear, and

Island at 1 p. m., and for Island Ward
No. 2 on Peaks Island at 4 p. m., on the

H. K. Coles worthy,

ictions; do

NEW

heart

the same to the

voting precincts of Island Ward No. 1,

j1 and.

a

clanger of nervous prostration,
failure, paralysis or insanity.
The danger lies in
neglect, however. Use Dr.
Sreene’s Nervura, the great specific for these
rervous diseases, when the first symptoms aptoms—the

names

for each candidate and certify and deliv-

where he can look into your
I have seen people enter a sicktake
their stand out of sight,
3om and
n nder the mistaken impression that they
v ould not attract attention; but invalids
a re peculiarly sensitive to an unseen presace, and they will turn their head, or
e ven try to raise tliemselveson the pillow
the effort to ascertain who has come
p ito the room.
Keep a small table spread with a white
c oth, upon which to lay glasses, spoons
a ad bottles; this should be if possible, in
a adjoining room, or if that is not feasi
p le, as far as can be from the bed. Alv ays use the same utensils, washing them
a 3 soon as possible after using, for if they
a re carried away, in nine cases out of ten
le article that you need will not be on
p and when required; and waiting at such
ti mes is almost torture. It is well to
ave a napkin, or soft towel, always at

merely

and vim.”
and without
my old-time snap
These are the feelings of thousands at this
time of year,
during the change from Winter to
Spring. They are run down with Spring Debility, or have overworked and overstrained
brain, nerves and system, and feel dull, without
energy; do noteat and sleep well; liver and
bowels become
torpid. Above all there is that
restless nervousness, sense of anxiety, strange
sensations which plainly show that the nerves
ire not right..
There is danger in these symp-

NEW

for mayor, and the number of votes cast

ourself,

is

feeling nervous,

tired,

ballot will be taken.

of all persons for whom ballots are cast

MILLING CO.,

MINING AND

am

investment.

Big Paying

THE GOLDEN KING

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

THE FAY FOSTER

A GOLD MINE.

A

Encorporatec! E824.

I

Lessee and Manager.

Monday and Tuesday, Feb. 33 and 33,

SEND

-OF-

“What do I need?

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

—

Question Which Comes

A

The chairman and clerk of each ward

r

se

polls will remain open until 8.30 p.
and if, in any case there be no

m.,

| ice.

r,
o

one

choice, the caucus will adjourn to Saturday evening, February 27, at 7.30 p. m.

will be
see

com-

The

some

sit at the

or

where the

^ he following

one.

It is true undoubtedly that Hill’s control of the Democratic machine has given
him some advantage over his opponents
in the contest for delegates to the Demo-

His

Never stand
*■

the ballot prepared by the

inate.

is that when

SICK-BOOM SUGGESTIONS.

of t.lio

the printing of his

ballot, and no ballot will be received except that prepared by the committee,
and in all cases a plurality vote will nom-

^

ho

secure

No petitions will be received after 9

j

boy enjoyed
small girl appeared

re-nomina-

a

o’clock Monday night, February 22d.
All candidates will be voted for on

oil rubbed
and it Is
iver the spots removes them,
, lever necessary to repeat the whole pro< ess again.
All that is needed to keep
he floor bright and fresh is to occasion,ly rub it over with a cloth wet with a
i ittle pil or kerosene, as you would treat
1 filed furniture.
After oiling a floor a
fiece of carpet or papers may be spread
iefore the entrance to other rooms for a
narked

entitled to

are

(except

mittee.

j

one

who

order to

in

■

painted

any candidates

in the ward where the candidate resides

a woolen rag.
who has had experience with
1 filed and
painted floors recommends the
1 brmer and says she prefers burnt umber
vith boiled linseed oii. Rub it in thorrnghly with a woolen cloth. The umber
an he bought in boxes containing a
>ound and upwards, already ground in
, fil, which
is most convenient, as that
old in a dry state is apt to be coarse
md rough.
The great advantage an oil floor posa

Committee, and

by party usage,) will be required to
present to the committee a petition
signed by 25 Republican voters residing

One

over

furnished by the City

tion

sliing with

esses

Committee and such assistants

Ballots will be
those

finish”
and
mixing
turpentine
veil. A new floor is handsomely iinish:d with two coats of shellac.
For brightening steel knives, sift ordilary coal ashes through a coarse cloth or
Ice sieve and dip the end of a lhrge cork
n water, then rub the knives until clean
md shining. Use the sifted ashes in the
same way for cleaning brass and copper
libbing it on with a wet cloth and pol-

*

City

No ballot will be remay be chosen.
ceived until the name of the person offering it lias been cheeked on the list.

It is probably true that New England
Democrats would prefer Cleveland to
anybody else, notwithstanding there is a
strong Hill sentiment down in the viciui- j ew hours, to prevent the possibility of
oil
ty of Bangor. But New England is but a < arring away foot prints, or the extra
1 nay bo rubbed on witn dry woolen ciotns.
small part of the United States and has
i much better plan is to leave the floor
been in the habit of furnishing only a j or a
day or two to dry, though the only
electoral
small number of Democratic
] arm done by using immediately is that
*
he
oil
is liable to be tracked over the
votes. Hence the voice of New England
c tlier parts of the house.
is not likely to get much attention in the
If an imitation of the handsom ash
Democratic National convention.
a nd walnut floors is prefered, rub every
iternate board with pure boiled oil, anb
If patriotism and noise are synonose a paint brush to apply the dark stainmous terms the meeting at City Hall
j; lg, taking care not to have enough in
yesterday was highly promotive of love t le brush to spread on the part intended
him- ^ i be light.
of
The small

country.
self hugely and the

THE

G. E. LOTHEOP,

viz.:

as

>il

PBESa

Inventor Edison declares the story of
his being frozen out by the consolidation
of the Thomson-Houston and Edison
companies “all rot.” He says he never
owned a controlling interest in the Edison company and is just as well off now
as lie ever was.

Monday, March 7, 1892,

on

shat feathers contain more or less oil no
natter what their age.
The heat of the
>un will bring this oil out giving the
bathers a strong offensive odor therefore
Allows should not bo placed in the sun.
A good finish for bed room floors is
nade by first applying stain of any desired shade and according to the direcions given with the package. When
bis is dry varnish the floor with “hard

In

A reporter while going his rounds Saturday
evening counted twenty-seven people drunk and
unable to take care of themselves. Four riding
In a sleigh and thirteen staggering around the
street—Argus.
How long since four and thirteen have
made twenty-seven?

ever

MAKING

AND

here-

by notified to meet in caucus at their respective ward rooms on Wednesday evening, February 24th, 1892, at 7.30 o’clock,
for the purpose of nominating candidates for the following municipal and
ward offices, to be supported at the polls

HOME-

REPAIRING

are

NEW.
To nominate a candidate for Mayor,
pillows are now made thirty-one also candidates for one Alderman, three
by twenty-one inches, and about six Councilmen, a Warden, Clerk, and two
Bolsters
pounds of feathers are used.
in each ward, and in Wards
for use are made in the shape of a low Constables
roll.
for
ornament
like
a
a
candidate for School Comand
5
long
3
pillow,
1,
Pillow ticks may bo kept fresh for
to elect in each ward a
mittee.
Also
pears without washing or renovating by
he use of slips made of thick silesia and
of five.
Committee
City
juttoned closely on. These slips do not
as prepared by the Board
A
check-list,
white
;ake the place of the regular
pilow case but are merely intended to proof Registration, will be used in each
ject the ticking. Wash these covers once
ward, and the names of Republicans votn six months.
some nouse-Keepers clo not understand
ing will be checked by the members of

Daily Press *1.50 per square, first
75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these

23.

they

Republican caucus)

to vote in a

—

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

financial.

WHAT DO I SEED ?

Most

Rates,

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

FOB

POINTS

In

TT-TTP,

as

(qualified

The Republicans of Portland

were.

week;

at

strong numerically

ire as

CAUCUSES.

REPUBLICAN

io party had been born again cannot view
the make up and proceedings of the New
York Democratic convention of yesterday without the conviction being forced
upon them that the oldtime ignorant
and conscienceless elements of the Democratic party in New York State at least
have experienced no change of heart and

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle and
jan5

Exchange

Sts.
dtf

Saturday, February 37th,

, itudio, 567 1-2

on

at 4 p.

Thursday Evening,

m.

Congress

at

St.

On exhibition alter Wednesday, 24th.
lebaa
diw

feh23MARCH 3d.

dtf

GtOCND—On the corner of Park aud Sprini
D Streets, a ladies’ small silver watch; the
r wner can have the same by
inquiring at No,
i 65 State St,, and proving property.
22-1

m OF THE REVOLUTION.
Their Patriotic Dinner

Yesterday

Afternoon.

France, outside

of

Paris,

to
in

live and die within the
which they were born.
“Our people are more migratory in
their dispositions, and so much interesting family history, that will also be of
great use for local and state records, will
be lost, to the world unless we, in our
efforts through the society, succeed in

perpetuating

them.

“Therefore, let

me

necessity of aiding
our membership.”
MAINE’S SONS IN THE WAR OF IN-

all the
up-building of

urge upon

in the

Mayor True
next

was

DEPENDENCE.

reported

are
commune

introduced, and spoke of

Port-

George Washington as a Writer of
Poetry and Love Betters—Portland in

land in the Revolution:
is
Mr. President and gentlemen: It
the patriot’s point
from
desirable
highly
of view, that the spirit of ’76 be transmitted to our children even to the latest
generation, and in no way can this end
be more surely attained, than by this so-

the War and the Pight at Machias.

ciety.

Interesting Speeches by Messrs. DeWitt,
True, Baxter, Talbot and Drummond—

The Sons of the American Revolution
observed Washington’s birthday with a
dinner at the Preble House yesterday afternoon. This society, as is doubtless
well known, is composed of those who
of
can trace their descent from soldiers
the Revolution. It is organized in nearly
all the older states of the Union. The
Maine orancn

is

»

uuuuoumg

**««•

shown by yesterday’s event.
tion,
Those who sat at the tables were:
President John E. De- Mayor GeorgeW. True,
as was

Janies P. Baxter,
Witt,
Eev. B. L. Whitman and
Geo. F. Talbot,
wife,
Josiah H. Drummond,
Miss Drummond,
Henry S. Burrage and
Miss Madeline Giddings, wife.
C. J. House, Augusta,
E. A. Butler,
Fred L. Tower,
Eben Corey,
W. H. Vinton of Gray,
Mrs. F. L. Tower,
Mrs. W. H. Vinton,
John M. Adams,
Mrs. John M. Adams, Brown Thurston,
H. W. Bryant,
Miss Adams,
Mrs. H. W. Bryant,
Mrs. J. B. Robinson,
Gee. F. French,
E. B. Robinson,
Mrs. Geo. F.JFrench,
Prentice C. Manning,
Mrs. Preutiee C. Man- E. S. Drake.
Mrs. J. E. Palmer,
nine,
Wilford G. Chapman, Miss Margeiia B. Drummond,
M. F. King,
Mrs. Alfred King,
Mrs. M. F. King,
J. W. Plaisted,
Miss Luetta King,
F. Brunei,
Mrs. S. E. Starbird,
Z. K. Harmon,
Geo. E. Brown,
John L. Shaw and wife,
Luther F. Pingree,
Mrs. M. R. Pennell of Chas. F. Dam,
Nathan Goold,
Hollis,
Daniel Skilling.
Chas. F. Roberts,
John W. Perkins,
John T. Fagan,
Mrs. Warren C. King,
Geo. R. Shaw.
Mrs. Geo. R. Shaw,
Joseph A. King,
Thomas Fillebrown,
Miss Elizabeth King,
Edward P. Burnham,
L. D. Dennett,
F. Jones,
Chas.
John U. Chandler,
Geo. H. Allen,
Arthur W. Merrill,
Samuel
Thurston,
Charles L. True,
Geo. Doane Rand,
W. S. Ayres,
Frank E. Allen,
Charles H. Boyd,
H. B. Brown.
After the asking of the blessing by Eev.

B. L. Whitman, the banquet was served
and enjoyed for about an hour and a half.
Then President DeWitt introduced the
speaking, making himself a few preliminary remarks as to the objects of the or-

ganization.

“Our society being young, and as this
is its first annual meeting, the objects
may not be so clearly known to all as are
those of older organizations,” said
Mr.

DeWitt.

“The chief objects,

as

I understand

it,

spirit of loyalty
are, first, to perpetuate
to the government which our ancestors
did so much to found; and, second, to
give permanent record to family and local history that would otherwise, through
removals and death, soon be obliterated;
a

_A

iltlc

mnnnop DPOBOrvfi

fnv

Jill titrift

Our local association will be highly influential if its history shall answer to the
place which belongs to. Portland in the
events of the Revolution. That war is

fully justified, equally by
its occasion, and by the event. It raised
our fathers to the first rank of patriots,
one

of the few

and launched

our

country

on a

career

which will not end till it has surpassed
every other recorded in history. And of
all the towns in New England, Boston
alone rivals the just fame of Portland
for the spirit of heroic patriotism displayed by her citizens. And New England was far in advance of the Central
and Southern Colonies in her readiness
to resist the oppressive laws of the British Parliament.
The Stamp Act of 1765 was assailed in
both places, and in Portland copies of it
___:_3 „4-

»

CIV

UV

severely condemned here as there, and
practical aid was extended to the people
of that town. The resolution to drink
no tea was speedily passed, and the bold
act of the Boston tea-party heartily apas

plauded.

But the time to try men’s souls did
not fully arrive till Mowatt appeared
1 will not detain
with his war vessels.
you to discuss the occasion of his appearing, the circumstances being familiar
to you all.
Doubtless the original apprehension of

Mowatt by Colonel Thompson, was a
rash and impolitic act. It was promptly
disowned by the people of Portland—
then old Falmouth. Mowatt’s captors
were not Portland men, and the town
could not be held responsible for that
act by any candid construction of the
deed.
Suffice it to say that, at the last moment, the town would have been spared,
if the people of Portland had preferred

property

to

patriot-

ism.
Winter was approaching, but they
chose to brave cold and exposure to
many privations, rather than, in a cowardly way consent to give up their arms
of every description. It was the decision of brave men and true patriots, a decision of which their descendants are

justly proud.
From a patriotic point

facts

cestor

view, their
highly applaudof

resolution cannot be too
ed; for the bombardment of the town
aroused a spirit of resistance, which
spread rapidly over the whole country,
and was one of the most potent influences that prepared the way for the
Declaration of Independence which followed in a few months.
Moreover, it changed the sentiment of
the colonies and taught them to regard

cn.v mnvA

Each member
increase the usefulness of our organization by his effort to increase its membership and so extend its benefits.
“Eighty-two per cent of the people of

has become a member.
can

lint,

vnnr

will Tint, nnrinit.
I will add a senti-

timft

for the city,
ment for our society,—Esto perpetua.
Messrs. Shaw and Thurston, who were

Speaking

present with a large, old-fashioned song
book, full of patriotic songs, were next
introduced, and gave the good old teaparty song.
James P.

Baxter, Esq.,

spoke of the character of Washington,
emphasizing the fact that Washington
was

a

man

with

many traits very like

those of other men.

The chief excellence of
Cleveland’s baking powder

is its perfect healthfulness.
Its raising power comes
from cream of tartar and
soda, the wholesomest leaIt is
ven, nothing else.
not drugged with ammonia
alum.
or cheapened with
Cleveland’s
is
perfectly
wholesome; leavens most,

and leavens best.

._

tunately
light which has obscured his human
qualities. Our fathers were prone to
set him up as a graven image of unap-

a

proacliableness.

“When I was a

boy,

and

Luther

Luther—
wer Lieut nicnt weiD,
Er lebt ein nail sein lebeus

lang.”

gesaug,

I was obliged to reform my ideal of the
man, and I have long wanted to do so in
the case of Washington.
“The recent publication of one of his
note books has enabled me to accomplish
this, and, with your permission, I will
road you some extracts from it which
will at least amuse you. Here is a letter
entirely innocent of punctuations, addressed to a young lady:

Sally

Fredericksburg fair in hopes of
meeting with a speedy Passage to you if vourI
not there which hope you’l get shortly altlio
am almost discouraged from writing to you as
to

this is my fourth to you since I receiv’d any
from yourself I hope you’l not make the Old
Proverb good out of sight out of Mind as it is
one of the greatest pleasures I can yet foresee
of having in Fairfax in often hearing from you
hope yoirl not deny it me
I pass the time of much more agreeabler than
what I imagined I should as there’s a very
agreeable Young Lady lives in the same house
where I reside. (Col George Fairfax’s Wife Sister) that in a great Measure cheats my sorrow

dejectedness tho not so as to draw my
thoughts altogether from your parts I could
wish to be with you down there with all my
heart but as It is a tiling almost Impractakable
shall rest myself where I am with hopes of
shortly having some Minutes of your transacana

tions

m

your Parts which will be very welcome-

ly receiv’d by Your
(iGeorge Washington,,
“The father of his country was also
inclined to rhyme, into which he occasionally dropped like Silas Wegg. This
is a fair sample of the production of his

“I was xeally hoping, Mr. President,”
said Mr. Baxter, “to have escaped your
notice, and to have had the satisfaction
of realizing that gut facitper aliumfac'd
per se.” Certainly, after a hearty dinner
it is pleasanter to have some one else
facit than to do so one’s self, for, as an
apt after-dinner speaker has remarked,
to have continually befoi’e one while eating the roast, the prospect of having to
say something afterwards spoils the dessert; but he might have well added that
if most after-dinner wits got their deserts they would be put under the table
I have often
after the old-time fashion.
been quizzically asked by persons opthe
to
present tendency of multiposed
plying organizations, what the real obof the Sons of the
ject of the society
Revolution was, and I have heard strong
objections made to it on the ground that ^

‘•Oh, Ye Gods, why shouldlmy Poor Resistless
heart
Stand to oppose thy might and Power
At last surrender to cupid’s feathered Dart
And now lays bleeding every hour.
For her that’s Pityless of my grief and Woes
And will not on me Pity take
He sleep amongst my most inveterate Foes
And with gladness never wish to wake
From Your bright sparkling Eyes, I was undone ;
Kays, you have, more transparent than the sun,
Amidst its glory in the rising Day,
X'rv,.«

cnol

in

vmif

liviivlif-

arrfl.V*

Constant In your calm and unspotted mind
Equal to all, but will to none, prove kind

So knowing, seldom one so Young, you’ll Find,
Ah! woe’s me, that I should Love and conceal
Long have I wished, but never dar e reveal,
Even though severely Loves Pains I feel;
Xerxes that great, was’tfree from Cupid’s Dart
And all the greatest Heroes felt the smart.
This is quite enough, and as I see sc
many around me anxiously waiting foi
[Applause].
my place, I will close.

Shaw and Thurston next favored the audience with Yankee Doodle,
which received a good Fourth of July
Messrs.

appreciation.
George F. Talbot, Esq.,

introduced

was
some

account

as

one

who would

give

of what his townsmen of

Machias did in the Revolution. Mr. Talbot began by commenting humorously
upon the good looks of the Sons of the
Ho thought that
Revolution present.
if the daughters of the Revolution could
be thrown in it would become more than

good-looking lot of young
fellows. [Laughter]. He said that the
Sons of the Revolution were not the only
patriots today. There were among-those
who could not join in the banquet jusl
an

as

average

brave'and true

men.

Maine’s connection
was, the speaker referred to the bombardment of Portland
by Mowatt and General Wadsworth’s gallant but unsuccessful attempt to recapture Bagaeluce, or Castine, from the
British, as important events, but not the
only ones in which Maine valor was

Coming to what
with the [Revolution

tested.

the Massachusetts
A large part of
soldiers were Maine soldiers, for iu the
Revolution Maine was Massachusetts and
Moreover,
Massachusetts was Maine.
after the eight years service, for which
they were never paid, many of the otiicers and soldiers, in their poverty, came
Generals Knox
to Maine to start anew.
and Lincoln bought land in Maine. Lin
coin did not come here to live himsell
but sent bis eldest son, and the family
Other Revolutionary
are with us yet.
officers settled in the towns along the
vvasmnf» tuu uuuuuy

Mr. Talbot then described the taking
of the British war vessel Margherita,
captured by the isolated and dependenl
lumbermen of Machias, in the first naval
This was nol
battle of the Revolution.
tile only exploit of this patriotic little
town. When a British expedition undei
Sir George Collyer aimed a blow at
Machias in order to throttle a magnificent scheme planned by its people tc
gain the provinces for the Colonialofside,
the
the colonists aided by 90 Indians
tribe repelled the ex

Passamaquoddy
pedition after a hot fight.

This attitude of Machias bacl much tc
do in after years in establishing .the
is
eastern boundary of Maine where it
the British powei
and
preventing
ovei
its
sway
from
extending
Mr. Talbot s
a large portion -of Maine.
comments upon this fact wer<

eloquent

received with applause.
The singers now came forward witl
“An Hundred Years Ago, the Jolinnj
Bulls were,” etc.
Upon being introduced
Hon. J. H.

ot

splendid spirit and

courag ;
privates that sus
and made the Revc
tained Washington
Mi- ialbot had
spoke i
lution a success.
t|ic men of Machias
of the valor of
were
other
Main
many
Like those men
A large portion ot the soldiers o
men.
Upoi
Massachusetts were Maine men.
nearly every battlefield of the Revolu
and
Maine
Massachusetts
of
tiou men
It is fo
laid down their lives together.
ot the fame of thosi :
the perpetuation
and
file in the Revo
men Maine’s rank
is formed.
Tin !
lution, that this soemty
the
Lebellion had pai
great struggle ot
ories
mem
of
the
Revoli
tially obscured
t,ion'- but the fame otthe founders should F
stand in the same rank witli the fame o
Mr.
Drummond wa
the preservers.
■

applauded.

heartily

Burnham

Mr.

spoke

of

in favor

of

Saco

obtaining

from th

order a: 1
national convention of the
amendment to enable women who cai
trace their ancestry to the Revolutionar;
soldiers to become members of the sc
Dr. Bun-age moved that the selectio l
of a delegate to the national conventio
he left to the hoard of managers. Thi

done, and Mr. Burnham’s propos;
similarly disposed of.

was

Drummond

said ho desired to supplement somethin'
that had been said in regard to the ob
memo
jects of the society. While the
ries of the officers of the Revolution havi !
been cherished, those of the rank anc

of the councillors, to audit the books
This he has done, and
of the secretary.
his report is herewith appended,
I have this day, February 19, 1892, examined the accounts of the secretary,
of $212.00 during the
one

showing receipt
vouchers
past year, and the Treasurer’s
for the same.

Brown Thurston.

(Signed)

Respectfully submitted,
Henry S. Burbage,
(Signed)
Secretary.
The treasurer, Mr. Eben Corey, reported receipts of $212; expenditures of $99.64
and cash on hand of $112.46.
The proofs of right to become members were filed for the following names:
Clinton A. Woodbury, descendant of
Major George Lewis.
Charles F. Dam, descendant of Hercules Fernald.
Edward F. Vose, descendant of Jeremiah Vose.
These gentlemen became members.
A committee of three, Messrs. Baxter,
Drummond and King, were appointed
They
to nominate a list of officers.
reported the old list. In addition Mr.
Baxter was chosen a fifth vice president to complete the number.
Dr. Burragc called attention to the desirability of having a field day at Concord and Lexington, and Messrs. Drummond, French anil Manning were appointed a committee to arrange for it.
SHORT LOBSTERS.

tion was

meeting

1

Judge Gould’s

Business Meeting.

The

1

banquet
i-

—

the

a

__

-j

uau

tary Barrage made

Who loves not woman, wine and song,
He lives a fool his whole life long.”

comes

Hundreds

it was the
of the New England

1

or, in other words:

“Dear

"

Previous to the
wein aim

This

forgotten.

filn have been

them lie in this Stoteimunknown graves
the names and memorie j
Tn nernetuating
finds a suitabl i
of those men this society

ciety.

George Washington
always appeared to me to be most unlovable beings; austere, cold and unsympathizing; associated with the emblems of
mortality; but when I read these lines of
Martin

muse:

concerning men and events
will be of vast importance in writing the men, but their enemies, from whose cannon no defenceless community was safe.
history of the future.
This temper once aroused, it could be
“The spirit to do right and to be right,
the determination to assert those rights, and was appeased only by an acknowland the desire that all men might be free edgement of our independence of Great
and equal, were the motives that com- Britain, and that these then colonies
of right and in fact, independent
pelled our ancestors to seek a home upon were,
States forever.
ie shores of our country.
If then the people of Portland had done
“The same spirit which influenced
them inspired their descendants, who no more, the brave stand they took at the
was defought that right and liberty might pre- outset, before even Independence
vail, and through sufferings and priva- clared, would have secured us a place
tions laid the foundations of government second to no other in the annals of the
that ended in the creation of this free Revolution.
It
Far from it.
But this was not all.
and great country. These sterling traits
of character, transmitted to their chil- was only the beginning firmly adhered
dren, made possible the greater struggle to. For instance, when an order came
and the greater victory through which from the “General Court” to enlist four
the reply was,
many of those here present passed, hundred men in Portland,
which served to fix firmer than ever the “Impossible, for nearly every able bodied
was
the
to
man
has
join
army at Camgone
principles for which our government
founded, and placed in the book of his- bridge.”
Later on, however, numerous compantory a complete confirmation of the
Declaration of Independence—that all ies were raised, and nearly an entire regiment for the expedition to Bagaduee.
men are created free and equal.
“The pleasure and the benefit of re- Fort Allen was erected on the hill, the
searches in family and local history remains of which are visited by thousOther forts were rewhich this society develops, has, in some ands every season.
marked instances, been very great.
paired or completed at the foot of India
of
the
“In attending the congress
par- and of Free street. Fort Allen alone, not
ent society in Hartford last' year, I was to speak of others erected at Portland
much impressed in this respect by the Head and beyond, secured the town from
remark of a friend, a resident in that further molestation.
It is no part of my purpose to sift the
city, who did not believe that any ancestor of his participated in the struggle for evidence relating to the order for Mowindependence. On examination he was att’s bombardment. This question begratified to find that one of his ancestors longs properly to the discussion of our
not only did take part, but became very Historical Society, where it has been
But it does not
prominent in Rhode Island at Narra- thoroughly considered.
gansett Bay and Block Island, and won affect the patriotic action of our town,
other
Where
and this is the lesson we are to keep in
considerable distinction.
investigations have been made similar our mind and teach our children’s children to the latest generation.
instances have arisen.
For as we began, so should we contin“While this state was a part of Massachusetts for many years after the Revolu- ue. It is not for us or those who shall
tion, many of the officers and soldiers of come after us to claim exemption from
the army after the close of the war came efforts or sacrifices because of the deeds
Mor can we justly
to settle within what are now our bord- of our ancestors.
The descendants of those people share in their fame unless we emulate
ers.
resident
among and even rival their devotion to the good
are, many of them, now
old town as well as to the country which
It should be our earnest desire to
us.
extend the usefulness of our society un- they did their part to constitute, and
which we must do ours to perpetuate at
til
and all hazards.
any
a Revolutionary Anof
Descendant
Every
Mr. President, I should be happy to
that

institutions,
“The men of the Revolution were patriots in the nobiest sense, and in honoring them, we honor ourselves.
“It is fitting that our annual meetings,
all over the country, should be held on
the birthday of Washington, the father
of his country, a title for which I claim
no originality; but Washington was the
father of his country, and as such we
Unforrevere and honor his memory.
he has been presented to us in

— —-

House, that they were seized and consumed in a bonfire.
The closing of the Port of Boston was

or

this
was
society
understand
it,
names and
formed to preserve the
achievements of those who sacrificed
themselves to secure the freedom and
independence of the American people.
Bv fulfilling this purpose, we foster that
so brightspirit of patriotism whichisthey
in constant
ly exhibited and which
danger of extinguishment from thetoinfluour
are strangers
ence of those who
history, and care nothing for our free

4,1,

J.VVV1TVU

safety to*honor,

it would tend to create class distinction,
and promote a spirit of exclusiveness.
“As this is so foreign to the purpose of
the society, it is important that we
should make plain to everyone just what
as
I
and,
is,
its
purpose

1

T_

place,

the

following report

constitutio a

and by-laws were adopted after discui
sion and amendment.
On the 2Sth of March the society real
sembled in the library room cf the Main e
Historical Society for the election c f
officers. Not all the officers were electe
at this time; and the board of managei
fl t
was instructed to fill the vacancies,
this meeting William M. Sargent, Esq
H6
of Portland, was elected Secretary.
had taken a deep interest in the organ
zation of the society, and was especiall
well qualified for the position to whic
he was called. His death on the follov ■ing day, Easter Sunday, deprived us < f
his valuable services and in many waj s

|

£

extinguished fond hopes.
At a meeting of the Board of Manager
held at the library oom of the Mail] e
Historical Society, April 9, 1891, the- v:
hoard of officers were tillf'l
the completed list being as follows:
nancies in the

In the Municipal Court yesterday morning Judge Gould rendered his decision
in the case of
on

Chaplain—Francis B. Deuio, Bangor.
Councillors—Warren H. Vinton, Gray: Ma rquis F. King. Portland; William A. Goodwi i.
Portland; Brown Thurston, Portland.
April 11, the society again met in tl ®
library room of the Maine Historical S
ciety. At this meeting the Secretary wi ,s
elected a delegate at large to the Congrei ,s
of tho National Society of the Sons of tl e
American Revolution, to be held in liar tv
ford, Connecticut, April JO, 1S91; a du1 7
which he performed in company wii h
the President of the society, who is e tofficio a member of the National Societ
At this meeting, April 11, the Secretai J
was directed to take proper steps 1 0
bring the society into relations with tl e
National Society. This also was done.
At three o’clock on the afternoon ( 1
July -t, 1S91, a meeting of the Sociei y
was held in the Library room of tl e
Maine Historical Society. Hon. Horat 0
King of Washington, D. C., had presen
ed the Society with a copy of “An Or J
tion pronounced at Biddeford on tl e
Fourth of July, 1798,” by Cyrus Kin: J,
and the Oration was read by the Seer 3‘
tary with prefatory remarks in referem ®
to the strained relations existing betwei
this country and France at the time wlit n
the Oration was delivered.
Meetings of the Board of Managers fi
the election of members and other bus
ness were held July 24, September 2
s
December 22, 1891, and February 1

Judge Gould said: “In regard to the
first point in the case, that the warrant
examination
careful
was insufficient,
showed that it fully covered all the requirements of the latest decision in
State vs. Dunning, 83d Maine Reports,
As to the points raised by counsel regarding the case coming within the interstate commerce act, the examination oi
Bennett vs. the American Express Company, Maine 83d, would show that the
possession by the plaintiff was lawful
and that the gist of the whole case wag
found in the end of the case, quoted,
“The transportation of
which says:
the subject of interstate commerce,
w here it is such as may be
lawfully purchased, sold or exchanged, is, withoui

1892.

Including its constituent members, tl e
Maine Society of the Sons of the Ainei ir
has now
can Revolution
sixty-eigl
names on its roll, and in accordance wii “
a provision of the constitution sever: il

ladies have filed records of Revolutioi iary ancestry. The records furnished 1 a
our members have been carefully sen itinized and in each case proof of Revoli l'
tionary ancestry has been required. C n
this account our numbers are not :
„
large as they otherwise would have bee “
but we have the satisfaction of known %
that all our applications have been a

cepted by the Registrar-General of tl e
Society. The ancestors of son
of our members were of the gallai it
n

parry

Machine;
peditiou;

captureu

uic

it

luargareiLa

some were in the
some saw service

Bagaduce

e

in otic !1
states or upon the sea; but the greati >r
part were Massachusetts officers ai n
soldiers, who beginning with t he alar
at Lexington and Concord April 19, 177 >i
had a part in the various engagemen A

that followed on Massachusetts soil, ar
then in other states on to the end of tl

constituent of commerce itself,
and is protected by, and subject only, tc
the regulations of Congress.”
In this case the short lobster is not an
article of commerce that can be lawfullj

possessed,
within the purview

purchased, exchanged

The

outline for fifty of our members is inclu 1ed in a pamphlet of twenty-one page
published by order of the Society auric p*
the past autumn. The pamphlet iiiclud ss
the Constitution and By-laws of the s jcicty, and also of the National society.
Two members of the society have b
come life members by the payment
fifteen dollars as provided in the eonsi i
tution. From these, and from the mer
hers who have paid admission and a inual membership fees, the secretary In
received two hundred and twelve dollar
which lias been paid to the treasurer

5

the

society.

The Board of Managers February t 5,
1S92, appointed Mr. Brown Thursto

Spring Dress Goods!
and comWe have just returned from New York with a full
we have
and
desirable
goods
most
stylish
plete assortment of the

placed

on our

counters.

but
We will not attempt to described the goods ON PAPER,
beautiful
the
see
and
the
opening
cordially invite you to attend
things we have to offer.
We have everything you can possibly wish in

Black and Colored Silks,
Black All Wool Dress Goods,
Colored All Wool Dress Goods,
Silk and Wool Dress Goods,
Cotton and Wool Dress

Goods,

All Cotton Dress Goods,
Dress irunnings, Laces,

Embroideries, Kid Gloves,
White Goods, Ladies'

Hosiery,

Aprons and Handkerchiefs, Corsets,
Misses' and Children’s Hosiery, etc.,

or even

and so does not come
As matter of fact the
of this deeision.
evidence shows that this barrel of shorl
lobsters was to be delivered by the
Harpswell Steamboat Company to another carrier in this city and not to be
transported by them beyond the limits
of the state, and therefore it does noi
come within the provisions of this act
The common carrier has certain dutiei
perform towards the laws of the state,
When they receive an article in tin
usual way of freight, the criminal intent
necessary to be made out would ordinari
While in this case then
be lacking.

Linens, Outing Flannels,'
Cotton and Domestic Goods

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
____dlW

feb23

ly

may be some question whether this bar
rel was received and handled in tin
ordinary manner of handling freight tin
judge didn’t think the positive evidenct
the
defendan
was sufficient to find
guilty and he tlier efore ordered his dis

•■p. c.~

charge._
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
A. Sulli
Intoxication; each lined S3 and costs.
J.
Intoxica
Patrick
Nalley.
Thomas Eagan,
tion; each 30 days in county jail,
Thomas Devine. Common drunkard; 30 day:
in county jail.
James McGee. Common drunkard; 30 days
in county jail.
Walter D. Gallagher. Common drunkard; 6C
days in county' jail. Appealed.
James Kiley. Assault; 30 days in count]
Jiail.
Thomas Eagan. Assault; fined $5 and costs
William Daniels. Short lobsters; discharged

Monday.—Michael .T. Ward, John

van.

„„

CUTAWAY CORSETS!

....=
Guarantee Bonds.

holding positions of trust re
will perceive by the ad
bonds,
quiring
vertisement of the American Surety
Company in our columns, that this sub
stantial company is prepared to furnisl
such, and thus save the necessity of call
ing on personal friends for this purpose
Persons

MARRIAGES.
In Saco, Feb. 18, Elmer E. Nason of Bidde
ford and Mss Eva E. Benson of Saco.
In Penobscot, Feb. 13, Walter J. Creamer anc
Miss Lena Wardwe 11.
In Dexter, Feb. rt, Everett L. Tewksbury o
Corinna and Miss Jennie LaC'ree of Sangerville
At Stockton Springs. Feb. 13, George Lam
pher and Miss Margie Marden.
In Kockland, Feb. 18, James E. Lynn and An
nie Sullivan.
In Waldoboro, Feb. 10, Forrest W. Creamei
and Lavinia A. Davis,
L

in our large Corset
Department to the new P. C. Cutaway Corsets.
We have formerly sold many Cutaway Corsets
and they are favorably known for their comfort.
The contour of the hip, which gives trouble in
We

give

prominent place

a

a silk
many corsets, is made perfect in this by
and
prevents
elastic section which is adjustable
The P.
worn.
when
broken
or
a rigid
appearance
■

C. cutaway

nas

son

mm

■

corqea

__f

m

siues», iung

waiai,

French band bust, silk ornaments and moulded
French Shape, giving a fashionable form for the
dress and is as comfortable as most dress reform
waists.

DEATHS,
In this city. Feb. 22, Tinnie A., wife of W. H
Pennell, aged 40 years.

[Funeral Wednesday 2 p. m.
[Boston Papers please eopv.l
In this city, Feb. 21, Claus M. Monsen, agec

^

ycaiii

[Notice of funeral

$1.00 for White, Drab

Price

her late residence, No. 112 Wilinot street.
In Ligonia, Feb. 22, Miranda, widow of tin
late Amos Fuller, aged 89 years 1 month am

RINES

"^Funeral

76

2

In Biddeford, Feb. 20, Susan E., widow o
Capt. Mark Murch, aged 76 years 9 months.
In Bath,’ Feb. 19, Mrs. Mary Ford, aged 7i

vctirs.
in Norway,

Feb. 16, Emily Holt, aged 46 yrs
In Gilead, Feb. 13, Mrs. Silvia Burbank, agei
62 years.
Ill East OtisHeld, Feb. 11, Kev. Joseph Eoring
aged 87 years.

[The funeral service of the late Jolin E. Hor;
will take place this Tuesday afternoon at 2.31
o’clock, at his late residence, No. 150 Neal St
Burial at convenience of the family.

[flowers
the

Florist,

Congress

Strett.

|

SALE !

FOR OAF WEEK MORE.
35 Inch Bleached Cotton Flannel,
Heavy Cotton Cheviot,
Checked Doylies,
Indigo Blue Percales,

6

*

_..
lid

_l.

H.vca

...
■a-'

TM vr a, ■

15 cents,
1-4 cents,
»2c do*..
9 cents,

25 cents,

Cochrane’s Tapestry Covers,

*> ^

1 _*>

—

—

down from
down from
down from
down from
down irom

25c
lOc

25c
12c
50c

nniifg
—-

It will pay all looking for Black Ores* Goods to call and examine this stock

-W UVE.
570

BROTHERS.

REMOVAL

Tn

Bath, Feb. 20, Edwin K. Norton, aged 21
years 9 months.
In Bath, Feb. 20. Harriet W. Oliver, widow o
the late Benj. Oliver, aged 85 years.
In Harrison, Feb. 10, George Eakin, aged 8!

I DENNETT

Ecru.

MARKED DOWN

this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock
at her late residence. Burial at Wayne.
in New Gloucester, Feb 19, Mrs. Hannal
Gould, aged 81 years, [l’orHand papers pleasi

5

or

hereafter. I

In this city, Feb. 22, Ellen M., wife of Wm. G
Douglass, aged 67 years.
rFuneral services this Tuesday afternoon a

Feb. 19, Susan O., wife of Benj
:! c°i’’n'iiddeford,
years months.
Emerson, aged

record throughout is a nob 16
one.
It ought to be extended until it i ieludes the Revolutionary record of eve; ■y
man in Maine who is eligible to mcmbe l*
ship in this society. This record, 11

war.

NEW

a

£

mac

was ar-

ago.

doubt,

»

a

to

President—John E. DeWitt, Portland.
V'ce Presidents—Edward P. Burnham, Sad G
George F. Talbot, Portland; Edward A. Butle r’
llockland; John C. Talbot, East Manillas.
Secretary—Henry S. Burrage, Portland.
Treasurer—Eben Corey, Portland.
Registra—Josiah H. Drummond, Portland.
Historian—Win. B. Lapham, Augusta.

National

Mr. Daniels who

charge of handling short
lobsters that were brought to this city on
the steamer Merryconeag some weeks
rested

*

ever
<

_

»»***%/**

proposed

Merry coneag

Case.

busines 3

Secretary’s Report.
'To the Maine Society of the Sons of th 3
American Revolution
Gentlemen:—The first year of th 3
Maine Society of the Sons of the Arneri
can Revolution has been one of stead f
growth. The preliminary meeting wit
reference to the organization of the soc:
ety was held in the Library room of th j
Maine Historical Society on Saturday
February 21, 1891. Among those presen
Talbol
were James P. Baxter, Geo. F.
William M. Sargent, Edward P. Burr 1
ham, Josiah H. Drummond, Warren E
Vinton, Charles H. Boyd, Eben Corej
M. F. King, H. W. Bryant, Brown Thurf
The object
ton and Henry S. Burrage.
and work of the proposed society wer 3
considered, and committees were ap
pointed to examine and report upon ap
plications for membership, to draft *
constitution and by-laws, and to nom
nate officers.
At a meeting held in the same plac b
February 28, the committee on constitv
tion and by-laws reported a draft of th
l
same, which was read and laid upon th
table for future action. March 14, at th e
same

Decision In the

OPENING!

OPEN
ieb23

GrKA HE A.
EVERY

SATURDAY

EVENING.
<lt;

and, walking some distance away,
the mules took fright at a flapping tarpawl in on another wagon and dashed
through the line and out among the
In a moment pande! grazing horses.
monium reigned supreme. Other mule
a
bivouac.
teams started through the
Bunch after hunch of company horses
a
became panic-stricken and away they
scampered at full speed on the back
track. Officers and men were yelling
commands and imprecations, mules
Men and
Ton Days Without Rations
braying in sheer fright and all
A Terrible Night
Horses Frozen
the confusion and panic of a stamStampede Tile Famous Indian Campaign of 18C3.
pede were experienced in their
Over 500 horses had
worst form.
the stampeders and were runKansas
joined
Letter.]
[Special
ning wild over the prairie, dragging
In a recent article in one of the city
lariat ropes and picket-pins, and bedailies, regarding the western experifore order enough could be brought out
ence of one of the regular officers at
of the confusion to mount details of
Fort Sheridan, reference was made to
the flying animals were sevGen. Sheridan’s great disappointment pursuers
It had required the
eral miles away.
of
the
Nineover the non-effieicncy
utmost exertion of the entire command
teenth Kansas volunteer cavalry during
to prevent a general stampede. As it
the winter operations of 18G8, but no
one-half the horses were gone.
was
reasons were given for the condition of
Some of the companies had lost half
that regiment, which was organized by
their animals, others from five to twenGov. S. J. Crawford for this special
and but one troop escaped without
ty,
Shermade
Gen.
under
a
call
service,
by
some loss.
idan. The regiment was mustered into
The pursuers followed the runaways
the United States army at Topeka befor many miles, some of them remaintween the 1st and 5th of November by
ing out two or three days without a
Gen. Forsyth of Sheridan’s staff, and
mouthful of food, except the game
the day before marching orders were
and one party of seven
issued Gov. Crawford, who had but a they killed,
men and a lieutenant were lost and suffew months’ tenure of office, resigned
fered untold misery, having their feet,
his gubernatorial position to assume
hands, ears and noses frozen to such
Lieut.
command of the new regiment.
an extent that several of them were
Gov. Green took the oath of office as
for life.
They were finally
Crawford’s successor at midnight of crippled
found and brought in by scouts sent out
the 5th of November, 1868, and his first
after them. With all this effort only
official act was the signing of Crawabout 200 of the horses were recovered,
fords commission as colonel 01 tne
remainder
becoming scattered
The day the
Nineteenth Kansas cavalry.
the hills and ravines of that
following, November 6, the command among
broken country, and for years afterstarted for the “Dutch Henry Crossing”
ward pioneer settlers were reported to
miles
some
250
river
Arkansas
the
of
have taken up and utilized valuable
of
hard
seven
after
distant, and
days
horses bearing the U. S. brand.
inarching reached the designated point.
Thus a magnificently mounted and
This, then well-known, crossing was
no
about three miles above the present equipped cavalry regiment, through
fault of its own, became almost nonsite of Wichita and the nearest settleeffective for the duty required of it, sufments were fifty miles away in the
from an experience unknown by
the
and
to
the
Saline valley
north,
only fering
command during the civil war.
human habitations there were a half any
Neither did the miseries of the regidozen Cado and Sac hunting wickies in a
ment end here, for they wandered five
dilapidated condition and a few rickety or six
dgys longer, before they were
sheds used for a military supply depot.
found by scouts sent out by Gen.
finally
was
the
of
army,
regular
Capt. Ball,
For two and a half days
Sheridan.
in charge with a small detachment of
after the stampede, the men absolutely
the
abuninstead
of
having
infantry,but
lived upon hackberries and jack-rabdance of supplies anticipated in Gen.
and had little of these, when a
Sheridan’s orders, he had less than five bits,
party sent out in the morning
hunting
with
and
half
rations
forage
days’
succeeded in killing four buffalo, that
which to fill the requisitions of the
had been caught by the blizzard in a
Nineteenth Kansas. These rations concanyon, and were so chilled and cowed
coffee
hard
sisted of poor bacon,
bread,
that they did not make an effort to esand sugar, and the forage was limited
and were shot down with revolto mnsty corn in sacks, where the rog- cape
vers.
This meat was duly issued to the
iment had expected an abundance of
and lasted
until;
The die was cast, how- several companies,
baled hay.
their difficulties ended, being eaten
the
two
rest
but
after
and
days’
ever,
raw by the men, in most instances.
command struck out for the wilds of
During the last days of the march the
Kansas
and
the
Indian
southwestern
of Wagons and regimental forge were
territory under the guidance
abandoned, and the dismounted men
“Apache Bill,” a government scout were
finally left in a temporary camp,
who assumed to know/ the Dutch Henry
and the colonel pressed forward with
trail to the Cemerone river, about one
his mounted men, finally meeting the
hundred and fifty miles distant, where
scouts mentioned above, and the diestablished
had
Gen. Sheridan
Camp Suplapidated command was guided to Camp
ply and expected the Nineteenth to join
where it was received with
the Seventh United States cavalry un- Supply,
rrrent re-inieinrz lw the. ve<m1n.rs_
Gen.
der Custer and four companies of inSheridan was naturally disappointed
direction
assume
and
personal
fantry
over the condition of the regiment, the,
of the winter operations against the
loss of horses and mules and the unin
the
to
be
known
Indians,
encamped
serviceable condition of most of the anand
mountains
Wichita
Antelope hills,
imals saved, but the regiment subsealong the larger streams of the western
quently did good service and aided in
of the territory.
part
the capture of the villages of all the
rm
AV,
Aulrnmaa
hostile tribes, with their women, chilriver on the morning of the 16th of NoThis forced
and supplies.
vember and plunged into the rough and
the warriors to come in and surrender,
the
south
on
barren sandhills
side,
though Gen. Sheridan had to confine
where sage brush and cactus were the
TimWolf
and
Lone
Sa-tan-ta,
only evidences of vegetation. The day ber Mountain in a
guard house
The fast falling
was cold and gloomy.
for
some
days and threaten to
had
snow
completely covered the
.them before peace was finally
hang
horses
from
the
ground, preventing
concluded. The closing expedition of
grazing upon the stunted buffalo grass, the
campaign was made under Gen.
of
buffalo
and concealing every vestige
Custer against a band of Kiowas who
chips which are ordinarily used by
had some white captives, and held out
scouting parties for cooking and heatlonger than the rest under a hope for
timber
no
where
grows.
ing,
ransom.
They were followed by the
storm
had
increased
the
By midnight
Seventh cavalry and Nineteenth Kanto a regular blizzard, the thermometer
sas for fifteen days, hut at last were
had gone down to ten degrees below
corraled, and Mrs. Morgan and Miss
zero, and troopers and officers who were
White, who were captured eight
not forced out of their blankets to
months before in the Republican valwarm up their blood by exercise were
covered beneath monnds of snow.
ley, were recovered.
This is the true history of the misforThe supplies on hand were fast meltof the Nineteenth Kansas cavaltunes
a
few
under
and
away
days
delay
ing
these conditions meant snre death to
ry and the cause of that inefficiency referred to by a recent writer, an experiover 1,099 animals and imminent danand ence without a parallel in the history
to the entire command.

Experience of

Kansas

Regiment

in

Blizzard.

—

—

—

A

Slowly
laboriously the line of march was again
ger

taken up, to clamber over hills and
ravines, stumble into snow-filled hollows or wind tediously through the
sinuosities of rugged canyons, the men
leading their horses and staggering
along in depressing silence. Thus
passed the second, third and fourth
days out, and the fifth day found the
regiment far south of the right trail,
and utterly bewildered. At a council
of officers called by Col. Crawford
“Apache Bill,” the scout, was forced to
acknowledge that he did not know
where thev

were, or how to nilot the
lost regiment to any point on the
Cemerono river. This was a startling
confession from the only guide, who
had previously manifested the greatest
confidence in his ability to direct the
line of march, but the colonel at once
assumed the responsibility, consulted
with a cumber of old plainsmen in the
command, and quickly decided upon the
The storm, which
course to pursue.
was one of
the worst and of longest
duration of any known upon the plains,
was
still
raging, though somewhat
moderated; the cold was intense, and
night horses died at the
every
lines of each company, while the mules
of the wagon train were so reduced in
number and emaciated in form that
they could scarcely pull the now almost

Rations and forage
wagons.
were entirely exhausted.
On the evening of the seventh day,
after a short march, the climax to the

empty

suffering and discouragements of
expedition was reached. After
regiment had gone into bivouac in

the
the
the

usual order, the three battalions covering three sides of a square, and regimental headquarters the fourth, the
men were sent out to graze the horses,
while the wagon train of sixteen wagmecicine
ons. four ambulances, the
slowwagon ana regimental rorge was
ly moving in to its position next to
As one of the last teams

headquarters.

THE

ed

LOST ON THE PLAINS.

sounded into line, the driver dismount;

Bad Roads

BURDEN.

FARMER’S

Responsible for

a

Good Deal

Can

of It.

If an advance in freight rates were to
be made which would increase the cost
of getting grain to market by from two
to five cents a bushel, decrease by that
amount the profits of the farmer and
proportionately lower the value of his
land as an investment, a great cry of
remonstrance would go up from every
quarter of the country. Yet the farmer
bears without thinking just such a burden in the shape of ordinary highways
that make the transport of his grain to
the nearest market point a tedious and

costly job.

And this burden is not one that lnay
by the competition of railroads
It will rest upon
or other corporations.
him just as long as he fails to join the
be lifted

agitation
There is

profit

highway improvement.
subject on which it would
agriculturist more to bring to
for

no

the

bear the whole power of his influence
and that of the associations to which he
may belong. There is none to which ho
has shown a more complete indifference.

»

A

Group,

an

a

Equestrian

Bust of

a

Statue and

Boyle

W. H.

of

John

O’Reilly.

believes, will be pronounced the best thing he has ever done.
The piece will represent Washington
and Lafayette with hands clasped, standing before tho intertwined national flags
A

vv

itu liao

Rags, the Tramp.—I may he only a tramp,
but I tell yer, Sir, I get de advantage of
yer.
Adopted Citizen—In what respect?
Rags—By birth. I can be President of de
United States, but you can’t. See?—Epoch.
I have been a sufferer from catarrh for
years. Having tried a number of remedies advertised as “sure cures” without obtaining any
relief, I had resolved never to take any other
patent medicines, when a friend advised me to
try Ely’s Cream Balm. I did so with great reluctance, but can now testify that after using it
for six weeks I believe myself cured. It is a
most agreeable remedy—an invaluable Balm.—
Joseph Stewart, 624 Grand Ave. Brooklyn.

ciiAcxagcr-

an apparently undue diminution
agricultural population, wealth and

found
of

thrift.”
While railroads and canals
have multiplied, and freight rates have
been reduced to a figure undreamed of a
few years ago, the dirt road, “that only
avenue of communication which connects the farmer socially and commercially with the world at large, is the same
road that was used a hundred centuries
ago by the naked savage when chased
by a storm to the sheltering cave.”
No better statement of its importance
and its average condition than that of
Mr. Potter can be given: “Measuring a
million miles or more in its various
ramifications, dissolving in the rains of
April, baking and pulverizing beneath
the rays of the midsummer sun, drifting
and disappearing in the whirlwinds of
November, and presenting at all times
but little more than a roughened streak
of soil to serve as a land highway for
the great volume of internal traffic, the
timo seems to have come when the
American common road may rightfully
assert itself as the most expensive and
by all odds the most extravagantly
maintained of all the public institutions.”
The complaints of the decay of agriculture, the abandonment of farms in
many communities and the charge of a
slower relative growth in prosperity for
the farmer may all be referred, in considerable degree, to the condition of our
country highways. The traffic cfarried
on over them exceeds vastly the freight
tonnage of all our railroads combined.
Yet this has to be carried under difficulties and at a cost which increases im-

mensely

the cost of

living

“Your mother, I understand, has been
very ill, Thomas.
“Yessir.”
“Is she mending, Thomas?”
“Mendin? JJo, indeedy! She said I
could go without clothes before sho
would sew another durned stitch.”—
Experience proves that nothing else so surely
destroys scrofula, as Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

ment of concentric circles surrounding
every American inland town is to bo

THE

BARTHOLDI GROUP.

of France and the United States, which
are supported by Lafayette’s left hand.
The figures are in accordance with the
generally accepted ideals of these two
great men. Lafayette’s is indicative of
youth, activity and litheness, while that
of Washington denotes great reserve
force, and gives the idea of a more conservative man than his vis-a-vis, whose
attitude produces the impression of impetuosity. This latest work of Bartholdi will be exhibited at the next Paris
salon before it is shipped to America. A
St. Louis Franco-American society is
considering the advisability of securing
it for that city, Bartholdi’s suggestion
being that not only Lafayette’s features
should be preserved, but also the man
and the flag with which his fame is in
separably linked.
A 14-foot bronze equestrian statue of
General William Henry Harrison has
recently been completed by Sculptor L.
T. Bebisso, of Cincinnati, in which city
it will be set up as soon as cast. The
horse is represented as walking with his

Quick at figures.
Young Featherly—Are these your children?
Mrs. Brand—Oh, yes! The boy is five years
old and this girl seven.
Young Featherly—Well, how time flies! It
does n’t seem possible that you have been married twelve years.—Fun.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral is acknowledged the
best preparation for cure of lung complaints.
With All Her False, Etc.
Mr

ttonlir_T bavo

Mabel.
ment?

Are

o

rlroorlfnl f nrvtViqnVio

Mieo

you ever troubled with that ail-

Miss Mabel (blushing deeply)—No, indeed.
Mabel’s Little Sister
5)—You wouldn’t
Mr. Saply, if you took your teeth out like

(aged

either,

sister does.—Truth.
EVE’S

DAUGHTERS.

Marion Harland, on pages 103 and 446 of her
popular work, Eve’s Daughters; or, Common
Sense for Maid, Wife and Mother,” says:
“For the aching back—should it be slow in recovering its normal strength—an Allcock’s
Porous Plaster is an excellent comforter
omblning the sensation of the sustained pressure of a strong warm hand with certain tonic
It should
qualities developed in the wearing.
be kept over the seat of uneasiness for several
days—in obstinate cases, for perhaps a fort-

night.
“For pain in the back wear an Allcock’s
Porous Plaster constantly, renewing as it
wears off. This is an invaluable support when
the weight on the small of the back becomes
heavy and the aching incessant.”
A

Slight Delay.

Mrs. Einstein—Can’t you dink of somedings to
kaviet dot child? He vants like everydings to
go to der circus.
Einstein—Keep kaviet, Ikey; der first time
dere is a elionce I vill dake you to see der
eglipse of der sun.—Truth.

to the con-

sumer, while they strip the producer of
dren,ponies
The differmost of his rightful profit.
ence between the transport of country
produce over existing roads and its carriage over such roads as are to be found
in England and France is a difference of
■tons, probably of hundreds of millions
of dollars every year. And this is only
one side of the question, for, in addition
to the argument from economy, there is
the social argument.
Nothing contributes so much to make
the farmer’s life barren of interest, to
help along the drift of population to the
cities, to change the old delight in rural
life into a dread of it as an unbearable isolation, as the condition of its avenues of
communication, which practically shuts
up the inhabitants of the farm during
several months of the year, and those
just the months when they have most
leisure for refreshing outings, to the
routine and confinement of the farm
itself. The country highway is the great
barrier that stands today in front of
of the United States army.
George E. Jknness.
progress, both material and intellectual,
for the agricultural population.
Housekeeping Notes.
Nor is it any unknown problem with
If the inside of your tea or coffee pot which we have to deal. The methods of
is black, fill it with water and put in a roadmaking are thoroughly well ascerpiece of hard soap. Set it on the stove tained. The approximate cost is known.
and let it boil half an hour or one.hour. Great Britain has done the work which
has helped to inspire so many of her peoIt will be as bright as new.
with a passionate love for country
Never wrap steel or dilver in a woolen ple
life, and to maintain British agriculture
cloth; use soft tissue paper.
in a struggle with the superior producNever let any kind of food remain in tiveness of
America, but for which aid
copper or brass vessels after it is cooked.
it must have succumbed long ago. We
A grain of salt will often make cream have only to set to work in earnest, and
whip, Salt added to cooked fruit, es- the next generation will see this country
far ahead of the rest of the world in the
peeially in pies, increases me navor.
Nothing takes tlie soreness from bruises thrift and prosperity of its farming communities. Will those who are most viand sprains as quickly as alcohol.
fallr infowictpf!
rm flVtA /'n.TIRA?
Never iron black cotton stockings, as
of cost is not entirely an
The
problem
the heat fades them rapidly. Dry them
easy one. Yet all that is required for
in the shade.
its solution is an enlightened self interest.
wicks
are
turned
Sec that the lamp
We doubt the advisability of attemptdown after trimming, else the lamps will
to thrust this great labor upon the
ing
be covered with oil.
shoulders of either the nation or the state.
If raised dough is kept several days
It will cost more in the long run, with
upon the ice the last baking will be
endless possibilities of jobbery and famuch better than the first.
voritism in the meantime. It is the
If the feet become frost-bitten soak
them for one-half hour in a strong hot local community which will be first bensolution of alum water, and if one appli- efited. It is the local community that
cation is not enough two will be a cure.
should take the first step.—St. Paul PiIt is an excellent plan to have carving
oneer Press.
cloths to go under the meat platter,in
ordcr-to save the cloth from drippings
County Roads Improvement Clubs.
or spatters.
Accomplished embroiderers
There ought to be started in every
frequently work a square of linen with
an appropriate design for carving napkins,
county an association for the improveto be used in place of a doylie. A doylie ment of
county roads out of county
is to be distinguishid from a napkin by
funds. This improvement should not
a fringed edge,
a napkin having a plain
hemmed edge. This, at least, is the dis- consist in any foolish attempt to adopt
old methods, but should follow the expetinction made in the shops.
A delicious cnrrv of rice is made as fol- rience of the world and build new roads
lows: One can of tomatoes and one tea- on the approved plan—permanent, even if
spoonful of carry powder boiled together. costly—as rapidly as tax collections will
A small lump of butter is mixed with a
permit. The expenditure required is
cup of boiled rice put through the colanlarge, but tho return is greater, and it is
and
fried
der. Two small onions, sliced
brown in butter, arc added to the toma- immediate.—St. Paul Pioneer Press.
toes before the rice is put in, also the
Courtships rr oduco scores of bad coughs and
juice of one lemon just before sending to colds; but then every prudent gallant is protlie table.
vided with Dr. Bull's Cough Syrufl.

Mary! what preparation keeps your hair
beautiful? Hall’s Hair Keuewer, always.

so

“What’s the charge against this man, officer?’’
“No visible means of support,” returned
Number 6070.
“I can’t afford to take me wife wid me everywhere,” growled the prisoner. Epoch.

Dr ES. B. Reed.
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-2
THE

HARRISON STATUE,

master on his hack over the rough battle
ground of Tippecanoe. The general is

attired in the army uniform of 1812. A
gold scarf over the shoulder and the stars
jn the epaulets denote the rank of the
The Harrison Association o(
wearer.
Cincinnati has ordered the statue, 'which
has been made with careful regard foi
historic accuracy.
The sculptor, Mr. Rebisso, is also the
creator of the well known equestrian
statue of General Grant in Lincoln park,
Chicago, in which the horse is represented as standing perfectly still.
The cost of the Harrison statue will
approximate $25,000, and the weight
will be nearly five tons.
The national capital is to have a perpetual reminder of the Irish patriot,
poet and editor, John Boyle O'Reilly.
A bronze bust of O’Reilly has just been
presented to the Catholic university, of
Washington. It is an animated and accurate likeness of the well known lit-

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment, of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make
Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can be cured. J)r. Reed's
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
pei*son becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
they: lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office
including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
my22dtf
age and one stamp, $1.00.

a

position

m.

young

a

as
or

Express Office.____'
a competent lady bookkeeper
_

Springstreet.

WANTED—By
situation in

office.

an

a

?■!.. Press Office.

Address E.

__1
for

steady girl
WANTED—A
work at No. 118 'STATE

T© learn
ter’s Trade.
tills

L.

__

general housemust ho

ST.;

WANTED—Young

FOR

14OK

FOR

FOR

WANTED—You

Foil

E.B. ROBINSON AC

SITUATION

WANTED—in

loan $10. S20. $30, $50, $100
to $10,000, in city and vicinity, on furni-

WANTED—To
pianos,

ture.

organs,

libraries, horses, carriages,

mo

JL

LET.—Furnished room to one or two ge
23-i
tlemen, at No. 1C3 Oxford street.

diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
pay off furniture leases. Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185
19-2
Middle street, room G, second floor.

TO good front office

VSTANTED—All persons in want of trunks or
hags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 55G
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we

rno LEY—House No. 43 Ellsworth St., conX taluing 4 chambers, parlor, dining room,
kitchen, paittrv, bath tub, hot. and cola water.
17 dollars per month. Inquire of W. R. NAYLOR 41 Ellsworth St.23-1

manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
inn] 3-7
evenings until 9.

■VTOT ICE—Wanted to buy from $1000 to $15,iA 000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats: call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
augiotf
AGENTS.

reliable life
WANTED.—Agents
insurance, cheapest known; only 25 sinassessments total since 1885.
Reserve
wanted for

gle
fund, responsible management, no “endowments,” “partnership policies,” or any speculaliberal terms to canvassers;
tive features.
previous experience not requisite. Correspondence invited.
PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,

Portland,

jan20-8

Me.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SICK—Any lodge
watcher
WATCHER
private party desiring
find
of
for the sick,
FOR THE

a

or

one
can
experience,
qualifications, by inquiring at the
Bosworth Post building, Free St. or the Mason
ic Hall, Exchange St.2-4

with the best

PICTURES! Those in want of a
a small amount of money,
on us.
Pictures framed,
Plush goods and albums, skates ;uid skate
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con2-4
gress streets.

LET—The

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN

AUCTIoir SALES.

very desirable tenements.
centrally located; prices $8, SO and ¥12
for
also
month;
sale, six houses near Union
per
Station. J. 0. WOODMAN, 105Vb Exchange
street.20-1

X

rno LET—N. E. 0.1\ Hall.(Williams’), 379Va
X Congress street, lor lectures, lairs, socials. entertainments, etc.; furnished for lodge
Inquire of W. H.
purposes, including piano.
SARGENT. corner of Smith and Cumberland
streets, or W. H. JEWETT, 504 Congress St.
19-1
Prices low.

TO

LET—Lower tenement in house

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O BAILEY.
marl4

C.

W.ALLEN.
dtf

No.

87

Wilmot street belonging to J. Henry Hines;
6100ms. 814 per month.
Apply to liliNJ.
SHAW, 51 ha Exchange St.18-1
BE LET—The elegant residence of the
N. C. Sawver, with a large and beautiful lot, hedge, shade trees, etc.
Situated at
Woodfords, corner of Deerrng and Chestnut
streets, bandy to schools, church, stores and
cars. Would lease for a term of years; possession given immediately,
inquire of ;E. A.
NOYES, at Portland Savings Bank, or S. M.
2-tf
WATSON, at the Public Library.

TO late

mo LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
X Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, 0
oct7-tf
Danforth street.
LOST AND POUND.

the vicinity of Howard. Oxford or
State streets, a lady’s gold watch. Finder
will please leave the same at No. 21 HOWARD
STREET.23-1

LOST-In

Acme Skates for

you
buy
35 cts., Long Reach Skates 45 cts., ladies’
FOUND—That
and Misses’ Skates 55 cts.
at PAGE’S
can

Cnncvroeu SK

eodtJ

flat of four rooms, includii?
over store No. 230 Midu*_

mo let—Three

PICTURES!
good picture, for
would do well to call

All “errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

RA « 1

TO LET.

jury20-1

or

DEFECTIVE

Apply

WANTED—An

nurse

SIGHT.

5*a»Sm-

SHIPPER

BAZAAR,

Middle,

261

per pair

or

524

Congress

streets.
22-1

bottle of Magic Clothes Cleaner
1
may be found for sale in all stores; 15o
per bottle. Removes spots from velvets, silks
and woolens._-SQ-1

I^OUND—A

library at 247

good circulating
FOUND—A
Books to let by the day
CON Git ESS ST.
10-1

Wells’ Hair Balsam.
If gray, gradually restores color; elegant
tonic dressing. 50c., $1.00, Druggists, or $1.00
E. S.
size prepaid by express for $1.00.

or

Rough on Corns.

FOR THE HEW YEAR.

ROUGH ON TOOTHACHE.

Iastaut relief,

tec.

a

catalogue.

20 per cent,

save

on

for fire-places,
us
dry pine edgings
edgings
75 cents per foot, good pine slabs 50 cents foot,
kiln dried birch spool wood, B large baskets for
85 cents; all kinds of coal in large or small
quantities, as low as the lowest. All the above
vve
goods we give good weight arid measure,cover
will give you good dry wood kept under
and of tiie best quality. Give us a call at
street.

BRUNS & JOHNSON’S, foot of Wilmot

Telephone

304.

after many years of
and suffering;, something that
suffering from dyspep-

have found

Office Stationery
xasr

GREAT

VARIETY.

The Bed Bug.
hot weather he’s about. To quickly
your beds of
permanently rid box
of
Rough
small
a
bugs
put
of
bottle
a
benzine, shake
on Rats in
pint
well when using. Douche the mixture into
the cracks, crevices, holes and openings of the
bedstead. It will turn their toes up rapidly.
Then mix another small box of Rough on
Rats thoroughly with a quarter pound of
lard with this mixture fill all holes, openings,
cracks and crevices in the bed. These two
methods are warranted to never fail; to be
Cut this out.
effective and lasting.
j
In
and

Call and get
can

Liquid, 15c. Salve and. Plaster,10c.

A Sweet Breath.
\ To be assured at all times that the breath is
not offensive, an agreeable, safe and effective
the
way is to rinse the mouth and gargle
throat daily with that new and effective
a pure, clean,
on
Catarrh,”
Rough
liquid,
clear,
antiseptic; a very remarkably
effective gargle for diphtheritic, in fact every
form of sore throat in children or adults.
Keep it always convenient at hand for emeraffections;
gencies. Cures catarrhal throatfrom
all ofclears the head, nose and throat
50c.
at Drugcollections.
diseased
or
fensive
or two bottles prepaid by express for $1.
gists,
6
ES; Wells, Jersey City.

month.

you
cleft wood
FOUND—We
buying from
and birch slabs ;
birch

Wells, Jersey City.

cos-

for

office. CaligVaph preferred.

T

tume, with the flowing necktie and lowcollar, which were distinctive features of
his attire. The bust will be put in the
library of the university for the present.
As soon as the hall of philosophy shall
have been completed, however, it will
be removed thither. A neat device on
the base of
O’Reilly's bust shows a pen,
with the shamrock
gracefully entwined
about it.

a

Sts
! good
cook.__-0-1
c. C. Ferry. Cor. Commercial and India Sts.
W. A. Golden. 7<> Exchange street.
American girl to assist itp
IIam.s Periodical Store. 190 Brackett street.
taking earn of children. Apply at 04
19-1
street.
35
THOMAS
Green
J. W. Robinson,
STREET.
T. M. Glendening, Long Island.
Peaks
Island.
F. L. Brackett,
MALE help.
p
the Falmouth.
Also at the newstands in
Preble and City hotels, and Grand Trunk and
Chisof
obtained
he
can
also
Union Depots. It
holm Bros., agents on all trains ot the Miiine
Central, Grand Trunk and Portland & Rochester railroads and of agents on all of the Boston
trains.
The Pnrss can also be found at the following
tlie
places outside of the city:
Alfred—J. M. Akers.
Auburn—J. C. Haskell.
©Hice.
sat
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
Batin—John O. Shaw.
feb2S_dtf
Bethel—G. R. Wiley.
WANTED—Wanted a capable
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
young man (for assistant shipper), who has
W. T. Bardsley.
State age. refhad experience in marking.
Mriagton—u. m. uasweii.
erences and experience. P. O. Box 1617, PortBrunswick—F. I\ Shaw.
land, Me.
Camden—Fred Lewis.
_22-1
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
entry-clerkwbo is quick and
Deeriug—S. S. Morrill.
accurate at figures and a good penman.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
1391.20-1
Box
P
O.
Farmington—11. P. White & Co.
Freeport—W. A. Mitchell.
man, 17 to 19 years old,
Fryeburg—F. L. Mark.
to learn the drug business; High School
Gorham—Irish & Cbburn.
to GEO. C. FRYE.
preferred.
graduate
Apply
X. H.-S. M. Leavitt.
18-1
Kennebunk—J. II. Otis.
Kennebnnkport—C. E. Miiler.
Lewiston—It. W. Bnclcmaii.
roil SALE.
J. M. Fernald.
Limerick—K. A. Grant.
SALE—House
No, 44 Turner street.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
suitable for two families, over 2000 feet
Norway—F. P. Stone.
of
land, good drainage. Inquire of F. & 0. B.
Kimball & Williamson.
23-1
NASH, 886-300 Fore street,
Old Orchard—Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond—Geo. E. Ames.
SALE—One-half of a double 21/-! storv
1
News
Co.
Rockland—Rockland
house situated on the corner of Danforlli
A. J. Huston.
and Clark streets; contains 12 rooms and hath;
*
W. H. Hyde.
lias all the modern improvements; fitted for
R. H. Burnham.
two families; a shod property for an investSaco—H. B. Kendricks & Co.
ment. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42V» Exchange
22-1
H. D. Davis.
street.
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
OR SALE—1000 bottles of the famous
Skowliegan—Bixby & Buck.
Blush of Roses for the complexion. It sells
South Portland—J. F. Merriman.
like hot cakes (with maple syrup) in the winter
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
like
soda water in the summer. Y'OUIt
and
South Windham—J. W. Read.
DRUGGIST.22-1
South Paris—A. M. Gerry.
Spriugvale—C. H. Pierce.
SALE—Dry Oak Edging at 87.00 per
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
cord.
A. D. MORSE, 23 Plum street.
Vinal Haven—A. B. Vinal.
Telephone 50-2.20-1
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
SALE—Horns, Trumpets and Bugles
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
of every size and kind at MERRILL’S
Westbrook—W. B. Bootliby.
19-1
Store, 247 Congress street.
Variety
West Falmouth—A. S. Noyes.
Woodfords—H. J. Allen.
rilHE Merry Maid of Peak's Island, a poem
Yarmouth—Chas. Blake.
J. by R. F. Skillings; for sale at Steveus &
Persons having any difficulty in obtaining Jones’s and at the news stands. The proceeds
papers at any of these places will confer a favor are to be used for the support of the gospel on
by reporting the matter to this office at once. Peak’s Island, where there are but few to susl'J-l
tain it. Price 2 ceuts, 0 for lo cents.
OR RENT—House No. 63 Carleton St., ten
WANTED.
water
hot
room;
rooms and hath
pipes conBROWN
nected with both furnace and range.
to know that the reliable, THURSTON.
17-1
St.
97Kb Echange
well known Clairvoyant of Augusta. Me.,
can give you a perfect and correct life reading
OR SALE—Two Hoisting Engines; in first
of the past, present and future by lock of Hair;
class order.
Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
also a correct diagnosis of all disease. Business No. 50 Commercial street.__0-4
men and women from ali over the state, and
OR SALE—Til? fine residence. No. 41
many other states visit him every week, and
Thomas street. Modern and first class in
are so well pleased by His wonderful revelations,
of S. B. KELSEY",
its
appointments.
they advise their friends to call upon him. He No. 243 CommercialInquire
street.janl2-tf
can tell you just what steps to take to succeed
in any business transaction, speculation, how
SALE—At cost, rather than carry over
to best succeed in life, and how to procure
my Fall and Winter Woolens. Trousers
good, perfect health and how to keep it. If you from $5 up, Suits from 820 up, Overcoats from
desire a life reading, a diagnosis of disease, a $20 np. for cash onlv. Good fit or no money.
prescription, enclose GO cents in P. O. order or F. W. GROSSTUCK. 10 Free street. jan2-8
postal note, giving place and time of birth, &c.;
also lock of hair. Dr. Merrill islocated near tile
THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM
summit of the hill on Western Avenue, Augusta,
Me., where you are invited to visit him. There
-OFyou can see the highest testimonials and
endorsements from the best people of Augusta,
Hallowell and Gardiner. Write to him for circulars and information or call and see him. DR.
H. F. MERRILL, Augusta, Me.211-1
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
WANTED—By a young mail
Have removed to their elegant wareroo
or
from
in
office
store,
strictly temperate,
400 Congress St.,
0 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Had four (41 years experience in office work, and eicrlit (8> in drv and fanand offer high grade
cy goods, liats. turmshings, clotumg, Hoots and
at pricey that defy
<o>aao-ia.3xrs
shoes etc. Best ol references. Address a t, once petition.
with particulars “CLERIC” Press office. 23-1
Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instrument*
every household, a botttle of
for sale.
feblSeodly
Magic Clothes Cleaner to remove spots
from velvet, silk and woolen goods without in-

everyday

jan24

THE O’REILLY BUST.

two,

lady,
WANTED—By
stenographer and type-wirter in aE.store
M. B.
Address

a cure.

CONSULTATION FREE.

terateur, who is shown in everyday

of

a

STREET,
References required.__

street.

504
500

221

girl

family
WANTED—Tn
general housework. Call at 19 HEELfrom 7 to 8 o'clock p.
ING

BOY WANTED

Life.

But what has been
actually done in a few counties shows
what the whole country n*ight do for
itself if it chose. A professorship has
been established in one of our colleges,
and much valuable matter is being collected by those who have made a study
The best of this is conof the question.
tributed by Mr. Isaac B. Potter, whose
recent work on the subject is followed
by an article in the latest issue of The
Forum, in which he appeals to the self
inter&st of the people to provide them
with good country roads.

Jewett,

help.

WANTED—An

confidently

of country roads.

ociys,

109 Congress
19.'{
247
-l
405

periodical

J. J. Beardworth, S7 India street.
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street.
J. H. Hernandy, 125 Commercial street.
A. G. Todd & Co., Cor. Commercial and Pare

General

It is only lately that general interest
has been awakened in the improvement

jxa mr. iruLtex

at the

N. G. Fessenden, 484

Bartholdi, the creator of “Liberty En
lightening the World,” which, standing
on Bedloe’s island. New York harbor, is
a constant and striking reminder of the
genius of the great French sculptor, has
just completed a group which he will
exhibit at the World's fair and which,
he

stores of:
John Chisholm,

John Cox,
G. DaSilva,

Bartholdi’s Latest Tribute to the Amer-

Republic—Memorials of
and
William
Henry Harrison

always be found

E. S. Whitehall,
A. B. Merrill,
W. F. Goold,

Poet.

ican

FEMALE

THE DAILY PRESS

THREE NEW BRONZES.

I^OUND—T
searching

will interest

everybody

k

W. MAC lililDE, No, 1 :!7 Cumberland street
Portland, Me._13-d

only place in the city where
von eati get. every description of gold,
silver and nickel plating done; we give special
attention to cleaning, repairing and reflmshing
<dd plated ware, hand plating on
carriage

FOUND—The

work, polishing, bulling, etc.; lowest prices
we
tine work;
guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore and
Union Sts.__JanlStf

lor

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
dec2G

eodtf

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. It
lias already paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
more
than Six
possesses assets of
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

truth is mighty and will
prevr.il.” I wrote to Miss E. S. Orr, East
Harpswell. Maine. The grip left mo a hopeless
and helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
advice 1 was quickly and permanently cured.
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, liootlihay Harbor,

FOUND.—“That

Me.

__feba-d&wSwi;
have
for

found the

greatest
Rheumatism and Neuralgia
earth
ITIOUND—I
suffered twelve
their worst chronic forms;
cure

on

In

I

and tried every known remedy.
Sufferers write to me and enclose stamp. MISS E.
s.
OKU, East Harpswell, Me.
jau9d&w2m«
vears

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
The following, with one or two exception, are
Saturday’s market reports, yesterday being a
legal holiday, the exchanges were closed.
Retail Grocers' Sugar Kates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5 Vic ;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, uc; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3%c; yellow, 3c.

Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND, Feb.

22.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 112 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 121 cars.
Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY FuLLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

July.

Opening..
Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.......

May.
106%
105%

Vi
101%
101 Vs
lolVi

101

104%
105 Vi

CORN.

Jan.

Opening..
Highest.

49%
49%
49V3
49%

48%
48%
48%
48%

Lowest.

Closing.

May.

Feb.

..

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Slay.

July.

Jan.

100%
100%

‘Lowest...
Closing..

104%
lOo

CORN.

Feb.
48%
48%
48 %
48%

Jan.

Opening.......... •
Highest.

Lowest...
closing. ..........

May.

49 Vs
49%
49 Vs
49%

Oregon; Nav.
•Kx-div.

Boston Produce Market,

BOSTON, Feb. 21,1892.—Tho following are
t onlay's quotations of Provisions, Produce, et,e.
Pork—Long cuts OU ooal 4 su; short cuts at
00 00514 75; hacks at 15 00 500 00) loan lends
at 00 00415 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
11 00.
Hams at lO'/aC; small do 11c; pressed hams

ll'ic.
Lard—Choice 7 bio Iff lb in tierces and tubs;
lo-lb pails hi cs 8c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed G%e Iff ib; country

do

use.

Blitter—Western extra creamery at 29 «a 90c;
27c;
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 22 choice
extra imitation creamry 24 « V5c factory
30,a.
c;
22:<i23c; Northern creamery, choice to
choice
New York and Vermont dairy, good
245 201'.; Kastern creamery, good to choice at
20(3280. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12(012‘/ae; fair to good at #$1.1 He;Western choice 11 i4*12c; fair to good 8y£@llc;
sage at 12Vfc413c.
Kggs—All kinds fresh stock are quoted 20@
21e; lield and limed cleaned up.
poultry— Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—c; docliickelis at lG@18c; fowls 13.514c; fair
to good at 10412; Western dry packed turkeys
choice 16417c; fowls 12413c; chickens 13.«j
15c.
Beans—N Yk liand-sicke'd pea, 1 95®.?2; marrow pea, at $18 u u—; choice screen pea, 1 GO4
1 70; hand-picked mod. at, 1 854—; choice yellow eyes, o 00®1 90; California pea beans,2 30
42 40; llalld-picked, 2 50:52 GO.
Seed—Timothy, 1 55 5 1 H5;red top, 1 75®8’2;
Western Jersey, 2 0042 25; clover, 849c Hungarian, 900491.
—

Hay—Choice,1800410 00;sf>me fancy higher;

fair to to good $15491.7 Vi; Kastern line, $124
$14; poor to ordinary’ $11@$14.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
1 37V341 50 tir bill; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45 If bu;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hebrons 45o.

00; Maine
Apples—No Baldwins,
and N. H. Baldwins, 1 7542 00; Oreenngs 1 50
41 75; Kings $2 52 50.

(By Telegraph)

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Opening...
Closing.

Mch
88%

May.
02

92%

90

CORN.

May.

Feb.

40%
Opening..
Closing............ 89’/$

41%

42%

Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Feb.

May.
96

Opening...........91%

94%

Lowest..92%

CHICAOO.Feb. 22.1.302.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 21.000; shipments 4.000; slow, hut
steady and weaker; good to choice steers 4 40®
@4 90; others at a 35@4 25; feeders at 3 00®
3 BO; stoekets 1 90@2 25; COWS 1 65@2 75.
Hogs—receipts 36,000; shipments 12,000;
steady to lower; rough and common at 4 40®
4 65 ;mixed and packers at 4 70®4 .30; prime
heavy and butchers’weights 4 85@4 90; light
4 70@4 85,
Sheep—receipts8000; shipments 3500;opened
active and strong; closed weak and lower; ewes
at 4 00® 4 25; mixed 4 75a 5 00; wethers and
yearlings at 5 15,,6 00;Westerns 5 10@5 «8%.
Latnhs 5 50@0 60.
Domestic Marktes.

CORN.

Feb.

May.
42%

Opening.
Closing....40%

42%

List.
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Far Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
128
126
Bank.100
National
Canal
115
117
Casco National Bank.100
40% 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100
102
First National Bank.100
115
117
Merchants’National Bank.. 76
116
118
National Traders’ Bank-100
103
105
Portland National Bank.... 100
114
116
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.loo
SO
85
Portland Gas Company- 50
120
115
Portland Railroad ComnanylOO
110
115
Portland Water Co_:... 100
115
120
Maine Central R It..100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
123
125
Portland 6s, 1907.
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding. .102
104
Bangor 6s, 1804, R. R. aid.102
110
Bangor 6s, 1899. R R aid.108
121
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.120
Portland

7

Daily

Press Stock

Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
Bath. 4s, 1921, Refunding. 93
Bellast 6s, 1898,E. It. aid.106
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
Calais 4s, 1001—1911, Refunding. .100
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s. 1913, Municipal.100
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
Maine Central®. R. 73,1898,1st. mtgll3
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
«
“4Va8.103
gBs. 1900, extens’llllO
“6s, 1S95—1905D’hl02
Leeds & Farmington It. R. Gs. 1896.105
Portland & Ken. R. It. 6s, 1895... .103
Portland
Ogd’g gGs, 1900, 1 St mtgl08
"ortiand Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Attend Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

104
102
100
108
100
101
3 14
102
102
116
136
105
112
3 03
106
105
110
130
98

Boston Stock Market.

following were to-day’s quotations of
In Boston:
Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 39Vg
C. B. & Q.104%
Mexican Central. 3 9%
Union Pacific. 45%
Boston & Maine R.166
do pfd.
Bell Telephone.109
New York and New England R. 50%
do pfd.104%
Wisconsin Central. 18
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.
Maine Central R.115
Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Feb. 20, 1892.—The following
are to-day's closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal.37 25
Hocking Coal.15 00
Homestake.11 00
Ontario.43 00
3 50
Quicksilver.
New Y'ork

00
2 90
2 70
2 50

pfd.20

Mexican.
Best& Belcher....
Hale& Norcross.
Gould S Curry.
Yellow Jacket.

160
95
1 55
1 60

Ophir.2

Sierra Nevada.
Union Con.

New York Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Feb. 20, 1892.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations

of Government securities:

Feb. 19.

of stocks:

146
Adams Express..
American Express..117
Central Pacific... 32
Ches. & Ohio.. 24%
Chicago & Alton.145
Chicago & Alton preferred... 160

144
137
32

24%
342
160

<& Quiney.107%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. .134%
Delaware. Lackawana & West,.157
Denver & Rio Grande. 17

*105%

Erie.32%
Erie preferred... 73%

32

Chicago, Burlington

Illinois Central.106
Jnd., Bloom & West.
25
Lake Erie & West..
JJflRO DUWI

for

0

Wise ASS FT

1 Andrews in toW

]Viemorancla.

Secd75®2 00 Red fop... 1 75®1 8a
.1 5561 05
25»2 50 Timothy.

Bald*

1

wins.1
ating.2
van if lb..
8,6 loc Clover.10 @17
Butter.
Lemons.
Palermo
.4 0065 00 Creamery.28630
Messina.... 3 5064 50 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.27629
Choice.20 a 21
Oranges.
Valencia.... 4 5065 00 Good.19®20
Florida
2 00®3 Of) Store.I83IU
Cheese.
Maluger gpeSO 5068 00
N. Y,fct’ry.l2Mi@13V3
Kggs.
Eastern ext.. .24625 Vermont.. 12V26I8
Held.22 a 23; Sage.14 i£l4Va
Limed.20621
Leather
Bread.
New York—
Plot-Sup.7V268

>11

looted last Saturday,,
20 feet new
: ibout
lew deck timbers put
;hose which were broken

do

sq.5Va®6

10,0

....

Franklin....

7 50,
0 00

Lehigh.

Coffee.
Rio,' roasted.... 1S621
Java do.20@30
Cooperage.
Hhhd sliooks & lids—
Mol. city. .2 0062 10
Suc.eount’y 90c®
Country Mol.
Mid sliooks l 15@1 20
hhd lidgml
32 ill. 24620
spruceaom 2U®22
Soft iilneSo 20®22

Lumber.

Uppers.$65@70

Select.$4fi@52

.$38645
Spruce.$13®14
Fine

common.

Hemlock.$11@12

Clayboards—

Spruce, X.$38®38

Clear........$84®33

clear.$25 a 28
No 1.$16620
2d

X

Shingles—

■

Ammonia.15®20
Ashes, pot-841 ® 8
Hals copabia.. .8b®70
Beeswax.35®40
6
Bleh powders...
Borax.12@14
Brimstone.

..

14®,48

.00@19

com..

Polished copper.

14x48
Bolts.

19

36

planished.

20

........

Y M sheath
Y M Bolts.

27
.2M;® 5 Bottoms.28®28

Cochineal.40®43 Ingot.13®14
Copperas.114® 2

lartar_30®351 TinSix logwood.... 12 n 16 Straits.22*24
Gumarabic. .70(81 22 English.. .23®2o
Aloes cape.15®2fi Char. I. Co..7 00®7 50
Camphor.60®52 Char. J.X. .0 25®!) 65
Mytrh.52 *66 Terue.0 00®8 50
l)i®18
Opium.2 25®2 50 Antimony..
Shellac ..86®40 Coke.6 00(88 SO
Indigo.8 c@*l Zinc.7 60®8 OO
1514
Iodine.3 75®S4 SolderyaxVa
Cream

Ipecac.2oOi®2

Molasses.

26

Licorice, rt... .15@20 Porto Rico.30@40
Lac ex.34®40 Barbadoes.32®33
,38®40
Morphine.. .1 05® 2 20 Cienfuegos
Oil bergamot4 00*4 25 Boiling.
Cod liver.. .1 10®1 85 Fancy Ponce.. .39®40
Nails.
Lemon.3 00®3 25
Olive.1 00®2 50 Cask.cut.... 1 90@2 (X)
2 l ’®2 2.>
wire
50
Peppt.3 25®3
Naval Stores.
Wiutergree 112 00®2 121
-3
Tar
bbl.
50@3 75
Potass hr’mde. .28*331
H
Chlorate.17®18(Coal tar... .5 00®» 2s
0038 25
OOlPitch.,8
Iodide_.2 85®3
Quicksilver,.. 90®95 Wil. Pitch.. 3 00® 3 005
Rosin.3
00®4
Quinine.31®3(5
Hlieubarb, rt.75e® 1 60 Tupentine, gal.. 40®60
Rt snake.35(®40 Oakum.8® 9
...

oSSVoc: No 1 at 37e; do White 39%C: Mixed
Senna.25;*30 Linseed.37®42
.4®4K* Boiled.40 *45
Western »t 35%#37%c; do White at 37®4lc; enniirv seed
White State at 37®41c: No 2 Chicago afloat at Cardamons .1 OO/l 7o Sperm. 90 a 1 00
37Mic. Coffee—Rio quiet, nominally flrm;No 7 Soda, by-carb3!» /6s/i Whale.f 0 ft05
at 14%®14%c. Sugar—raw quiet and firm; reSal.2Va@3 Bank.400,45
Shore.35(540
fined qiuot and steady; outside quotations, are
Sulphur.31/4 @3
those posted by trust inside
figures cover re- Sugar lead.20/22 Porgie.GO " 40
bate: No d at 3%®37aC; No 7 at 3%®3%c; White wax.. .55(5,60 Lard.60/70
,'.l 25/' 1 35
.8 (tv 10 Castor.
No 8 at 3 5-lG@3 7 16c ; NO 9 at 3%®3%c;
Vitrol, blue.
No 10 at 314®8%ct No 11 at 3 3-16®3 5-16C; Vanilla,bean .$10^13 Neatsfoot ...900(0-1 00
Elaiiie.26(550
No 12 at 3 3-10® 3 5-16C ;No 13 at 3 3-16®3 5Duck.
Paints.
16: off A 3 9-16®37s ; Mould A 4 1-c; standard
No 1.32
LeadA 4®4VsC; Confectioners’ A 3%®4c: cut loaf
No 3.28
c: powdered 4 Vs
at o@5V6C; crushed at B®5
No 10.20
giVtc; granulated 4®4 lA o; Cubes at 4Vs® S oz.12 Pure ground.7 00(57 50
4Vic. Petroleum dull and steady; uuited at
(ATVi
10 dz...15 Red. ..7
"G V4
GU%c. Pork quiet and steady; mess ai 9 75
Gunpowder—Shot. Eng Yen Red3
3 50:04 00 Am Zinc.... 5 00(5.7 00
®10 50; extra prime 10 00; Beef quiet; beef Blasting
hams steady; tiercedbeef inactive; cut meats
.4 l'0/6 50 Rochelle..
2Vu
Sporting..
ltice.
quiet and firm; middles dull; short clear 6 70. Drop shot,25 ibs. 1 50
Lard quiet and steady; Western steam closed
Carolina
Buck. B. BB,
.5%@7
6 02%; city steam 6 35®6 40; refined firm and
T. 'IT, F.1 75 Rangoon
.SVa-ati
Saleratus.
quiet; Continent 7 10@7 25; S A 7 70. Butter
Hay.
dull and fairly steady; State dairy at 18®28c: Pressep.112(5,13
Saleratus
o(/5!G
Penn, cm at 30c; Western dairy 18 «23c; erm Loose.,/1 o /, J G
Spices.
at 21®31; do factory at 16®23: Elgin at 30®
Straw.$ 9(0,101 Cassia, pure.... 16@17
Mace.7 5 "SO
30%c. Cheese ill moderate demand and firm;
Tron.
State 9%®12%c; fancy 12®12%.
(a. 2 Vs Nutmegs.70/73
Common 2....
Freights to Liverpool quiet aud firm; grain Refined.2Viu.214 Pepper.18/21
steam 314 d.
Cloves.15/20
Norway.3Vs@4
CHIC AGO,Feb. 20.1892—The Flour market Cast steel....
SglO Ginger.lSfelfi
et is firm; winter patents 4 30@4 55 -.spring patStarch.
German steel.(aSYa
ents 4 40®4 75; winter straights 4 1 @4 40;
Slioesteel.(aiVs Laundry.3 Mi ft 5
bakers at 3 40®3 60. Wheat dull and lower;
Sheet Don—
Gloss.GvniSTVa
Tea.
No 2 Spring 90V2c; No 2 Red at U4V2o. Corn is Common.4 (ff4V2
Oats weak; H.C.4'/2j(5
quiet and easy; No 2 at 4014 c.
(Souchong.18®50
do choice.. .35(0,50
No 2 at 2914@29120; No 2 White 30%®>31c. Russia.
13I/2,/i4
No 2 Barley at 66c. No 1 Galv.0 (0,7
No 2 Eve at 87c.
Japan..25/>,35
p'laxsced at 97% c. Hog products weak—mess
Tobacco.
Ooolong..25(5,35
11
Lard
at 6 47V2. Short rill sides
57%.
Best brands.... 50/60 Formoso.
35(aoo
pork
at 5 S7V”.Dry salt meats—shoulders 5 00®5 25;
Medium.. .30/40
Lead.
short clear sides 6 20®6 25.
Common.25//30 Sheet.OViST'.i
Receipts—Flour. 22,000 bbls; wheat, 52,000 Natural leaf.. .60/70 Pipe.0 (OeVa
busli; corn 205,000 bush; oats, 228,000 busli;
rye, 7.000; barley, 18,000 busli.
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.’
Shipments—Flour, 23,000 bblspvheat. 60,000
FOR
TIME
FROM
busli; corn. 129,000 bush; oats,171,000 bush;
bnsii.
rye, 6,000 bsh; barley, 80,000
Spree.New York. .Bremen.. .Feb 23
Gallia.New York. Liverpool. Feb 24
ST. LOUIS, Fell. 20, 1892.—The Flour mar.New Y’ork. .Antwerp. .Feb 24
ket is unchanged; family 3 10®3 25; choice at Waesland
Feb 24
3 30@3 40; fancy 3 80®4 25; patents at 4 45.® ('ity of Chester New York.. Liverpool
Britahic.New York. .Liverpool .Fell 24
4 65. Wheat strong: No 2 Red at 94y2. Corn
27
.Feb
w
York..Mexico
Orizaba.New
No
2
at
30
at
38.
Oats.
No
2
(®lc.
weak;
May
.Cienfuegos .Feb 25
Rye higher; No2 at 85. Barley dull; Minn at Santiago.New York.
Santiago.New York.. Hav & Mex. Feb 25
57c. Provisions are dull and firm; pork at 9 25
Advance.New Y’ork. .Rio Janeiro Feb 25
Lard at 6 30®6 35.
for old.and 117, for new.
.New York. .Kingston, J Feb 27
Dry salt meats—loose lots of shoulders at 4 60; Adirondack..
Liverpool Feb 27
Oregon ....... Portland
long and ribs at 5 90; shorts 610; boxed lots 10 Etruria.New
Y’ork. .Liverpool .Feb 27
and
ribs
5
Bacon—shoulders
50; longs
higher.
Rio Janeiro Feb 27
York..
Capulet.New
at 6 511®6 55; shorts at 6 62%.
Mch 1
Trave.New York.. Bremen
Hams 9 00&10 50.
Y’ork.
New
Laguayra.. Mch 2
Receipts—Flour, 3,000 bbls: wheat, 38,000 Caracas
Mcli 2
York..
Liverpool..
Majestic.New
33,000bush;
corn*
bush;
oats,
121,000
bush;
City of Chicago New York.. Liverpool.. Meh 2
rye, 1,000 busli; barley. 28.000 bush.
York. .Antwerp .Mch 2
YVesternland
.New
wheat,
15,000
Shipments—Flour 5,000 bbls;
New York.. Liverpool.. Meh 5
busli; corn, 204,000 bush; oats, 17,000 bush; Auranla
Mch 5
Eras.New Y'ork. Bremen
rye, 1,000 bush; barley. 3,000 busli.
York.. Rotterdam. Mch 5
Maasdam.New
DETROIT,Feb.20,1892.—Wheat—Nol White La ChampaingeNew Y’ork.. Havre ....Mch 6
at 97c; No 2 Red 98%
.Mch 8
Lalm.New York. .Bramen
.New Y’ork. .Rio Janeiro Mch 9
Seguranica
Cotton Markets.
.New
York..Cienfuegos.Mel 10
Cienfuegos...
Veneznia.New York.. Laguayra. .Mch 12
(By Telegraph.)
York. Rio Janeiro Mch 16
Finance.New
NEW YORK. Feb. 20, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dulland unchanged; sales —bales;
ordinary uplands at 4% c; do Gulf 5%c; good
MINIATURE ALMANAC, FEB. 23.
ordinary stained at 4f4c; middling uplands at
"atel
7%c: do Gulf 7%c; do stained 6 ll-16c.
7 05
Sun sets.5 26 HlSl1
i
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 18. 1892.—The Cotton
tide
Height
market is easy; middling O-Ysc.
CHARLESTON. Feb. 18, 1892.—The Cotton
market is firm; middling GYsc.
SAVANNAH, Fob. 18, 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling 0%c.
MOBILE, Feb. 18, 1892.—Tile Cotton market
is dull; middling 6Y»e.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
MEMPHIS. Feb. 18, 1892.—The Cotton marmarket is dull; middlings 6%e.
...

■

...

_

..

Bath,
place
while the vessel was

134
3 56%

17%
73%
106

25%

Northwestern.117%

Northwestern pfd.145
New York Central...114%
New York. Chicago & St" Louis. 19%
do pfd. 75%
Ohio & Miss. 211 b
Ont. & Western. 20%
Nortli American.... -. lBVs
Pacific Mail. 38
Pullman Palace.188
Reading. 58%
Rock Island. 89%
St. Louis & San Fran.
do pfd.
do 1st.
St. Paul. 77%

pfd.126%

St. Paul, Minn. & Mann.112
St. Paul & Omaha. 47%

pfd.114
Texas Pacific, new. 3 0
«o

Union Pacific. 47Vs
U. S. Express. 50
13%
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd.|29%
WesteruUnion. 87%
Sugar Trust,. 82 %
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point. 15%
do pfd.... 70Vs
..

74%
113
106Vi
8 Vs
19%
617/s
337%
23%
1 67%
116%
144%
114%
19%
75
21%
20%
35%
37V4
188
69

83%

77%
126%
112
47%
315

10%

46
49
13

29%
87%
82%
15%
75

A cure
is sure to follow

>ay

the

persistent

use

of this

Thomas, 48 tons, built at Booth
sold to parties at Digby
iiii8U7, has been

morl#jL»ttering

taking off the
floated this
No damage
emaittder of deckload lumber.

;

ipparent.

will

°BOSTON—Ar 21st, sch

Annie J Pardee, Cros>
Baltimore.
Old 21st, barque Lapland, Davis, for Buenos
Pierce, tor Parker’s
tyres;i sells Lizzie Young,
lead and Oyster Bfty. BI; Jacob Keed, Bar
] iour, Brunswick; Harry Messer, Pierce, Wis1 asset and Baltimore.
Kid 2astf sell Augustus Hunt.
1 n port, Waiting wind, schs Jos Souther, Mary
>, Wellington, Harry Messer, Agnes I Grace
lacob Keed. Clias A Campbell, Mary F Cush
XT,,„„ ...
() D Witherell.
]
san Francisco—sw zist, ship a McCai
1 >y.

STEAMERS.

;
]

FAKE OAEV $1.00.
THE

MOBILE—Old 20th; brig Mary c Haskell,

20th, sell J C Gregory,
^JACKSONVILLE—Ar
tnderson. New York.
A

Cotton, for

^BALTIMORE—Sid

19th, soli W Abrahams,

arriving In season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac,
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.X1SCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf
seplB

; Inow, Boston.

DOMINION LINE.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, sell D M Antho-

Bootlibay.
Cld 20th. sehs Edwm T Morrison, Smith, foi
] iavana; Thos N Stone, Newcomb, Cardenas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 26th, sell Harry
Vliite. Hopkins, Brunswick for Philadelphia.
PERTH AMBOY—sill. 20th, sch May O’Neil,
Vatts, New York.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 20th, sell M Pierson, Pely,

t erson. New York.

NEW HAVEN—Sid 21st, 6ch Grace Bailey,
] Salley, Virginia.
FALL RIVER—Sid 20th, sells Wm O Snow,
j laltlmore: Fannie C Bowen, Norfolk.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 20th, Sell C H Wolston,
j or Brunswick.
EDGAR TOWN—111 port, sehs Isabel Alberto,
imes, Aml>oy for'Portland; Win c Jones,Hatch
j Toboken for Portsmouth; A F Crockett, Thorn
, lki>, Brunswick for Portland; EllaFCrowell
’homas. Forth Amboy for Salem; Eva May,
i IeDuffle. Port.Jdlmson for Portland; Ira F
Viglit. Shaw. New York for Boston; Cornelius
) Joule, Edmonds, Amboy for Portsmouth.
11Y A N N1S—Ar at Bass River 10th, sch W S
ordan, Clark’s Cove for Baltimore, (and pro
( ended. 1
SALEM—Ar 20th, sehs Crescent, Boston foi
] toekport : James A Brown, Gloucester for Tho
) uaston; Lizzie Carr,.Boston for Belfast.
Below 2oth, sehs Sadie Wilcutt, Brown, Rockj iort for Newcastle. Del; Commerce, Burgess,
Jew York for Bucksport; Georgie Berry, Mad< ox. Hoboken for Portsmouth.
GLOUCESTER—In port, sehs Elbridge Ger
1 y, Rockland for Boston; Mattie F\ Bucksporl
_

Royal Mall Steamships.

Calling at’’Halifax
From

i

or do.
i)ADrrcliWATTTU

1

laywarj, and

X

Bnlnnr

Oflfh

qpIhi

T?nlnn

B Garland, from Boston bound

ast.

Foreign Ports.
At Calcutta .Tan 27, ship El Capitan, Hum-

hrey, from Saigon.

__

Ar at Iloilo Fob 10th, ship E A Feed. Kio Jaeiro, to load for New York or Montreal.
Sid fm Stanley, FI, Jail 28, barque Win Phil
, ips. Potter, (from Iquique) for Hampton Koads
Sid fm Cardiff Feb 12, sch Chas Davenport
lavender. Bahia.
Sid fm Frey Bentos Jan 9, sch Ben] C Crom
, tell. York. Paysandu.
Sid fm Pernambuco Jan 17. sch Benj Fabens
( 'ondon, Barbadoes; '24th, Jose Olaveri, Arey
1 Jnited States.
Sid fill Kio Janeiro Jan 23, sch Mabel Jordan
hilano. Barbadoes.
Ar at St Pierre about- Feb 10, sell Jeremial:
<
Imitli, Tryon, New York,
Arat St Thomas Feb 11th, sch Austin X
] might, Drinkwater, tin TSfew York for St Kitts
( see Mem.)
At Cardenas Feb 14. barques Miranda, Smith
<
or North of Hatteras; An Sable, and JohnJ
larsh, disg; sells Carrie E Look, Uranus, Idg
lary E Morse, and Levi Hart, wtg.

Spoken.
Feb 19. lai 4p 29, loll C8 40, brig Irene, Yates
1 rom Boston for Buenos Ayres.

Sore Throat
Lameness

18.

Mar.

LABRADOR,

3.

NEWS

lUJiOJL/AI,

x

ure;gu

jtijxx

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, JFeb. 20,1892-Consols 95 3-16

ror for both money and the account.
LIVERPOOL, Feb 20, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull; middling at.3%d; sales 6000
bales; speculation add export 500 b ..es.
Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Feb. 20, 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Flour.
Grain.
|
Superfine &
!('orn, car lots. 56@57
low grades.4 7 5® 5 OOjCorn. bag lots.. 58®59
X Spring &
|Meap bag lots. 66®57
XXTpring.5 00®5 25!Oats,car lots.. .43®44
Patent Sprng
jOats, bag lots. .45®47
Wheat. .5 60@5 751 Cotton Seed,
Mich, str’ght
| car lots.. S27®27 50
roller.85Vs ®5' | bag lots. 828®2U 00
clear do.. .4% do 10,Sacked Br’n
I ear lots... #21®22 00
StLouis st’gt
fooler
o3/r®5 501 bag lots. *23 024 00
clear do.. 5 26®5 37|Midtflmgs..$22®2'00
I bag lots. 823®26 00
Wnt’r wheat
Provisions.
patents. .5 50®o 75
Fish.
Pork, Bks.15 25® 16 00
Portland

....

Cod—Large

Shore-6
Small do.. 5
3
Pollock
Haddock. .3
Hake.2
....

Herring,box
Scaled....
Mackerel, bl

clear.. .15

50@15

25

short ctslB 25® 15 50
Beef,extra
mess...
8 00® 8 25
50, plate. .10 00® 10 50
50. ex-plate.10 50® 11 00
Lard, tubs. Obi® 7Vs
14®18c tierces... ttbi® 7v*

75.S7
00®5
25@4
25®3
00®2

00
25
25

| pails.... ul/,i®ll

rcu

Cleared.

Sch J Nickerson, Winslow, New York—Berlin
F Sawyer, Willard, Rockland,
ISch<Nellle
New York—Peter S Nickerson.
load

to

tor

Sell Wm T Donnell, Davis, liatli, to complete
repairs—Ryan & Kelsey.
Seh Railroad, Simmons, Friendship —J II

Blake.
SA1 LED—Sells Francis Goodenoiv, J Frank
Seavy, T H Lawrence, W T Donnell.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Feb 21-Ar, schs H
W Winchester, Boston for North Boothbay;
Abel E Babcock, do for do; Rosalee, Bin Harbor for Gloucester.
Sid 21st, sell S G Hart, North Boothbay for
Key West.
111 port, schs Maud H Dudley, fm Red Beach
fer Port Royal; Joliu J Hanson, lor Washington, DC.
ROCKPORT, F'eb 22—Sid, sell Cassie F Bronson. Bennett, Baltimore; John M Moore, Norton. Philadelphia; Hannah F Kimball, Lane, Im-

4.

22.

[TORONTO,

7.
18.
1 March
| TEXAS,
The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE A CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.

Allan

Line

Royal Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
From
From
I
I
From
Halifax.
Liverpool I Steamships I Portland.
28th Jan. ‘Numidian, 18th reb. 20th reb.
3rd Mar.
5th Mar.
11th Feb. Circassian,
19tli
25th
‘Mongolian 17th
2nd Apr.
loth Mar. ‘Numidian. 31st
*S. 8. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin S40 to
$00, according to steamer and location ot state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
*Herviue o£ Allan Line Steam-

STATE LINE

England.

Boston
dec22

office, 211 Washington street.

ISLAND STEAMERS.

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,

FORT CLYDE, Feb 20—Sid, sch Jas A Simpson, (new) lor New York.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 alld 11.30
p. ni.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and (11.30 p.m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
•Runs daily, Sundays included. (Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays Included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Ilexter or De-

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
YY7 INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1801:
Jucavc xuibtauu

IOI

roiVJU

VU'J

liaiiumu,

a vuna

Island, S. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., fi.16, 6.10 p. m.:
Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. nT.,2.1 o.ji.rit.
C. W. T. G0DING,
General Manager.
oet30dtf

for

...

HARPSWELLSTEAMBOAfi;

yond Bangor,

..

ON

STATE OF MAINE.
CUMBERLA11D, SS. SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
Geo. M. Moore, In Equity, vs. Lakeside Press.
Now comes Bion Wilson, Receiver, In the
above entitled cause and respectfully represents
that he has collected all the assets of said respondent corporation and sold and converted the
Wherefore he prays that his
same Into cash.
account as Receiver herewith presented, he
audited and allowed: that the balance shown in
his hands be distributed among the creditors;
that he may be discharged from further duty in
the premises, and that nls bond be cancelled
and discharged.
BION WILSON, Receiver.

STATE

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

OF" MAINE;

Boston & Maine R. R.
In Effect October

—

FOR

glOUWJU.

}j;««5eu°f^flrt

THOS. H. HASKELL,
A true copy of Petition ami Order of Court
Attest: B. C. STONE, Clerk.
thereon.

EASTERN DIVISION.

From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
m.: Ainesbury, 9.00 a. in., 0.00 p.
ill.;
Blddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (12.00 a. ill. daily) 19.00 a.
111., (§1.00 p. m. daily) to.oo p. m.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. ill.. (19.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m„ 1*7.00 p. ni. daily.i

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

For Portsmouth and way stations. 4.40 p.
tConnects with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West,
SCoimects witli Sound lanes for New York,
iWestern Division from North Berwick Sun-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotla, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

ni.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

davs-only.

Division from Dover.
to all noints South and West
Union
Station, Congress street.
for sale at
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Acting Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. F. and T. A.. Boston
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
dtl
oct3
•Western

On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked
to destination. igp-Freight received up to 4.00

Through tickets

m.

LINE FOR

America and

—

Central and South

Mexico,

mus of Panama.

For Japan and China,

COLON.sails Monday, Feb. 29,

*

Rheumatism

noon.

From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY' OF PEKING sails Saturday, March 12,
3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston,
dtf
jelO
___

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP XJNE.

AND ALL

Inflammation
bottles.
Sol'd
All

oiily
druggists.
POND'S EXTRACT CG.,765tM v^N.Y.

POHftS

EXTRACT

^OINTMENT.

It’s remarkable spedflo
action upon the affected parts
:
: gives it supreme control over
Piles, however severe.
Bumsi Scalds,
^ Also tor Salt
Rheum die.
Eruptions,
Testimonials from all classes
its
efficacy. Price 50c.
prove
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up
only by
EOUB'S E2TBACT CO., 76 6th Ave., N. Y.

Jjg&dg

gannl
_

TTSSwcS

Portland & Worcester Line.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. ra. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. F. WING,
Agent. 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Flske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Mass.

MAINE

STEAMSHIP^C0MPANY~

DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.
Manhattan and Cottage City
Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays aiid Saturdays at li p. m. Returning, leave Pier 88,
East River, New York, on Wednesdays ami SatFare. $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. in.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
$7.00.
feb4dtf
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
Steamers
leave

Insurance Company and as a
the
Institution,
UNION
Home
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM,
FANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.
As

an

POETLMn & ROCHESTER R. R.

TT&S&WU4

jyl6

“notice

of foreclosure

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Abner Howard, of Portland, in
the County of Cumberland and Stato of
Maine, did by his mortgage deed dated the lstli
day of November 1807. recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds, Book 350, Page
110, convey to the City of Portland, a body
politic and corporate and existing under tire
laws of the State of Maine, a certain parcel of
land situated on Oxford street, in said Portland,
together with the buildings thereon, being
numbered eight (8) on said street, and the same
premises conveyed to said Abner Howard by
George Cushing by his deed dated September
20,1853. and recorded in the Registry of Deeds
for said County. Book 248, Page 372, to which
conveyance and the deeds referred to therein
reference is made for a better description of
the premises; and
WHEREAS, the condition of said mortgage
deed has been broken, now therefore, the said
City of Portland hereby gives public notice of.
its claim, under said mortgage upon the premises
aforesaid and that it claims a foreclosure of
said mortgage by reason of the breach of the
conditions thereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said City of
Portland hath caused this notice to be signed
by the hand of George H. Libby, its Treasurer,
hereunto duly authorized, tills eighth day of
February, A. D. 1892.
CITY OF PORTLAND,
By George H. Libby, Treasurer.

WHEREAS,

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1S91, Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a, to., 12,30 and
5.30 p. in.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. ni.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. to., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 ami
11.15 p.

p.

m.

J. W. PETERS. Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent,
dtf.

oct5

_

CELEBRATED

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
On

I

YOUR

DRUGGIST

Dec. 7,
After MONDAY.
Trains will run as follows:

1891,

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
ill., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a, m.. 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal und Chicago, 7.10 a. 111. and 1.30
p. ill. For Quebec, 1.30 p. 111. For Buckfield and Canton, 7.10 ai m. and 1.30 f>. ill.

ARRIVALS.

BETHESDA WATER.

Wonderfully efficacious in troubles of the Kidneys and Bladder, as testified by our best
Physicians amt many well-known citizens. See
feb4eod4in
Descriptive Pamphlet.

ASK

and

DEPARTURES.

-.'

Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents. CUTLER BUGS. & CO.,
Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the Justly celebrated

)

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. COR DWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland. Me.

HUNGARIAN BITTER WATER
L—

and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35

1.30
8.35

THE TRUE GENUINE

IS THE

ni.

For Forest Avenue (Deerinc), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
Albany R. K. for the West, and with the
New Y'ork All Rail Via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester

W*cvnupxu

XKUO

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. in.,
12.10, 3.10, 3.40 and 5.50 p. ill. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. 111.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. ill.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. 111.,
5.50 p.m. From Quebec, 12.10 pi m.

I

NOTICE.
the Policies of
The Premiums
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCECOMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all cucumstauces.

1891.

0.00 a.

—

New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

Female

4,

DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Pine
Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
Sharboro Beach,
rn., 3.30. 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
8
Saco, Blddeford. 7.00, 45, 10.15 a. m.. 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.46
a. m„ 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 6.16 p.m.;North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
111., 13.4U, tf.tfU, .'. 1.1 p. 111; liocnesien 1 ttiiningtou, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. ni.,
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls ami Rochester] 7,00 a. ni.; Manchester
and Concord, (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. ill., 3.30p. ill.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
111.; So. Newliiarfcet Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
18.45a. 111., §12.40, 3.30 p. ill.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. ill.
WESTERN

gitition

OllUUIU HUH DC

Sunday mornings.

From Waterviile and Lewiston, 8.35 a. tn.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, eta., 0.30 a,
m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., ia.30 p. m.-, Waterviile, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowliegan, Waterviile and Lewiston, A45 p. ni.;
Montreal. Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
♦Sundays included.
PAYS! IX TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Geu’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Nov.
20, 1891.uov24dtf
Portland,

CUMBERLAND, BS, SUPREME JUUI.CIAL COURT.
In Equity, Eeb. 20, A. D., 1892.
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That
the Petitioner give notice to all persons interested therein, to apper before the Justice of
our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
Portland, within and for the County of Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of March, A. D„
1892. by publishing an attested copy of said
aud this order thereon, one week in the
ortlaud Dally Press and Dally Eastern Argus,
newspapers printed in Portland, ill our County
of Cumberland, said publication to be prior to
said first Tuesday of March, that they may
there and then in our said Court appear and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer'of
Siliu JL ClIUUUCl

on

White Mountains and Quebec Line.
Eor Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fvyeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. 111., 3.30 p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
The 8.46 a. m. connects for all points In Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago Mid
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
Line for Minneapolis and St Paul.

and after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYCONE AG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
a. m., for Portland and Intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

_

providence.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p.m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and (11.30 p. m., and on
Sundays only at 7.20 4. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
aiiaTl.80p.nl.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

international Steamship Co.

From

upon

p. m.

dtf

dec24____dtf

California, Japan, China,

nav7

trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. 111.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *l.lo.
5.00 and ill.30 p. 111.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Htations,
7.15 a. 111., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Batli, Gardiner, Hallowell aim
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and (11.30
p. ill.
l armlngton and 1'hlllips. via Lewlstou, 8.30
ni.;
u. ill.. 1.10 p. in. ; via Brunswick, 1.16 p.
and for Rangclcy at 8.30 a. m.
Momnoutli, Wiuthrop lteadfield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. ill.
Waterviile via Lewistoli, 1.10, 5.05 p. 111.; via
Augusta,'7,15 a. ill., *1.15, (11.30 p. ill.
Skowliegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. ni.; Xia
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., 1.15, (11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. ill.
Dover and Foxcroft, Via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30

Boston.

—

In our own

Oil and after November 20, 1891+ passenger

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBtSIl 16, 1801.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 0.00,
12.15 night. SUNDAYS-O.OO,
7.30 p. in.,
10.30, 11,30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 6.U0, 0.00 p.
m., 12.15 bight.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 0.00,
(11.80 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 8.30, din*
ing car 5.00 p. m., 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are On sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout Now York and New

je20__dtf

Complaints

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $05 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
*30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

64.

Arrived.
Steamer State of JIaine, Colby, Boston for
NB.
John.
St
and
Eastport
Barque Vanveen, (Bij Rose, New York, to
To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
load for River Platte.
Sell Laura Bell, Mallock, La Have Banks, with
17.000 lbs tisli. Lost fishing gear.
Sch Magnolia, Belfast via Boothbay.
Sell Lydia M Grant, Merrimau, Harpswell.

26.

~

..

MARINE

30.

Feb. 13.
27.
Mar. 12.

SARNIA,_!‘

••

MAINE CILVlltAL IL K.

Via—

From
Halifax.
Jan.

0.
Apr.
17.
OREGON,
81.
21._"_23.
Secto
$80
$110;
Return,
$60;
Cabin, $40to
ond Cabin, 825; Steerage, $20.
Aronmoiith Pock Direct._
"From
From
J
~|
Avemnouth. I_Steamship._I_Portland.
I
23.
February'io.
DOMINION,
I
January

February

Safest Trains In the World

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchauge St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.

...

j;;

Homewards

From
Portland.
Jan. 28.
Feb. 11.
25.
Mar. 10.
24.
Apr. 7.

SARNIA,

<•

p.

...

fe“Xla.yS:

Outwards and

I

Liverpool. 1_Steamer,
jail. 7. SARNIA.
21. LABRADOR,
Feb. 4. OREGON,

_

...

..

SEAGOING STEAMERS,

TREMONT AND FOREST CITY

BRUNSWICK—SW20th, sell F W Howe, fot

1

STAUNCH

CONNECTIONS Daily-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Biickfiold for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dixfieldand Mexico; also for Krettiin’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.
dtf
je27

Washington

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;

DARIEN—Old lath, sell Lena

t

jteamers.

n'kIv'oRLEANStiCKI 30th, soh,Fred Gower,

*iiCW York.

j

Boston

0'Brteu. qwendtgJW"
GALVESTON— Ar 20th, sell Abbie C Cole,

urn.

;

..

..

cure you,

£has

1

Others

Cured

Has

a.

in.

LINE.

BLUE

m.

STAGE

-between—
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

New

16, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Kailway, 7.10 a.
and 1.30}). in.
KETUKNING Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

medicine.

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, schs R R Woodside,
days ; Normandy, Rivers,
Yade, Cardenas 10Whitmore.
Haley, and Wm
^ernandina; L T
Cyrus Chamberlain, Dailj
NBi
St
John,
tVilsoi),
Choinaston; S J Lindsay, Mciaddeu. New Bedold: Fannie II Stewart, Lane. New Haven.
S Baylis,
Passed Hell Date 2U>k “5®
lew York for Boston; Maggie Hurley, Amboy

Oil.

Saltpetre.i 0® 10

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

"sch Jeinlie B
v as

ine.q],ao®ou

cedar-3 BO§8 7o
Clear cedar. 3 00®3 25
H oops 14 ft.
X No 1.2 00®2 25
Hoops 18 ft.
No 1 cedar..1 25®1 50
Hoops 8 ft.
Spruce.1 26®1 50
Cordage.
Amer’n *) KiloViJEll
Laths.spce. .2 20®2 25
Lime-Cement.
Manilla.. -lWiiQUVi
Manilla bolt
I.imo.H csk. 1 00®1 05
Cement.1 40® 1 50
(* 14
rope.
Matches.
17<! 18
Russia do.
Sisal.IOVokUVI 8t«r,*» gross
_60
ami
39@40
IDlrigo.
Dyes.
llrugs
Meatls.
Acid Oxalic... 12® 14
Acid tart.40®42
Copper—

Hardline:! s 2b®30

fitted

o1. l,'la.ve
s.evel'a'
in
oi

^Edaartown,
before reported ashore
iatilhi Itiver for Boston,

raid weight

S'tli pine.. .$30@.?40
Clear pine—

was

Finest and

with

was
was
witl:

l'eb 20—Sch Nahum Chapin, from

Light.19@20

21®22
Heavy.22623
Cumberland.4 25®5 00 S laugbter. *. .31® 2
Good d’mg.19@20
Acadia.
000 Am. calf.00670
Chestnut....
5
Coal.

hlle

k(;f

....

Crackers

the railw ay at

Bath, which
test week,

Ill Effect November

low

cars.

ROYAL

successfully treated

vtssels

..

No

Ranted
of

always be

can

BP day out, in lat57 10 S, lot
to be reported
W. A1 i well,
a very heavy gale in whicl:
was
sre\t dav there
and
were damaged,
possibly tin
nany

l'se“wm!TVSodi|llCape

man

and sciatica

Tisrrtnp Rose lnnis, Marwick, at Valparaisc
spoke ship Yorktown
rom N'ew York, reports:
rfKiehmondMe, from Baltimore Sept 15foi

FranCiscd

conducted
rates, quick time, PullK. h.
or
address
Call on
sleeping
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pacific Co., 102 Washington St., Boston, Mass,
eoddm
janlo

combining comfort,

neuralgia,

....

bin
>4 45

MEXICO. Portland & Rumford Palls Railway.

TEXAS MD
RHEUMATISM CALIFORNIA,
Semi-Monthly Parties, personally

Feb 22-bld, steamer ,1L Colby
barque Levi

with
J:£5 Via for
Ke^West
Key west.

..

1JAILKOADS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

l.ookjjonesporti
Baltimoie.
load

14@$10jHams

...

Nash. 74V8
Manhattan Elevated.113%
Michigan Central.lOBVi
8V4
Minn. & St. Louis.
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 19w*
62
Missouri Pacific.
138
New Jersey Central..
Northern Pacific common. 23%
Northern Pacific pfd. 67%
Louis &

do

sell F G French,
uKAfH Feb 22-Ar,
Mark Dray, Sawyer, Boston,

......

Feb. 20.
116%
New4’sreg.116%
116%
New 4’s coup........116%
100
United States 2s reg.100
306
Central Pacific 1 sts.106
117%
Denver S K, G. 1st.117%
107
Erie2ds.107
111
Kansas Pacific Consols.Ill
11''Vs
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
106%
Kansas Pacific 1 sts.106%

Closing quotations

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Fb. 20.1892.—The Flour mark2
et-receipts
,320 pckgs ;exports 383»bhls and
18,477 sacks; dull and unchanged ;sales 18,8o0
bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 20®3 85;
city mills extra 4 90 55 15; city mills patents
5 15@5 40; winter wheat low gl ades at 3 20®
3 85; air to fancy at 3 90® S 85; patents at 4 0
@5 15; Minnesota clear 4 10®:4 75; straights
do at 4 36 54 90; do patents 4 50@5 25; do rye
mixtures 4 10@4 75; superfine at 2 75®3 45;
Suolheril flour dull an<l unline at 2 40®.R 15.
changed at 3 80@5 10. Rye flour ouiet at 4 20®
4 65. Buckwheat flour dull at 1 7fi®l 90. Buckwheat a t 55@80. Cornmeal quiet and unchanged; Yellow Western at 2 75@3 10. Wheatreceipts 153,750 hush; exports 1,006,025 bush;
sales 86,000 hush; dull, unchanged;No2 Red at
1 07% store and el«v, 1 09%@1 10% afloat;
1 095.1 10% fob; No 3 Red 1 03; No 1 Northern 109® 1 09% ; No 1 hard at 1 10% ; No 2
Northern 1 03%. Rye dull; 'Western at 98c@
102. Barley dull and weak; No 2 Mil 89® 70c.
Corn—receipts 124,000 hush; exports 47.602
bush;sales 104.000 hush; dull and steady; No 2
at48% @49%e in elev, 49Vs®50c afloat, ungraded Mixed 47% @ 50% ; No 3 at 48®.48 % c;
steamer mixed at.48%@49%c. Oats—receipts
1.09.675 bush; exports 541 bush; sales 64,000
bush: firmer and dull; No 3 at 36c; do White at
38c; No 2 at 36%®37V2C; White do at 38%

Shore is..S 24SS201 pure leaf.lOVitgll
....10
@10Vi
Shore 2s..S
doeovrd.il ally*
Med. 3s... 11506313
1
Large 3s..
V,
I Kerosene. 1 ortProduce.
CpeCran’s, bush. .2 2ol land ref. pet... 6Va
Ola
Pea Beans. 2 00@2 15| Ligonia...
I Centennial..... <5 Vn
Medium do.
Pratt s Astral.. 8Va
1 756-2 101
tier. med..
Yellow fives.1 90®2 251 Uevoe’s brilliant 8%
Cal. l’ea-2 0562 751
Kaislns._
Irish Potat’s 4 56 50cj Muscatel.... 1 50@2 00
.2 6063001 London lay r2 0063 50
Sweets
i QBpura lay r. 8
(aOVii
Onions—Na«%@7
lives..-,.. .2 7563 OOJValencia.
Sugar.
14 a luc’
Geese....’.
Chickens.
16,61716 Ex-qualdy hue 4 7-1G
Fowls
araiuil^toil....
4:vs
Standard do...
Turkeys...- 17® 18c
Extra t). 37/a
Annies.

...

Tiie
stocks

do

at 1 505*2

1

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

....

88

89

TICKET OFFICE
30

Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

FOR

Lowest fares from Portland; Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chi$20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75 and
For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or 1 cago
$12.50; Kansas City $3o and $25.75; St. Paul
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Lameness, i $31 .on and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
Second to no other Liniment in the United 1 and
$10.75', St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
States, well known in all Eastern Provinces, $21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
Will be sold by all druggists. Wholesale by K.
These rates are subject to change.
$60.25.
E. Shead. Eastport, Me., Cook, Everett & Penf„ J. SEARGEANT, General Manager,
fcb22dtf
aell, Portland, Me.
dtf
decs

Scott’s

Cure

|

This Town

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
AMUSEMENTS.
Gilbert’s Dancing Academy,
Y. 1’. S. C. E., Plymouth Church.
FOURTH PAGE.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Mansou G. Larrahee.

Change

of firm

s&s

“Spending Public Money.”
Yesterday was a beautiful, balmy day;
forties and the

water.

Commercial street

on

were

generally closed yesterday afternoon.
All the public offices were closed all day.
About fortv-five first class postmasters
have been invited to Washington to consult on postal cards. Postmaster Small
is among the number.
Bev. Mr. Bellows drew a much interested audience last evening to his lecture
on “Transcendentalism,” which he handled in a masterly manner.
Members of the Maine Charitable Mechanics Association are invited to attend
the funeral of the late John B. Horr today at half-past 2 o’clock from his late
residence on Neal street.
There will be a meeting of the Press
Club at 4.45 this afternoon at the rooms
in Casco Bank block.
Important business will come up and a large attendance
is much desired.
Thursday evening at 8 o’clock in Foresters’ Hall the two divisions of the Ancient Order of Hibernians in this city will
unite in a banquet celebrating the sixteenth anniversary of the order in this

the

rcdoir

anniversary

OTToni n nr

of the

The Boston &

Maine,

Till c

tvill

society.
Western

division,

place.

--

—

_

THE LITTLE WOMEN’S BALL.
••
It Was as Pretty and Merry Last Night
as

In Other

Years.

Kiif

V>rt

Ana

line

rrivon

wnnrlni’fiil

ociucmcui,

vxuci

ux

that Paderewski gives them.
Some musicians contend that it his artistic use of the pedals that produces the
singing quality of tone. But no one really knows how he does it. It is an art all
liis own ancl there is but one Pader-

Columbia, celebrated the evening of the
22d by a gathering at Columbian Hall.
G. N. E. Kimball read an account of the

Washington and the action of ewski.”
Tickets for the concerts of February
Congress upon it, from a paper published
at Kingston, New York, in the year 1800, 29th and March 1st at City Hall can be
called the Ulster County Gazette.
obtained at Stockbridge’s.

death of

were:

Miss Sibyl Howe,
Miss Annie Cole,
Lizzie Wilson,
Grace Hughes,
Addie Starbird,
Isabel Smith,
G. A. Kennard,
Edith Partridge,
*■
Lottie Bruce,
Bessie Chenery,
Eva Taylor,
Maude Vernon,
Hattie Bussell,
Mattie Loveitt,
Susie Walker.
May Walker,
Grace Gallison,
Lizzie Bussell,
Emma Martin,
Caddie Pitcher,
Nettie Tobey,
Isabel Greenwood,
Gertrude Staples,
Mabel Wood,
Anna Brackett,
Mabel Hanson,
Grace Dow.
Mabel Bruce,
Nellie Prince,
Nellie Ferris,
Alice Lamb,
Mabel Stevens,
Miss Annie West.

Be sure you get seats at Stevens &
Jones for the illustrated lectures to be
at the First Parish church
Dr. DeNormandie tomorrow and
evenings, the 24th and 26th.

given

by Rev.
Friday

The tickets for the remaining course
entertainments are selling well at Stock-

bridge’s.
Mr. W. H. Carter’s organ recital will
city.
afternoon at the
be given Saturday
left
the
last
H.
Haynes
city
George
Church of the Messiah.
night on a business trip to New York
and Washington.
Concert at First Baptist Church.
Captain William Soule, owner of Pleasof good music will be interestI,overs
ant Island sporting camps, in the upper
ed in the announcement of the concert
a
is
here, having yacht
Rangeley region,
to be given at the First Baptist Church,
built.
Some of our best
A number of his friends have induced Wednesday evening.
and the small
local
talent
will
appear,
to
be
a
canMr. E. C. Swett of this city
to ensure a
didate for district delegate to the Na- price of admission ought
Mr- large attendance. See advertisement.
tional Democratic Convention.
Swett will do honor to his constituency.
Dr. Blanchard’s Becture.
Mr. John Ilorr, a native of Norway,
Rev. Dr. Blanchard will deliver the
and
a
and a veteran master painter,
tenth lecture of his course on American
in the

member of the Mechanics’ Association
of this city, is dead, and the 17th
Maine Infantry Association, of which he
was an honorary member, are invited to
attend the funeral at 2 p. m. today.

History this evening at 7.45 o’clock in
Congress Square church; subject,
The public are
George Washington.
cordially invited to attend.

the

New
Price.

Quantity 1.$28.00

$18.50

24.00

38.24
2.
40.00
2.
1. 50.00

25.00
30.00

Price.
Quantity 1.$38.00
1.- 45.00

nanufacturers their entire stock of the best
iOc. quality of colored Arlington Mohairs, 36
nches wide, which they propose to retail al
!9c. per yard.
They have allowed us to have two cases ol
j be lot so that we can retail them at the same
irice, viz. 29c.
The manufacturers have repeatedly refused
!7VaC. for the entire lot. They come in beauti
ul shades of green, blue, brown, gray, cardinal
,lum, heliotrope, cadet blue, apple green, cream
I tc.
They are very serviceable, and a greal
1 largain at 29c.

Prinp

1...$25.oo'

1 Bargains

2
2
6
0
0
8
2
8

«

$17.50

PLUSH REEFERS
SIZB 86.
1...$30.00-

6..i... 38.00

FDR

LOElTCIRCULARS.

Old
Price.
size
1 Mink Lined,
38...... .$75.00

New
Price.
$62.50

American Sable Lined.
New
Price.
$32.50

Old
Price.
1 size 40.$50.00
42. 45.00
44. 45.00
44. 65.00

1
1
1

86. 25.00
38. 25.00

New
Price.
15.00

size 38. 23.00
mum

wuuar

auu

Edge. 38.00

24.00

Old

New
Pvjnp

Priitfl

2
1
1
2
1

size 32.
•*

$30.00*

$20.00

18.00
27.00
28.00

13.00
18.25
18.50

38. 15.00

10.00
13.00
10.00
10.00

34.

34.
34.
36. 15.00
36. 18.00
38. 17.00

8.00
40. 12.50
and $7.
at $2.50, $5
About one-third of their value.

Old
Price.
1200 Packages of Pins.05
*■
Of Providence, R. I.,
Widely known as proprietor of Derry’s Waterproof Harness Oil, tells below of his terrible
Bufferings from Eczema and his cure by

HOOD’S
Sarsaparilla
Gentlemen: Fifteen years ago I had an attack of inflammatory rheumatism, which was
followed by eczema or salt rheum, breaking
out on my right leg. The humor spread all
over my legs,"back and arms,

A Foul Maas of Sores,
swollen and itching terribly, causing intense
pain if the skin was broken by scratching,
and discharging constantly. It is impossible
to describe my suffering in those years of
agony and torture. I spent

Thousands of Dollars
in futile efforts to get well, and was discouraged and ready to die. At this time I was
unable to lie down in bed, had to sit up all the
time, and was unable to walk without
crutches. I had to hold my arms away from
my body, and had to have my arms, back and
legs bandaged by my faithful wife twice a day.
“Finally a friend who was visiting at our
house, urged me to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
I began by taking half a teaspoonful. My

Stomach Was All Out of Order
But the medicine soon corrected this, and in
six weeks I could see a change in the condition of the humor which nearly covered my
body. It was driven to the surface by the
Sarsaparilla, the sores soon healed, and the
scales fell off. I was soon able to give up
bandages and crutches, and a happy man I
was.
I had been taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
for seven months; and since that time, nearly
two years, I have worn no bandages whatever
and my legs and arms are sound and well.
The

Delight

of myself and wife at my recovery it Is impossible to tell. To all my business friends
m Boston and over the country, I recommend

Hood’s ^Sarsaparilla

personal experience.” S. G. Derry, 45
Bradford street, Providence, K. I.
If you are Bilious, take Hood's Pills,

from

One lot Country Mill Yarn
Germantown
Scotch Iron
Down Pillows 20x20
22x22

Old

tootTerIhorns

1.75

1.26
1.37Va

1.60
1.62

Genuine Scotch Ginghams. 75 new styles
Best Broehe Satin (all new)
Best American Satine.
Llama Cloths (wool finish).
Bedford Cord.
Shangtang Pongees (silk finish, about
equal in appearance to silks).
Brandenburg cloth (new).
One case English Silesia.

LADIES’

1
1

1.25
1.35
1.50

25c

32%c
26e

12%c

UNDERWEAR.

Old
Price.
lot of Ladies’ Merino Vests.50
lot of Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed
Vests.

.37%

1

New
Old
Price price.
Lot Ipswich Ribbed.37% .25

CHILDREN’S HOSE.
1

Old
New
Price. Price.
lot extra value (to olose)..25
.17

.08

.12%

$1.00

.25
.90

1.60

*1.25

Jet Fringes, Jet Gimps and Jet Girdles in a
fine assortment of the newest designs, just

TRiimrwG t * rrs

Large assortment of black Trimming Laces in
new patterns just opened. New Chiffons, and
the new German Lace, Point de Genes, the
French Chantilly, Point de Paris and Crochet
Laces—all at the lowest market prices.

Boy’s Shirts and Drawers.
1 lot extra value (to close)...25c

boys.

Ego Shirt, BOo.
Extra heavy cotton, heavy linen front,
to withstand hard
at

made
50c.

Bonner Shirt, 73o.
This celebrated Shirt is made of fine cotton,
fine linen front, tailor cut, workmanship, and
fit guaranteed, has no superior at
75c.

Farnons

Seneca

$1.00.

Shirt,

Made by special order, wider, and 3 Inches
longer than any others, of the best N. Y. Mills
Cintron, snnpvfinA linp.n frnnf
and fit equal to custom made

wnrkmflnqhin

best $1.00 shirt in America.

laundered,

10c.

extra

all

on

shirts.

The

the above.

Splendid line of Neckties at
37% and 25c.
Neptune Waterproof Collars.20c.
Cuffs.38c.

KID GLOVES.
We have greatly enlarged our stock by the
introduction of several new and exceedingly
popular lines at right prices.
New Chamois Gloves in white and yellow.
New Suedes with hooks and buttons in black
and colors.
New Saxon Beauty Kids.
New Mosquetaire Kids.
Sole agents for the famous Centemcri Kids,
the most popular glove in this countir- They
have no equal at the price, $1.45. They are
equal to any other kid at $2.

COTTON UNDERWEAR.
New Night Eobcs with High Sleeves, well
made of excellent material.
Lot 1—Cluster tucked yoke, sailor collar
and cuff, high sleeve.50c.
Lot 2—18 tucks yoke, broad lace tucked
and lace trimmed sleeve.50c.
Lot 3—6 broad tucks and 4 insertion and
Hamburg cuffs, high sleeve.75c.
Lot 4—Broad Hamburg and tucked yoke,
Hamburg and tucked sleeve, high sleeve, 75c.
Lot 6—16 tucks, 6 insertion V neck, tucks
and Hamburg sleeve, high sleeve.75c.

SKIRTS.
Lot 1—9 inch oambrio ruffle, with 5 rows
cluster tucks 3 inches above.62c.
Lot 2—9 inch hemstitched cambric ruffle, 4
tucks above.62c.

BASEMENT

SALE.

Old New \
price, prices
extra fine Printed Challies. 6*4 e.
4e.
Kemnants gray and brown mixed,
new Outing Flannel.
10c. 6%e.
New Striped Outing Flannel. 10c.
8e?
Figured and Striped new Outing
Flannel.
12%c. 10c.
32 inch fine Ginghams. 25c. 12%c.
5.000 yards best American Ginghams.
12%e.
1 lot fine American Ginghams.
10c.
Fine line Silk Finish Drapery Goods,
12%c.

17.000 yards

new

Ready Made Sheets

and Piilow

Gases

At About Cost of Material.
Pillow Cases of Cabot Cotton, 42x40... .12,
of best Flint Cotton, 42x
2„
88%.
Pillow Cases of ‘best Flint Cotton, 45x
38%.
22c.
Sheets of best Flint Cotton, 81x98%....
71c.
81x99.
75c.
“
90x99.
81c.

WIDE SHEETINGS.
Fine assortment of Wide Sheetings, from
18c. to 37%c.
Best Standard 4-4 Brown Cottons at
Wholesale Prices.
1 bale Lockwood 4-4 remnants.6c.
1
9-8
.7 c.

Linen

Damask, Napkins and
Toweling.

Bargains in Unbleached Damask,
33RA.WERS.

Bargains in Bleached Damask,

from 25c. to 92e.

from

Especially good value at....25c. and 50c.

Trimmed, Hamburg neok.17c.
Extra values in both high and low neck at. .25c.

New
Price.
.37%
.50

better shu ts.

same as

NEW DRESS TRIMMINGS.

10c

12%c

Same as we have been selling freely at 60c.;
thoroughly well made, of good material, shape

service; great value

37%e
12 Vic

LADIES’ HOSE.

New
.17
.25

Boston.

CORSET COVERS.

PHnO

.25
.371/2
.50
.12
.18
.35

.76
l.OC

New

Ppinp

One lot Windsor Ties

.75

1.00
1.25
1.60

New
Price.
new
lest
all
Muslins,
styles.... 37Vi
Organdie
J3 lest Anderson
Scotch Ginghams, 25 new

Price.

.02
.04
.05
Baby Ribbons (by the piece)
Satin and Gros Grain Ribbons, by the yard for
this sale. No. 3 for 6c, No. 4 for 6c, No. 5 for
8c, No. 7 for 10c, No. 9 for 12%c, No. 12 for

or

COTTON DRESS GOODS.

.08

16c, No. 16 for 19c.

1.00

1.75

NOTIONS AND MISCELLANEOUS GOODS

Mr. S. G. Derry

.7c

Other qualities up to $2.50.
?aucy Black Novelties In single dress
patterns, entirely new.. $10 each

Forty Newmarkets

1200

1.00

1.25

—.

Fur Trimmed Cloth Garments.
1
1
1
1

1.50

“

16.00
16.00

Old
Price.
oo,

in.
Brilliantines.
in.
in. 22 Twill, Black, all wool
Henrietta...
6 in.
6 in. Black, all wool Henrietta
6 in.
«
“
“
G in.

>6
2
:6

New
Price.
$16.00

Quilted Satin Lined Circulars.
1

New
Old
Price
Pried*
.39
in. Black Brllliantine.60
.50
in. Black Brilliantine.75
.60
in. Black India Twill.
,75
.62 VJ
in. Black India Twill.$1.00
in. Black Fancy Weaves. 1.00
.75
in. Black India Twills.1.38 $1,00
1.00
in. Black Plaid Camels Hair.. 1.25
in. Black Fancy Weaves....
.76
.50

BLACK SILK WARP HENRIETTAS.

30.00
30.00
45.00

Old
Price.
size 34.$25.00

mentioning,

Manufactured expressly for Arnold, Consta, le & Co., and guaranteed superior to any in
t lie world. The following numbers will be in< luded in this sale, 25c per yard under price:
Old New
Price. Price.
0 in. Black Silk Warp Henrietta...$1.40 $1.15

Hampster Lined.
1
1
1

Worth

«

New
Price
$20.00
25.00

Old
Price

Quantity

York

Also, Crochet and Silk Gimps and Ornaments,
and the new ‘’Feathenne” in colors and
black.

BLACK DRESS GOODS.

New

Prioo

Quantity

in New

opened at popular prices.

Price.
$24.00
28.00

Old

as

Splendid line of Changeable Slks, Plain and
figured at $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.
Velvets in the New Shades at $1.00, $1.25 and
$1.50

■

SIZE 42.

x

Notes.

PERSONAL.

Col. Charles B. Morton of Augusta was
in the city yesterday.
Miss Julia Cram, of the McLellan
school, has resigned to accept, a fine position in one of the Boston schools.
Captain Fred C. Barker, proprietor of
sporting camps at the Rangeley Lakes, is

Old
Price.

Ho holiday of the year is more dear to
SIZE: 36.
the hearts of lovers of Terpsichorean
New
Old
Pripo
"Prip#1
pleasures in our city than Washington’s
$18.50
4.
$28,00
Quantity
each
is
celebrated
for
that
day
Birthday,
20.00
30.00
1.
20.50
l. 33.00
year by the Little Women’s ball. City
«
on
21 .on
Hall was thronged last night, and a mer-‘
24.00
3. 38.00
25.00
40.00
1...
To the music of
ry gathering it was.
Gilbert’s orchestra some 200 couples
SIZE 38.
New
Old
joined in the grand march, which was
Price.
Price.
led by Mr. William Adie and Miss Annie
1.$38.00
$24.00
Quantity
Cole. Among the young ladies who par4=0.
SIZE
ticipated in the festivities of the evening
Old
New

Frank Mayo, who has made fame and
fortune in that idyl of the backwoods,
“Davy Crockett,” will be at Portland
Theatre tomorrow and Thursday evenings. Mayo’s Crockett is a most artistic
and powerful creation, and is such a faFuneral of Mrs. C. W. Stevens.
vorite that like Tennyson’s brook, it will
At the funeral of Mrs. Stevens, yesterprobably run on forever. Every one
afternoon, there was a large attendHis impersonation is day
praises Mayo.
ance of the police force, and of members
to
the
backbone.
The
scene
when
manly
of the Bosworth Belief Corps and the
the wolves strive to break into the cabin
auxiliary corps of the l-10-29th regiment,
and Davy holds them out by using his
of which Mrs. Stevens was a member.
arm as a bar to the door, is one of the
Bev. Matt S. Hughes officiated.
most thrilling known to the stage.
Mr.
a
will
have
and
wil
strong support
Mayo
bring special scenery with him.

that whenever he is announced it is almost impossible to find room for the
number of music loving people who
This Is the case
throng to hear him.
with his farewell Boston recitals, the
on
first of which is
Tuesday at 2.30 at
Music Hall.
Almost every good seat
Hundreds of
was taken up a week ago.
times the compositions Paderewski plays
have been heard by other great pianists,

SIZE! 34.

"

The floor was admirably managed by
Floor Director William B. Adie, assisted
by C. M. Warren, F. H. Gallison, F. H.
Harmon, George C. Orr, J. B. Moore,
and W. F. Keith.

reading

viccvo

Fiurnisiiing Department.

PLUSHTLMKS.

dio, 567i Congress street, next Saturday
Columbus and the World’s Fair.
afternoon, the sale beginning at 4 o’clock.
The
interest manifested in Mr. EexThere are many valuable water colors,
of “Columbus and the
oil paintings and pieces of china. They dale’s treatment
to say nothing about the
World’s
Fair,”
will be on exhibition after Wednesday
beautiful stereopticon pictures and the
next.
Edison
a
attached
afternoon
phonograph concert, insures a
pony
Yesterday
to a cutter, belonging to Mr. Chase of very appreciative audience at Portland
There was a
Long Island, came down Exchange street Theatre, Friday evening.
on the dead run.
Near the Press office large sale of tickets at the theatre yesthe cutter struck the sidewalk and was terday.
Paderewski,
smashed, and Mr. Chase thrown out. The
The Boston Transcript says: “So great
pony was caught only a few feet from
is the desire to hear Paderewski play
the scene of the accident.
If ext Friday e veiling at City Hall will
occur the first grand concert and ball by
the Emerald Association, and they are
striving hard to make the occasion one
that will be pleasantly remembered for a
long time. Chandler will furnish a concert from S to 9, and at intermission the
grand miscellaneous concert will take

Bargains

■

Via

lias received two new saloon cars of the
latest improved pattern. They have the
observatory tops and safety ladders at
both ends.
The bonfire on Congress square was
the first seen there for years. The flames
shot up to a great height and hundreds
of people gathered about the fire. The
boys are indebted to Mr. J. E. Carter of
the Cumberland Club, chiefly, for so fine
a bonfire.
The art collection of Miss Alice M.
Gould will be sold at auction at her stu-

vrourge

Magnitude, Attractiveness and Genuine Bargains Offered.

Final Closing Out Sale

w

rPl->

ADVERTISEMENTS._

The school board met last evening.
patriotism indulged
City Hall yesterday forenoon, bore Mr. C. L. Littlefield, a travelling photogfruit more speedily than the city fathers rapher, asked permission to photograph
After
There never before was the schools and school buildings.
had imagined.
some discussion, the permission was deso much patriotism in this town on the
night of Washington’s birthday as there nied.
The small boy made
was last evening.
Superintendent Sargent was authorized
HAVE
WE
AMTHIM
SURPASSES
THIS
ATTEMPTED,
the sky red with it and loaded down the to provide books needed in the High
winds of heaven with it until they fairly School.
The vacancy in the committee on acgroaned. Bonfires, tended by young patriots in knickerbockers blazed at every counts and expenditures was filled by
We are determined not to know any dull seasons in our house, therefore these special sales at this time and the Unparallei
square in Portland and lit up the heav- the appointment of Dr. Baker.
The text book committee was authorens of the new city of Deering as well.
Inducement to Purchasers.
The patriotism was contagious among ized to select h physical geography for
older people also. In front of the Bram- the High School.
Miss Ellen L. Babbidge was elected
hall League an immense fire blazed; and
before the Cumberland Club was anoth- temporary teacher in the Shailer school.
are the regular and usual Retail
Prices.
The “New Prices” show the Great Reduction for
Leave of absence for the remainder of The “Old Prices” given below,
er, the rallying point for one of the wings
We cordially invite
this sale. Space will not admit of comment on the different lots.
of the immense crowds that filled both the year was granted Miss Harriet C.
inspection as we are always pleased to show goods.
J.
Goddard.
Miss
Anna
and
Blanchard
sides of Congress street during the
Miss Clark having been promoted to be
evening. When it comes to describing
“
the noise, all the credit cannot be given first assistant in the Jackson school, it
SILK DEPARTMENT.
Men’s
in Colored
Goods,
to the boys.
The girls, and some of was voted that her salary be correspondMiss Clara B. Lang
them were pretty old girls, too, did at ingly increased.
Undoubtedly the largest and most popular In Bargains That Hare Not Been Equalled.
the State. Bargains unsurpassed.
New
Old
least half of the horn blowing that made was elected to fill a vacancy in this
Shirts and Drawers.
Prices. Prices
Old
New
school.
Fur Lined
Plush Cloaks,
case 36 in. Plaids.38
.2£
Congress street such a bedlam.
Pries.
Pries.
Old
New
16 in. All Wool Seizes.60
.3£
The leaves of absence of Miss ElizaColored Faille Francaise by the
Price. Price,
The British steamers in port were
TrimCir culars,
Fur
i4 in. Broadcloth, Tricot.$1.00
.6C
75c 1 lot Men’s Natural Wool Shirts
dress pattern per yard.$1.00
E.
ThursClara
beth
A.
Short
and
Miss
18 in. Bedford Cords.76
.5C
dressed in most gorgeous colors in honor
69c
25-ineh Figured India Silks.85
and Drawers.$1.00 $0.50
med Reefers and
!8 in. Vanduar Suitings'..76
.5C
39c
18-inch
.50
1 lot Men’s Natural Wool Shirts
of the day; and Port Captain Eeid was ton were extended to the end of the
.0 in. India Twills.$1.00
.62Va
14 Shades Corded Cotele Silks..$1.75
$1.50
and Drawers.
1.25
.79
Newmarkets.
10 in. India Twills.$1.25
Miss Drew and Miss Lord were
$1.0C
22-inch Blk. Gros Grain Silk,
1 lot Men’s genuine Bennington
able to remark complacently that the year.
10 in. Old Salt Serge, navy blue,
$1.19
Shirts
and
(warranted).$1.75
Drawers.
1.00
p.nntinneH
as teirmorarv teachers.
2.00
Below are given under each size, the number of
fast dye, warranted to stand
69c
people of Bridgeport, Conn., should take
20- inch Blk.Gros. Grain Silk.85
that size In stock Feb. 23d, in each
.8S 21- inch
sea water and exposure.$1.00
87%c
Miss Julia H. Cram having resigned
“-*1.00
notice.
Hosiery.
l.OC
,2 in. Old Salt Serge. 1.25
quality, at the old price and
21-inch
•'-$1.50 $1.12%
her position, Miss Bessie Ham was elect1.2c
.5 in. Old Salt Serge. 1.50
the new price.
69c
.75
20- inch Blk. Satin Khadames..
Old
New
!8 in. French Whip Cords, 19
24-inch
..*1.25
$1.00
ed temporary teacher in her place.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
88
shades.
.'ll
84c
1 case Men’s Middlesex Half Hose .12V2
21- inch Blk. Faille Francaise... $1.00
09"
A petition, signed by 80 High School
24-inch
...$1.50
$1.25
Broadcloths in new spring shades and extrs
[Quantity Limited.]
Colored
1
case Men’s Cashmere Half Hose .37V4
24-inch
alue
at
and
figured
Fancy
$1.25
$1.50.
.25
$1.00,
girls, asked that a military drill adapted
39c
Fay Foster Burlesque Co.
India Silks.75
New
Old
SIZE 32.
to the use of girls be introduced. SuPrice
27-inch Fancy Colored figured
Price.
White Shirts.
New
Old
69c
The Fay Foster Burlesque Company
India
Silks.$1.00
lot New Pattern Dresses.$16.00 $12.0C
Lord was appointed a comPrice.
Price.
perintendent
inch Fancy figured Bengasale of superior goods, manufactured
22Special
came to Portland
comparatively un- mittee to
48c to order, equal in material, workmanship and fit
*13.50
lines.$1.50
enquire into the expediency of Quantity 1.,..A.$18.00
Over lOqidifEerent styles and shades in flnf
14.00
10c
22.00
to
custom
18-inch
Gauzes.50
made shirts.
Silk
1.
known and they scored a decided hit last
,
mported Spring Suitings, with only one dress
15.50
such a thing and report at a future meet1. 25.00
Also an elegant line of Cheney Bros, and Mc20.00 1 lattem in each piece, at popular prices.
night. Their specialty acts are admira1. 30.00
Bureha
low
as
Dress
K. H. White & Co. have purchased from the
Shirt; 43o,
Silks, prices
Creery’s Figured
ing.
24.00
1. 38.00

ble. There is not a poor one in the list.
The Patterson Brothers on the horizontal bar are immense; their giant underhand swing is all that is claimed for it.
The Newcomb trio are excellent clog
dancers, and Miss Newcomb is an exceedingly graceful and attractive danseuse.
Frank Clayton is one of the most
versatile of musicians.
The Yidocqs,
John and Edna, especially John, are
funny, and his scene with the dummy
kept the house in a roar of laughter.
Nellie and Rosa King are graceful and
pretty dancers, and both do a capital act
with the Indian clubs.
The Hamlins do
state.
A number of members of Machigonne some very clever tumbling and acrobatic
Two
and Cogawesco tribes of I. O. B. M. vis- business in their comic circus act.
ited Masconomo tribe at Knightville last burlesques, “Our Pleasure Party,” and
evening. A number of palefaces were “Dear Minnie,” introduce a number of
raised and Masconomo entertained the bright and gaily ccsbumed girls, besides
the specialists mentioned, in songs, danparty handsomely.
A car is in the Maine Central yard ces, and Amazonian marches, which they
which is intended to bring bacon direct
J——»
house last night, and the applause was
to Boston from the West for shipment.
It would be better if it stopped hero and constant. There will be one more perthe bacon was shipped from here.
formance tonight. Miss Euby Hart was
Mrs. Wm. Butler will deliver an ad- unable to appear last night owing to
dress before the Women’s Foreign Mis- sickness.
sionary Society of Chestnut street church
Davy Crockett.
nnvl-

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

IT MEANS HONDREDS OF DOLLARS SAVED TO OUR PATRONS.

little sketch in the last number of the
Youth’s Companion.
Congressman Reed has an article in
the March North American Roview, on

The stores

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

mSfS FINAL, MAMMOTH WINTER SAIQ

Evening.

In

A boy was arrested last night for stealing hogsheads to make bonfires.
F. E. G. Robbins has an interesting

in the

NEW

SALE

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

was

ADVERTISEMENTS.

To Close the Winter and Open the Spring Season’s goods.

For additional Local News
Fifth Page,,

running

Business Transacted at the Meeting Bast

Night.

The inculcation of

name.

streets were

East

in at

Tne American Surety Co.
FIFTH PAGE.
Eastman, Bros. & Bancroft
Rines Brothers.
Wm. Graham.
EIGHTH PAGE.
J. R. Uibby.
City of Portland.
Notice is hereby given.

the mercury

Might Have Been the Envy of

Sparta

NEW

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

FULL OF PATRIOTISM.

PRESS.

TI-IE

HAMBURG

EMBROIDERIES.

37% c. to $2.00

Special value in fine Damask for.S1.00
N apkins from...$1.00 to 86.00
100 dozen Huck Towels, 21x42.12%c.
Better qualities in Hack Towels,
15c., 20c., 22C.. 25c., 60e.
50 dozen Damask Towels, with knotted

fringe, 22x48, at.•.25c.
Fine line better qualities.up to 81.25
Glass Toweling...6%c., 10c. and 12%c.
Twilled Toweling... .3%c., 6c., 10c. and 12%c.
Turkey Bed Damask..33c.
Large Assortment in New Styles of Turkey Bed Damask at.50c.
I case Feather Ticking at.15c. per yard
FLiVlXrKrEXiXjS.

Our import order of choice select patterns of
Hamburg Embroideries now on sale.
Very special bargains in a lot for skirt trimming at.25c.

pieces Super White Flannell. 25c
pieces Gray and Brown Mixed Flannels 25c
(Both of the above lots are Extra Bargains.) I

10
10

CHECKED NAINSOOKS.
Fine Assortment..from 4c to 42c
Special Values at..,..-... 12% andl7c

BriAJKTKETS.

CORSETS.
One case 50 cent corsets at.39c.
One odd lot, worth $1.00 to $1.75, all to be
50c.
closed at the one price.
Old
New
Price.
Price.
$2.00
$1.50
Closing out ail our genuine
2.50
1.75
C. P. Corsets at less than

import cost.

3.00

2.00

Here we have
and what it symbolizes.
children of foreign born as well as native
born parents. There are to be our fu-

Wonderful bargains to close out the lots.
Old
New
price. Price.
6 pound Bed Mixed.83.50 82.00
3.75
12-4 White Blankets. 5.00
11-4
11-4
11-4

II

<

2.00

Gray
((

...

2,00

..

2.75

4«

Q

EA

1,50

1 lot

1.50
1.48
2.00
»> Ert

1.19

sided, and Augustus F. Moulton, Rev.
CITY
Capt. H. H. Shaw
The Children Drowned Band and SpeakIt was too funny for ture, city governments, governors, conwere the speakers.
ers and Had a Grand Celebration
Let them live
anvthinsr.
The sneakers couldn’t be gressmen and presidents.
at City Hall.
love and venerate that flag and thev
Such was the din, to
heard ten feet off.
will keep America forever what she was
OF THE
the band at times during the differ- intended to be, ‘the home of the brave
Such a racket!
Did you ever hear even
its programme, was and free;’ a giant among nations.”
of
ent
numbers
a
about 4000 children in great hail blow
It shall be said that the addresses made
City of Portland.
drowned by the homed opposition. Here
on fish horns for all they were worth? If
all the gentlemen yesterday were
by
held
the
the
and there, as
speaker nobly
is hereby Riven that the Board of
not, you have no conception of the rumscholarly and eloquent productions.
Registration rtf'Voters of said City, will be
fort and sawed the air, could be heard: When Capt. Shaw said he would intro- NOTICE
in open session at Room Number Thirteen [13)
pus. It was as good as a circus, howfrom duce the boys to the sound which al- City Building, upon each of the six secular days
ever.
Before 10 o’clock yesterday morn- “George Washington”—toot, toot,
to the municipal election to be liolden
all
of you” ways awoke George Washington, and the next prior
horns—“whose
the
example
and
on the seventh day of March next; being Febgirls,
call was given by a member of the
tng, the children, both boys
bugle
4th and 5th.
ruary 29th, March 1st. 2d, 3rd,
toot—“father of his country”—
band, the boys were with him and con- from nine to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and
began to pour into City Hall and they —toot,
a
afternoon
and
father”— tinued with him until the close of his re- from two till five o’clock in the
carried their tin horns with them. When hurrah! toot, toot—“what is
in the evening,
from seven till nine o’clock
marks.
in
from
it
boys
gallery,
merry
of
said
up,”
(Satat 10.30 a. m. the hall was packed solid “give
excepting on the last day will notsession,
The idea of this celebration was Mr. urday.
be in session
and combined
March 5th) when it
with them—hundredshaving been turned laughter from the girls,
A. McGowan’s, of the Common after live o'clock in the afternoon, to receive
Joseph
from the horns—gives some
Council, and he can well feel pleased evidence touching the qualification of voters in
away—the city committee, guests and toot, toot,
But it with the way it was carried out, for in said city and to revise and correct the voting
the pandemonium.
speakers filed onto the stage,the children little idea of
U
naturned fun, the patriotism its essential features, it was a great sucBy Chapter 34.Seclion nine of the public laws
greeted them with a terrific salute from was all good
cess.
of
the State of Maine, approved February 25,
even if they
bear
fruit,
that
will
good
their horns, joined to cheers and cries of
1891, it is provided that said Board of Regisshall not place upon such lists during the
of
the
the
tration
eloquence
gentleFlags had been dis- couldn’t hear
every description.
is hereby given that the revision of the same, the name of any person
subscriber has been duly appointed and who shall not personally appear before said
tributed to them and they waved them men who were doing their best to instil Notice
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator Board and request the same.
till the air was full of whirling blue cot- good lessons into their juvenile minds.
with the Will annexed of the estate of
During said time, said Board shall revise and
correct the voting lists; and the Wardens of said
ton and
A gentleman in the audience, wearing
NATHANIEL WALKER, late of Portland,
twinkling white stars. Chandcity shall he governed by said revised and corler’s band struck up the opening over- on liis coat the buttons of the Loyal Le- in tlie County of Cumberland, deceased, and rected lists, anil no name shall be added to or
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
from said lists on the day of election,
ture. When the solo players had ended gion and Grand Army of the Republic, having demands upon the estate of said de- stricken
and no person shall vote at any election whose
and the full band came in, the children said: “Hike to see this. This giving of ceased, are required to exhibit the same; and name is not on said lists.
all persons indebted to said estate are called
Board of
AUGUSTUS F. GERRISH, )
added a colossal accompaniment as a flags, like the hoisting of the flags on upon to make payment to
MONROE A. BLANCHARD, 5 Registration
T. WALKER, of Lewiston, Maine.
CHARLES
S.
of
sort of chorus.
RUSSELL,
Voters.
JOHN
)
the schoolhouses, will teach these chilAdministrator with the Will annexed.
Portland, February 23,1892. Ieb23dtmar7
feb23dlaw3wT*
Portland, Feb. 13,il892.
Mr. George C. Burgess, city clerk, pre- dren the glory of their nation’s emblem
Dr. Blanchard and

OFJPORTLAND.

TO THE ELECTORS
—

—

J

